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ABSTRACT
This is one of four major subdimisicns of a Set of

individualized evaluation material for Level III of the Intermediate
Science Curriculum Study (ISCS) developed as a part of the ISCS
Individualized Teacher Preparation (TTP) program. The manual contains

. a cOmposite list of selected treasurable objectives of Level III of
the ISCS program. It is primarily a reference book for Fersons
responSible for examining curricula and determining if this program
is likely to meet their ,school systemls objectives and needs. Thb
listed objectives are aesigned to aid in t.lie assessment-of students
who differ widely in their learning atilities and in the_kinds of
'subject matter wiach they find difficult. These objectites are
divided into eight texts wh4ch arc subdivided irtC units. Most units
include two.or three chapters and the related excursicns cr.,
resources. Within(each unit) the ctjectives'based cn the core and the
reme4ial excursions"of the'ptudent materials are listed in the order
of their development in thelStudent materials. These are followed by
the Objectives for the general and enrichment excursicns or the
resource otjectives. (Authcr/HM)
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FOREWORD

*To implement .an educational approach successfully, one must Match the Philoso-
phy of evaluation .with thatof knstruction. This. is particularly true when individual-
ization is the key element in the educational approach. Yet, as important as it k to
achieve this match, the task is by no means simple for the teacher., in fact, without
specific resource materials to help him, he is apt to find the task overwhelming. ror
this reason,.1SCS has developed a set of individualized eValuation materialS -as part of
its IndiVidualized Teacher.Preparation (ITP) prograM. These materials are designed
to assist teachers. in their transition: to individualized instruction and to help them
tailor their assessment of students' progress to the needs of all their students.

The two modules concerned with evaLuation, Indiriduali:ing Objective Testing and.
Evaluating and Reporting Progress, can be used by small groups of teachers in in-
service settings or by indiVidpal teachers in a local school environment. Hopefully,
they will do more than 'give each teacher an overview of individualized evaluation.
These 1TP modules suggest key strategies for achieving both subjeCtive and objectik
evaluation of each student's progress. And to make it easier for teachers to put such
strategies into practice, 1SCS has produced the assoyiated booklets entitled Per4Orin-
ance Objectives, Performance As.wssment Resource,c, and PerPrmance °leeks. Using
these materials, the teacher can objectively assess.the student's mastery of the proc-
esses, skills, and subject matter of the ISCS' program.. And the teacher can ()Maul,
at the moment when'they are needed, specific suggestions for remedying the stu-
dent's identified deficiencies.

If you are .an ISCS teacher, selei:tive use of these materials will guide you in devel;
oping an individualized evaluation program best. suited tooyOur own settings.and thus
further enhancc'the individualized character of your ISCS program.

The Co-Directors
intermediate Science Curriculum Study
Rm 41.5, W.H. Johnston .Building
415 North Monroe Street .
:Tallahassee, Florida 32301



ThE ISCS INDIVIDUALIZED TESTING SYSTEM

The ISCS individualized testing system fOr each level of ISCS is composed of four
*. major subdivisions:

I. The 1TP modules Evaluating and Rtporting Progress and Individualizing
Objective Testing:
2. Performance Objectives,
3. Performance Checks in three alternate forms, and
4. Performance Assessment Resources.

Evaluating and Reporting.Progress presentS a comprehensive overview, with many
refinements, for individualizing the grading and reporting of students' progress, based
on' both subjective .and objecftve .eriteria. The module Individualizing 'Objective
Testing describes more specifically those ISCS evaluation materials which havF ob-
jective criteria the performance objectives; cheeks, and resources and it presents
practieal suggestions for their use. These, two modules should be considered pre-
requisite to successful use of the other ISCS'evaluatiOn materials.

-Each of the Performance Objectives booklets Contains a composite list of selected
measurable objectives considered important to. a given level of the 1SCS program.
However, many of the long-range goals and aims that are at the heart of the ISCS
program do not lend themselves to being expressedas measurable performance ob-

jectives. Thks, these booklets should not be construed as being all-iiiclusive anthol-
ogies of all the possible learning outcomes of I SCS.

Each of three Performance Checks booklets contains an equivalent but alternative
set of performance checks which were developed to assess the students' achievement
of the objectives stated in the Performance Objectires booklets.

The Performance Assessment Resources booklet is a teacher's handbook to be used
in identifying the' appropriate performance *Che'eks -with which :to evaluate eaeh-stu-.
dent. The bo6klet also indicates how to st up testing situations, correct responses,
and give remedial help.

6



NOTES yo THE READER,

This book is a catalog of the ISCS objectives for Level III. It is primarily a reference
book for-persons responsible fcir examining curricula 'and determining if this program
is likely to meet their school sy.stem's objectives and needs. As a reference book, it
will also be useful to those teifhers who wish to WI-0e additional objectives or per-
formance checks.

4 Each objective is written in the formal style described in Excursion 2-1 of the mod-
ule Individualizing Objective Testing. As noted in Chapter 1 of that module,..each
ISCS objective focuses on a specific, directly measurable student action. The objec-
tives are, in effect operational definitions of students' abilities; thai is, they are
statements of how to detect and measure what students can do.

As you might expect, ISCS has other important goals and aims that are not listed in
this book. They are missing because they are generally not directly measurable, given
the practical confine's' of tme and. the state of the art of performance testing and
measurement. In many cases, their nature is affective, rather than cognitive, -and
long-terrn as opposed to short-term. You will find many of these goals and aims dis-
cussed in the module Rationale for Individualization.

The objectives in this' catalog are designed to 'aid in the assessment of students who
differ widely in their learnig-abilities and in the kinds of subject matter Which- they
find difficult. As stated in the module Individualizing Objective Testing, the key to
the successful use of this catalog, the related books of Performance Assessment Re-
sources, and the various Perftumance Checks is selectivity. This catalog of objectives
was not designed so that a specificstudent or group of students would achieve a fixed

...: percentage of them. Probably no one school system and Certainly no one teacher will
find all of the objectives in this book appropriate. As with a mail order.catalog, one
must pick and choOse according to his needs.

The.'objectives listed in this. bdok are divided into texts whivh are subdivided into
units. The relationships among texts, the units, and the chapters of PrObing the Nat-
ural WorldI3 are shown in Table 1. 'Most units include two or three chapters and the
related excursions or resqurces. You will recall that the number preceding the
hyphen in the identification numbers for excursions indicates the chapters to which
the excursion is related. Within each unit, the objectives based on the core and the
remedial-excursions of the student materials are listed first and roUghly in the order
of their development in the student material's. These are followed by the objectives
for the general and enrichment excursions or the resource objectives.

3.4
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LEVEL III

TEXT UNIT CHAPTERS

Wm)ironmental Scignee (ES)

Well-Being (WB)

Why You're You (WYY)

In»estigating.Variation (IV)

In Orbit (10)

Whativ Up? (WU)

WindS and-Weather (WW)

Crusty Problems (('P)

Table. I

3

3

3

2

3

2

3

3

3
. 4

1 and 2
3 thru 5
6 thru 8
1

2 and 3
4 thru 6.
1 thru
4 and 5
6 and 7
-1 and 2
3 lhiu 5.
1 and 2.
3 and 4
5 thru 7
1 and 2
3 and 4
5 thrir7
1 and 2
3 and 4

thru 7 .

3

4

The three types of code numbers used to identify the objectives in this book and
..the mciftrkils which C4respond to each of the objectives in the Perfornumce Checks
and Peackinance Aswessinent Resources .bOoklets are shown in Figurt: 1 below.
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Given. two maps showing patterns of the spread of diseases in the-Middle Ages and
today and 'asked to explain why diseases noW tend to break out in many different
locations at the same time, whereas in the Middle AgesdiseaSe seemed .to spread ..
slowly outward from a central pOint, the student applies-the concept That diseases
are.caused by..germs which may be carried by people, aninials, Orobjects kom one
place to another by stating an explanation which includes the idea that because
there is much more rapid and:frequent movement of.people,..a'nimals, and objects
over long distances now than in the Middle Ages, diseases can now spread more
rapidly.

ES

01-Core-1

Given a map of an area and the dates thatan epidemie firSt reached cities in that ES

area and asked to chart the movement of the epidemic by sketching lines. of best, 0 01-Core-2
lit on The map for each of the dates given, thestudent applies the procedure for
drawing lines of best fit by drawing smooth tines indicating those areas affected at
the same time..

When asked whether a disease which spreads fronvone person to another would be 'ES .

likely to spread morerapidly in a large city or-in a rural area and to exPlain why, 01-Core-3
the student applies the concept that communicable diseases are likely to spread
more rapidly in densely populated areas.by stating that the d4sease would be likely -.

. to spread more rapidly in a city than in a rural area-and the essence of the concept.

When asked whether an i?.pidemic of a disease like the Black Death could possibly
occur today,and to explain his answer, the student applies the-concept that the
crowded and unSanitary living conditions which encourage Ihe.spread.of disease do
exist today by stating.that an epidemic, could occui and the essence of the con

EQ
01-Core-e

-
.wften asked to list t wo'or more conditions which would favorthe spread of an

''.'i!pridernic-throughout an:area, the studentrecalls that epidemics pre favored by the
misuse of the environment by listing the notion of at least two of the following: (1)
overcrowded living conditions, (2) unsanitary living conditions, (3.) improper dis-

)

posal of garbage, (4) improper disposal of,sewage, and (5) infestation of rats and,.
other vermin.

ES

01-Core-5

Given a situation in which a doctor-1s hired to assist the -government of a countrY in ES

reducing.the spread of disease and a list of possible government projects-to that end 01-Core-6

Ad askod to select the project that is likely to rediice the amount of disease most.
Auickly and to explain why, the student applies the concept that the spread of
contagio.us disease is usually encouraged by the prevalenC.e of overcrowded and un-
sanitary living conditions by selecting the course of action which involves eliminating

..

those prOblems and statiqg the eSsence of the concept.. ., ,

When asked -to 'define coMponents in regard to systems, the student recalls that the
components of a sYstem are the things (objects or kinds of matter) that influence .

each other within a-system by responding to that effect.

1 o
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ES

01-Core-7



ES Given a system and asked to list three of its components, the studeht applies the
01-Core-8 concept thin a component is an object (or substance)which affects.pther parts' Of a

System by listing three things in ['agreement with that conapt.
e"

ES

01-Core-9
When 'asked to define system, the student recalls that a system is a set of objects
that influence each other by'stiqu the effect of that dcfinition.

ES Given' a labeled diagram of a system which' showf the input and output of a specified
01-Core-10 component of the system and asked to list thr labeled components of the system;

the 'strident applies the concept that a compone t is any object which is part of a -

system, including the matter input to and output from.:kspecified component of.the
,

system, by listing any three Components of the system.

ES When asked to explain why the output 6Forganisms does.not seem to accumulate,
01-Core-1.1 ,thelStudent applies the concept that the output of an organism is usually input 'for

other organisms by stating an explanation that includes that notion. .

ES , h Given a description of a component of a system and a list of possible input and
01-Core-12 . output of thissomponent and asked to select from the list two things which are

input to th e. component and two things which are output, the student applies the
concept that those things w,hich the.component removes from its surroundings are

- the input to a component and those things which it adds to its surroundings are the
mitput of a component by selecting two things whiob are input and two which are
output ofthe.copponent.

ES 4 GiVen that the term producer is often used to describe certain living things and
01-Core-13 asked to define the term producer, the student recalls that a Producer is a living

thing which is able to use energy directly from 'the sun .to produce chemicals and
thus-store the energy in its body by respOnding to that 'effect.

ES

01-Core-14
Given an illustration of and a *sentence describing two consmners and asked to stale
the biological definition of the term consu'iner,' the student recalls the definition
that a consumer is an organism which Cannot get the energyit needs directly from
the sun but must get its energy either by eating plants or by eating other animals by
stating the effect of the definition.

ES When asked to state the biological meaning of the term decomposer, the student
01-Core-15 recalls the.definition that a decomposer is an organisinwhich produces chemical

and physical changes in the waste materials and.dead bodies of plants and animals
and.as a result these waste materials can be used by living plants by qafillg the
effect of the definition.

ES

01-Core-16

.f

Given an illustration of an ecosystem and descriptions of some of its components
and asked to name the prOducer, consumers, and decomposers, the student
classifies as a producer a living thing that can use energy directly from the sun and
itore it(as chemical energy, as a consumer a living thi that depends on other

,

. , .
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living things for energy, and as a decomPoser an organism tlrat chemically changes
waste materials and dead organisms into products that can be uSed by pilings by.so
namin= each organism.

.

Given a description of a. sit uation in which one pthon has a small.but detrimental . ES

effect on his surroundingS and asked to explain why governments sometimes pass 01-core17 .

laws making these slim!! actions illegal, the student applies.the concept that although
the.effect of the actions of a single person may be unimportant."the combined
actions of many people may produce effects that 'are disastrous.to the surroundings
by stating an explanation that Mcludes the idea that a government .passes.laws to
deter large numbers of individuals from performing individual actions which would
have a serious cumulat Ne effect on the surrpundings. ,

Given a description of-an object and its.snrroundings.and told that the object will
hot influence its surroundings and asked whether it is tate that the object will not
influence its surroundings and to explain the re'ason for his answer: the student
applies the concept that any object influences it surroundings if it takes something
from them, adds something to thein, or just occupies space by responding,negativeLy
and with the essence of the concept.

E.S

01-Core-18

'Given a list of four situations in which one thing influences another and asked to ES

ndicate for each attic influences whether it is a direct or ab indirect influence on 01:Core-19
t living organism specified. the student classifies an influence as direct if one,

phyically acts on the other and as inklirect if the influence is produced
through a chane-in the surrOundings by,writing direct or indirect for each situation
cOrrectly in al least three of the four situations:

6.1

r Given .a diagram of a system said to be.balanced ;Ind asked to predict what would ES

happen if a deliberate change were made in one of' the components or it' there were 131 -Core-20

new input ffainaging tb one of the components in the 'System, the student applies
the conCept that producing a chahge in (Me part of a syst em may produce changes
in other parts of the system by stating a prediction that implies the essence of the
poncept.

Given a description of a proposal which would upset the environmental input-output
balance and asked to state at levt two ways in which the environment would be
affected by pollulion if that propOsal were to be carried out, the student applies the
concept that if tlje environmental input-output balance of a subsystem is changed,
the whole system,can be drastically upset by predictiq.at kas( two Of the following:

( I ) &image to the food and water soura's ot fish, wildife, ind humans, (2) damage
to the breeding grounds of fish and wildlife, and (3) the loss of an area of natural
beauty.

ES

01-COre-21

Given a statement to the effect that the average person in an industrial nation puts a
hr greater strain on the environment than does.a person in 3 nonindustrial nation
and asked to expkrin why, the student generates an explanation Hased on therco
cepts that the input and output of all organisms affect the environment and tha the

1 2
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4.

*.average personin an industrial nation It'as greater input fro' m and'Output to the en-
vironntent than does a person in a'nonindUstrial nation.by stating tbe effect .of those
cOdcepts,

° :ES given'adist des'crihing seveI orgairisms involved in various activities and-asked
61-Core.23 whicji will likery affect the environment, the student applies the piinciple thatan

organism by its 'Very existence affects the environment by titking things ou( of iCalid
o adOing:o.ther things to it by selectipg the option "allof the above."

,, ES. "
01-Core-24

Givenzn illi3Orationiand a descriRtiou of an ecosystem and asked to describe the
inp:iit and output of gasesin that vosystm, the.stiident applies the conGept that'
green, plantslake-carbon djoxpe and some.oxygen from the air and'release large
quantities of oxygen iino the\nr, wheieas animals,take-oxygen from the ai1 tind.;.,
release carbon/dioxide into it. b3r/ stating thegaseousinput arid outpsur Or the 'NM:

. ponents in agreement with the conceptabove.

ES

5 41-Core-25

f.

,

When asked to list three output products from the human body and two things
which are input Althe human body, the student applies.W.conccpts that output is.
something prodeWed by a c.qmponentlif a system and iiipiltdis sodiething taken in or
used by the comPonent by lisfing as output three Of thl following: murim, solid
waste, carbon dioxide, and heat, and as imiut, two of.1% followine' Oxygen, food,
'and water.

ES

01-Core-26
'Given a systein in balance and asked what' would happen if one liart of the sYstem
wve,altered in sonic way, the student applies 'the concept that altering a component

. ota system which is in balance may proauce changes in the,other components of the
wstem by reTonding.to thatetTect

ES4 Given ample opportunity to Nork with materials on a laboratory activity Of mOre
01-Core-27 than one day's duration and asked to observe the cleanup period at the appropriate

time, thy student chooses' to cloSe thelaboratory activity period-promptly upon
receivinfrnotificatiOn of the time by immediately ceajni the laboratory activity,
returning materials in usable, clean condition to storage places, eV participating in
Work area cleanup, on at leaSt three sepaiatepccasions when be.,pg observed by the
teacher without hisknowledge.

.

ES

01-Core-28
When asked to work in'the laboratory with fellow stuaents, thc student chooses to
cooperate with.fellow students in the laboratory by tc.Lnig polite, waiting his turn,
being orderly when moving about" and observing the' right of his clais.tuates to work
without being unnecessarily disturbed, when observed without hisAnokdge by Ili e

#
_teacher or another designated person on at least three occasions.

ES

01-Core-29
'When asked to work with the equipment and, text materials of the ISCS course, the
student chooses to show personal responsibility. for returning laboratory equipment
no.longer needed to the proper storage PfaCes during the.activity period by returnim4
such eqUipmerit and materials-to the designated storage plac6 oti at least three

-s

,:
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occasiomt whenobserved by the teacher or another designated observer without his
knowledge of being checked.

When asked questions in the textbook:the student chooses to write in his Record ES

Book his answers to 90% or mow of the questions in his tektbook by exliNthlg the 01-Core-30

-written responses when the teacher spot checks to determine if he .is doing so.

When working indcpendenily in the laboratory, tlarstudent chooses to show proper ES

care and use of ISCS laboratory materials by using the materials only-for their in- 01-Core-31

tended.purpose or by reeestplg.perniission to do other specific experiments with
them. whril being observed without his knowledge by the teacher or another desig-

natetd person pn three or more'occ.asions.

.Givena Ipartially labeled grid and a data table and asked to plut scales. on the axes, to 'ES

Plot the datil on the grid..and to draw "line of best fit, the student applies the pro- 01-Exc 1-1-1

cedure fOr graphing datgi which includes numbering the axes so that-each interval
represents the same.change in the Variable and so that fthe range of the data includes
al least one7half of the scale, plotting the data,on the grid. and drawing a line of best
fit by Gonstructinga graph on'which the points are plotted to within .t.0.2 major
scale tInits and on which the line of best fit is.a smooth curve.

Given an equation for a reactjon in which the products contain elements not present (ES

in the original reactants and asked if the reaction is possible and to explain his an,' 01-ExC 2-1-1

swer,the student applies the rule that in ordinary reactions, elenwnts in.the products
ai e. not diffevnt from those in the reactants by responding negatively and to the
effect that the rqaction could not o'ccur Wecause there are-elements in the products
that are different from those in the reaciants,

Given a pictorial chemical equation and a list of terms from the ISCS particle model

and asked to select from the equation those symbols which are examples of the

terms.in the List the student classifies those symbols indicating only one kind of
atom as representing eleinOnts. those symbols -Inad)0; up of more t han, one kind of
atom as compounds. the symbols of the starting substances in a cheinical reaction as

reactants, and the symbols of the .new substances.,forwd in a chemical reaction-as
products by selecting a symbol or group of symbols"from the eqinatron-as illustrative.

of' each of the above notions.

ES

0.1-Exc 2-1-2

41

, Given the equation for a reaction and a list of four purported ways.to increase the
ratel.n'the reaction and asked to-select from t4le list the method that will not
increase the rate of.reaction, the stu mt applies the concept..that the rate of a re-(

action may bebincreased by increasin the temperature of the. reactants. by increasing
lhe concentration of one (yr more of the reactants. or by adding a catalyst by

r e

selecting tily statement that appJars which does not include one of' tire methods...-- . .

a-bove. -
i- ...

ES
01-Exc 2-1-3 .

,
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p
ES Given that burning is a chemical reaction of a material with oxygen and aske'd to
01-Exc 2-1-4 explain why a specified substance must be beated beforelt .will.begin taburn in air,

the student applies the concept that energy is often required totreak up cornbina- ..,

tions of atoms sO that a chemiCal change can occur by stiAtig the effect of:tVat
concept.

.ES
01-Exc 2-15

fe,

Given a list of terms from the ISCS particle model and their definitions and asked to.
match the terms with their definitions, the student recalls that an element .is'a sub-
stance made up of only one kind of atom, that a compound is a substance inade up
ot' two or more different kinds of atoms, that a product is a new substance produced
during a chemical reaction, that a reactant is a starting substance in a chemical re-
action, that an ion is a particle with either an-exceSs positiv-e or an excess negative
charge, and that a molecule is a particle containing equal numbers of positive#nd
negative charge by matching terms and their definitions as above.

ES. Given the temperatures of two substances before and after they are mixed and four
01-Exc 2-1-6 statements about the relationship between the energy needed to separate the reactant

atoms and the energy released when those atoms recombine to form the products
and asked to select the statement that best describes.the relationship between these
energies.the student applies the concepts that if the temperature rises, the energy

14',releasId.iii greater than the energy required:if the temperature is constant, the
energies are equal, and if the temperature decreases, the energy released is less than
the energy needed by selecting the statement that agrees with the data-supplied and
with the 'concepts.

ES Given a description of a situation in which a group Qf people are proposing to.a
01-Exc 2-2-1 legislator a campaign to eradicate a certain species of animal in an area because it

causes problems and asked to describe what information the legislator should have
in order.to make an informed decision in thiS matter. the student recalls that in .

order to determine the feasibility of a campaign to eradicate a species from an area,
one should know 1 ) how much.damage this species causes, (2) the cost of the pro-
posed program, (3) the input and output-of the species so that an estimate can be,
made of the possible effects of its eradication 'on other species, (4) does the species
exist elsewhere, and (5) is the species an endangered species by responding with the
effect of at least two of those notions.

.
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When asked to explain what its meant by hioetmieal6x.4en demand, the student ES

recalls the definition that the biochemical oxygen demand is the need for oxygen by 02-Corel

living things by slAtia the erfect of that definition.
.

,

Given a graph 011ie size of,a population of microorganisms over time and a series ES

graphs showing possible relatiOnships betweeit times and oxygen demand and 02-Core-2

a'sked to select the graph that best represents the-oxygen demand over a Period of

time, the student applies the concept that the oxygen demand of a population of
micro,organisms is directly proportional to the size of the population by selecting the

graph with the same slope as the population-versus-time curve.

Give!) the claim that The color change of methylene blue in Activity 3-twas caused ES
.

, by the milk itself and notby the action of the yeast on the milk and. as ed to 02-Core-3

describe an activity to determine whether it was the milk or the yeast and milk
combination that caused the color change, the student generates a description of .an NB,

activity which includes holding all the variables constant except one and using a

control by de.scribiqg in 'activity which includes varying only the quantity of yeast .-
added while holding the other variables constant and.using a control sample which

,

contains milk.but no yeast.
OP

Given a series of graphs'showing possible relationships between the Oxygen demand ES

of microorganisms when an excess amount of food becomes available to the micro- 02-Core-4

organisms and asked to select the graph which best indicates the relationship of
time and oxygen deinvd. the student recalls that when an excess amount of food

is made available to an organism, the oxygen demand increases slowly at first but

then rises more and more rapidly by selecting the graph that shows a line with

positive, ponstantly increasing slope.

(;iven a description of a situation in which a small popnlation of microorganisms ES

(between one and ten) is plaCed into a large container of food and the amoun't of 02-Core-5

time required for the populationto double (doubling time) and asked to predict the

size of the population alter some integral multiplt.' PO of the doubling time, the
student applies the concept that the size of a population of organisms doubles after

each integral multiple of the doubling time for that organism provided unlimited
food is present by stating, the .fTnal population size found by matiPlying2". times X

(the initial popplation size),

i;iveii lour graphs of population size versus time for a population of microorganisms

and asked to select the graph that best shows how the sive of the population/Of '

microorganism's Would change over time if ith unlimited amountof fooAere.sup-
plied, the student applies the colicept that the size of a population gPows slowly at

first and thenmore an&more rapidly (exponentially inereasing).in the presence of

unlimited foOd by selecting_the graph that sillows an incre'ase with time and is con-

cave upwards.

kS
02-Core-6



ES Given that a lake has been 'Nlluted by sewage, that magy kinds of fish can no longer
02-Core-i live in it:and four gtatements about the fish and the lake and asked to select the

reason that many kinds of WI can no longer live in the lake, the student. applies the
concep.t, that many of the microorganisms which decompose sewage in a body of
water use oxygen from the water by selecting the statement to the effect that there
is do longer enough°oxygen in the lake for certain kinds of fish.

,. .
. ES When as ed to explain a cause of the oxygen cleath of alake or stream, the student

02-Core-8 . - ,recalls that the oxygen death of a lake or stream is oused by an increase in/water
temperature or by microorganisms using up most or all of the dissolved oxygen as
they decompose biodegradable material that has been dumped into the stream by
stating the effect of one of those causes.

,......-

ES Given a situation in which a body of water pblluted by sewage is to be sprayed t9
02-Core-9 Jcill off all.the decomposers and asked if tjfis is the best solution to the problem of

pollution and to explain his answer, the student applies the eoncept,that decom-t
posers are, necessary components of an environmental system which invol es Node-
gradable wastes by responding negatively and, in effect, that sewage will be eft
.and that the best solution. is to stop the pollution itself.

ES

02-Core-10

/4

Given a diagram and a description of a situation in which many fish live upstream
from and just downstream from where Sewage k dumped into a stream but fewer
and fewer fish,are foinul as one goes downstream until finally there are no more ,

fish and asked to explain why this occurs, the student generates an explanation
based on th& notion that the ndcroorganismS that are decomposing the sewage are
using up the oxygen from the water as it flows downstreaM and the progressive
downstream reduction in the Oxygen content causes the changes in the fish p.opula-
lion by statiq a'n explanation to that effect.

ES When asked to explain why many cities and towns that get their wate'r from nearby
02-Core-11 s-r(ams have had to higtall more complicated and effective water purification plants

. to treat their drinking water, the student applies either the fact that as the earth's .
popdlation increases, inereasing amounts.of water are used again and again before
they reach the sea, and therefore it becomes difficult to removeiall the undesirable
materials from the water,.or the fact that new kinds of pollutants, which the old
methods do not remove, are being added to water by sh_i_tiLigan expladation that
InclUdeS oi k! of those ideas.

ES Given a situation in which sonic newly-plonted seeds are regularly splashed With
02-Core- 12 detergent water and asked why such seedlings as appearare not as healthy as other ,

seedlings nearby, the shident recalls that detergents in water interfere with.the
germination of seeds nd affect the health of,seedlings by responding to that effect.

S Given a description of an activity to determine the effectsof detergent on the germi-
02-Core-13 nation of four different kinds'of seeds other than radish seeds and a series of state-

, ments about the Niteome of these activities and asked to sc!lect the statement that

1 7



represents the best prediction he can make from his activities with radish Seeds, the
studentlipplies the concept that the results of activities involving one type of organ-

ism suggest what might happen to Other types of organisms but cannot be uSed to
make exact predictions about other organisms hy selecting the statement which in-

cludes.thatnotion.

t. When Asked t'o describe an activity to determine whether the.-presence of an insecti- ES-

cide in the soil affects the germination of a specific kind of seed, the student gener- 02-Core-14

ates a description of an activity which includes the ideas of changing only one
ValTiable at.i time aird using a control sample by djscribing an activity whia includes

those ideas.

When asked to defMe.biodegradable, the student reCalls the definition that biode- , ES

gradable materials are chemicals which Can be decomposed by organisms by respond- 02-Core-15

ing with the effect of.that definitiOn.

Given a description of a lake into which biodegradable chemicals are being dumped ES

and asked how biodegradable chemicals can cause the rapid decrease of dissolved 02-Core-16

oxygen, the stiident applies the notions that biodegradable chemicals serve as a food

source for algae and thus allow the algae population to reproduce rapidly and that

the,excess number of algae and of microorganisms that feed on algae wastes useS pp

the oxygen in the lake by stating that in effect.

Given that the biodegradability of a substance is not a guarantee that it will tiot pol- A ES

lute and a list (s).f four purported reasons for this and asked to select the best explana- 02-Core:17

lion of how biodegradable substances may cuuse pollution, the student applies the

concept ttLat biodegradable substances.while being broken down into simpler sub-

stances mayproduce an increase in food supply for an organisin.which then increases

its population thereby drastically increasing its intake froin and output lo the envi,

ronment by selecting The response which 'includes that notion.

-Given a situation in whic .th a citizen claims that .he is not negatively influencing a ES

nearby pond environment because of the care he lakes in using a nonbiodegradable 02-Core-18

pesticide and asked to agree or disagree with the position and to defend his response,

the student applies .the -concept that nonbiodegradable pesticides do not have just ..

the desired positiueaffects on'the area WI which they are used by responding nega-

tively and that nonbiodegradable pesticides are often carried off by such carriers as

rainwater which runs off the field, insects which consume nonfatal amo.unts of the

pest rcide. -and wind-carried dust Rarticles..

Given a diagram of a fOod web and asked to state the term used for the entire system
and to explain what an arrow means in the diagram:the student recalls that a system

_

of organisms diagramed to show which are input for others is called a fOod web and

that the organism at the tail of each arrow is eaten by (is input ta the organism at
the head of each arrow by responding to that effect.

ES

02-Core-19
. aP
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ES . Given a description of a situation in which a factory dumps a nonbiodegradable
02-Core-20 chemical intoa river, but a few miles-downstream the chemical is found to be !res-

ent only in. small quantities and.asked.to explain why this chemical seemsto be
disappearing' from the river, the stugent'applies the concept that many nonbiode-
gradable chemicalsare absorbed by living plants bri animals or settle to.the bottom_
of the river by stating an explanation that includes -both alternatives.

ES. Given a diagram of a four-level food chain in an area where a nonbiodegradable
02-Core-21 chemical has gotten into the water and asked to predict wIzieh organisms would;

contain the highest concentration of the chemical and hich mould contain the
lowest concentrafion' of the chemical, the student appli .s the concept thai the con-
centration of a nonbiodegradable chemical increase the level of the organism
in afood web by sthting thal -the organism near the op 1 the food chain will con-
tain the highest concentration and the organism near the bottom of the food chain
will contain the lowest concentration.

ES When asked what characteristics an ideal detergent would have, the.Student generates
-02-Con$22 the Concept that an ideal.ktergent would break down after use into harmless- nOn-

nutritive materials or would react with other sewage materials to be remOved in
settling basins by responding with one of the characteristics above or a suitable
alternative.

ES Given his response either to Problem Wreak 4-4 or to Problem Break 4-5, which
02tore-23 involves the use of a chemical that man is adding to the biosphere, its et fects on an

ecosystem, and a brief description of ale mes-of the-chemical, and asked to defeml
or modify his arguments'both .for and against banning the use of this chemical, the
student generates argunicnts both for and against hanning a chemical, based on the
effects of the chemical on the biosphere, on the people who manufacture and use
the chemical, and on how a ban might affect large numbers olpeople whodepend
on the products of,the industries that uSe this chemical,-by stating at least one
defense or modificationolhis'position that the chemical- shOuld be banned and one
defense or modification of his argument that its use.should be continued.

ES Given the infOrmation that a particular reactive substance should be kept uold to
.

02-Corw.24 retard its reacting and asked to explain the reason, the student applies the 'concept
4 that increasing the temperature increases the rate of a chemical reaction by stating

an explanation that includes tht essence of the cOncept.

ES Given the body temperatures of three differentanimals at two diffekut outside
02-Core-25 temperatures and asked to indicate for each animal whether it is warm-blooded or .

cold-blooded, the student classifies those animals whOse body temperatures.remain
relatively constant when the temperature of the siirroundings change as warm-
blooded and those animals whose -body temperatures vary with thelemperature of
the surroundings as cold-blooded by correctly indicating whether the three animals
are cold-blooded or warm-blOoded in agreement with the classification Above.

1 9



Given the information.that a particular animal is cold-blooded, that its aetivity drops- ES

in cold weather and increases in warm weather, an0 that certain eheinical reactions 02-Core-26
.

in the animal release energy to it and asked to explain why in terMs of what he has
learned, the student generates ap explanation of why the activity, of a cold-blooded
animal varies with the temper,ature Of its surroundings by stating.= explanation

which includes the idea.that when the temperature is.low theanimal is inactive be-

cause the chemical reactions in its body occur less rapidly-, releasing energy more
slowly, wlOreas in warm.weather the animal is more active because the chemical

reactions in its body occur more rapdily, releasing energy more quickly.

When asked to define thermal death point, the student recalls the definition that the ES

thermal death point is that temperature at or'above which an organism will die by 02-Core27

Aim?, the effect of that definition.

Given a description of:a situation in which fish dietafter being subjected to a major ES

temperature increase and asked to explain why they died; the student applies the 02-Core-28

concept that for each.kind of organism there is a thermal death point, a temperature

at orabove'whieh that organism dies, by explaining the esselicv of the.concept. '

'Given a description of a situation in Which two types of fish are kept in_ the same ES

tank because they have the same preferred temperature range and asked to explain 02-Core-29

why only one of the types of fish dies when the teaperature in the tank acciden-

tally gets Rio warm, the student.applies the concept that all organisms with a sjmilar
preferred femperature.riinge do not have the same thermal deitth point by respond-

it. J2 to the effect -that the iThe of fish that died must Nile had a lower thermal death

point than the other.'

Given a deScription 91 a situation in which a certain concentratIon of a nonbiode- ES

gradable substance affects one species but not another and asked to explain why one 02-Core-30 .

prganisni is affected, whereas the other one does not seein'to be affected, the stu-

dent generates the concept that different organisms may have different tolerances

for nonbiodegradable substances by stating an explanation that invblves that notion.

Given a ckscription f a situation in which an aquatic species is found in different ES

parts of a body of water at different times of the year and "a list of lour possible 02-Core-31

reasOns for this change and asked to select the best reason why.this change occurs,

the student applies the cdncept that most kind of living things have a preferred

'temperature range by selecting the response that includes that idea. t

Given that a- certain species of fish requires a great deal of oxygen and asked wht!ther

this type of fish is more likely to be found in cold water or .warm.water-and to ex-

plain why, the student applies the concept that cokNater can hokl more dissolved

oxygen than warm Water by predIcting,that the fish is more likely to, be found in
A.

cold water and stating the essdnt:e of the cOneepti- :1;
A4-

ES

02-Core-32

o.
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ES. . Given a series of.graphs which purport .to show possible relationsh4ps between the
02-Core-33 temperature of water and the amount of oxygen gas that will dissolve in water and

asked to select the graph that besKshows this relationship, the student applies the
.conOept that increasing the temperature of water decreases the amount of dissolved
oxygen in the water by selecting the graph which slopes downward to the right (a
negative slope).

ES Given a description of two aquatic situations which differ only in temperature and
02-Core-34 asked to,prediet in which situation fish would survive longer if,the outside oxygen

supply were.cot off and to give two reasons for his answer, the student applies, the
concepts ttlat living organisms use oxygen faster at higher temperatures and that less .

oxygen,dissolvesin warm water than in cold water by Ating that the fish will stir- ..-

vive longer in the cooler tank and the essence of both concents.

ES . Given a description of an experiment in which the okygen consumption of.a cold-
02-Core-.35 blooded organism-is measured at.various temperatures and foUr graphs showing the

possible relationships between oxygen cOnsOmption,and temperature and asked 'to
:select the graph that shows this-relationship best, tlie:student applies the concept
that cold-blooded organisms use oxygen faster at higiZ'r temperatures by selecting
the graph that slopes upward to the right (a positive slope).

. ES When asked to define thermal pollution, the student recalls the definition that
02-Core-36 thermal pollution is the accumulation of heat in surface waters by stating the effect

of that definition.

ES . Given a list of five statements, four of which are possible effects of thermal pollution
.02-Core-37 and one of which is n'ot, and asked to select the- statement whith is not a possible

-effect of thermal pollution. the student recalls that the effects of thermal_pollution
include increasing the B.0.0. of living organisms. decreasing the amount of dissolved
oxygen in the water, killing some fish by-raising the water temperature abovetheir
thermal death point, and driving some fish away because the water temperature is'
no longer Within Their preferred temperature 'range by selectint the statement which
disagrees witb,ot ol those.

ES Given a situation in which a permit is issued to 'company to.polluteftsr a
02-Core 38 short and limited period oNime.and asked if the brevity of the pollution i+1 Valid ,

reason to allow this short-term pollution and.to explaiiihis answer. the student
applies the concept that pollution need...not last a long time in order to have lo4g--
range effects on the environment.by responding to the effeet that there 4.re limits
to the amount of pollutants with which organisms can survive for even atort periods.

-ES . Given a description of two areas of the country which have equafamounts of pre-
02.-bic 3-1-1. cipitation, but whose vegetation is very diMrent attd asked to list three factors which

might aecounf.foKithis difference in veptation, thestudent recalls that many factors,
such as altitude,ALlimperattstre, soil type, amount of runoff, population, amount of



sunlight, and evaporation rate affect the amount t water available for plants and.

therefore the type of plants that can grow b n, three variables including at

leastvp of those given above. 4

Given that international or regional disputes are be ing to occur about water ES-

rights and asked tc3kexplain why these did not dceuras often in the past and why 02-Exc 3-1-2

some people eXpect that thesedisputes-are likely to become much more yigorous in
the future, the student applies the concept that water use.has increased rapidly and

is expected to continue to increase dpidly by stating in effect that there has been a

rapid rate of increase in the 4mount of water used 'and. that this has meant that cer-

tain areas are runntng short of water and are-attempting to get more water wherever

they Can.

Given transPiiativn rate data for trees and grass and the possibilityof using both
kinds (4 plants as deterrents to erOsion and asked which he would reconfiliend for

lands ping a hilly area surrounding a new.developmeilt with a water table.that is

low, the student generates the notion that solutions to practical environ-

.Men problems are oftenkomPromises from anuing several sets of values by re"-

sponding to the effect that a compromise be struck between trees for beauty and

erosion control and grass for erosion control without the high transpiration rate.

-ES

02-Exc 3-1-3 .

Given a list of terms related to the water cycle and asked to arrange them in the

order in whicfi they occur in the cycle, the student applies the concept that the

water cycle, in part, involves-the following sequence: evaporation, precipitation,
runoff, and becoming part of a larger body of water, by arranging the items to

reflect that sequence.

ES

02-Ext 3-14
#

When asked to give two diflerektt operational definitions that could be.used to de-

tect and to measure plant growth; the student applies the' concept that differeni 02-Exc 4-1,1

operational definitions can be used to detect and Measure a quantity as long as each

operational definition is related to the variable to be measured by stating two differ-

ent Operational definitions for plant growth which involve changes in the plant, such

as the distance from the ground to the topmost leaf,.the number of leaves, or the

maximum.spreadtof leaves from the stem, and a way to measure the change.

Given a description of a variable that might affect the rate of germination and the ES .

growth of the plants that germinate and asked to describe an experiment that he 02-Exc 4-1-2

could perform to determine whether this variable affects the plants, the student
,generates a description of an experiment that involves changing only the one variable
161irinvestigated while holding others ccInstaig by deseribing such an experiment.

a.

4.
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Given a description of a person Who has found one or two ways to keep from contrib- ES

uting to air pollution and asked whether it is true that, this person does not contribute I 03-Core-1

to the air pollution problem at all and to explain his airswer, the student applies. the
concept that everyone is directly or indirectly a source of air pollution by responding
negatively and with the essence of the Concept or With examples to illustrate the

concept.

Given a-description of a situation in which a com ni has installed a filtefing system- ES

in itS smokestack to remove solid particles mild as ed whether this factory can now .03-Core-2

definitely be 'classed as one which is not contributing to air Pollution and to explain
his answer, the student applies the concep-that air pollution can occur in the form
of solid-particles, liquids, or gases by responding.negatively and with the essence. of

the concept. 1

When asked 4to state ah optrational definition for solid-particle air pollution, based on ES

..the sticky-tapemethod,:the student generates an operational definition for solid- 037Core-3

particle air pollution which describes a procedure involving exposing "sticky tape for

a certain period. of.time and then counting the particles in a unit area of the tape.by

stating such a procedure.

Given a graph showing the amount of pollution from each of several major soUrces, ES

including inotop vehicles, and a reminder of the relative sizes of each of the sources 03-Core4

and asked to explain why motor vehicles are the largest producers of pollution, the'
student applies the concept that although the pontion output of individual pro-
ducers is very small the total output of the producers may be of catastrophic propor-

,
tions by responding to that effect.. ,

Given a list of-five combuStion products-and asked:to indicate which of the products ES

is not a major pollutant, the student recalls that the products of combustion consid- 03-Core-5

ered to be major pollutants include'carbon monoxide, unburned hydrocarbons, nitro-
gen oxides, sulfur oxides:and solid- particulates by selecting the cOmbustion product

listed whicli is.not ohe of those.

Given a list offour results of air pollution and the option "all of these" and hsked to ES

select the option which best describes, tbe effects of air pollution, the student recalls 03-.Core-6

that air pollution' can ( I ) increasoisome human diseases, (2) damage crops, (3) weak-

en or kill animals, (4') discolor and damage clothes, automobiles., and buildings, (5)

increase the rate,of deterioration of steel,. rubber, glass, leather,.nylon, paper, and
even stone, and (6) cause discoloration or peeling of paint by.selecting the option
"all of these."

Given the assumption that removing pollutants from factory output costs moneY but ES

releasing them costs nothing and asked to write a reply to this assumption, the stu- -4,- 03-Core-7'

dent applies the concept that.released p011utants cause costly damage to living organ-

isms, crops, and materials by responding with the essence of the concept and two
examples of the datnage done. . .
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ES Givep a description of a Situation in which, a. person wants Jo move to -the country .so
01-Core-8 that he can eseape'air pollution and asked whether he Will escape air pollution en- .

tirely by doing so and tOexplain his answer, the student apPlieS the concept that no
area of the world is free froM air pollution by respoiiding negatively arid thatone:
will not escape air pollution by leaving.a city because air.pollution is worldwide.

ES Given four graphs of population size versus.time and askea to select the graph that
03-Core-9 best illustrates a severe population explosion, the studentclassifies the curve. whose

slope increases most rapidly as the curve showing a population explosion by select-.
ing the.graph whioh is concave upward. .

ES GivelLa table showing the number of births and deaths in a population for three
03-Core-10 consecutive years, the births for the fourth 'year, and the deaths for the fifth year

and asked to supply the number of deaths for the fourth year and the num ber. of
.births jor the fifth year so as to prOduce a constant population for those two years,
the student applies the Concept that a population remains.constant when the number
of deaths equals the number of births by supplying the missing data for both years so
that the number of .births for each of those two years equals the-number of deaths
for that- year.

ES Given a graph of the Population size of.a-typeolorganism over tim4And a descrip-.
03-Core-11 tion of a sitnation and asked to indicate tli e. first.point in time at which the number

of births equals the number of deaths, the student applies the concept.that when the
number Of births equals the number of deaths in the population. the populatiog size
remains constant by indicating the first period of:time At which the curve is 4)arallel
-to.the time axis, to-within 7,tone-fourth of a we.e.k of the accepted time.

ES Given four different graphs of population versus time and asked to select the graph
03-Core- 12 which best indicates how Populations of plants and animals change with time, the

student recalls that population studies of many 'plants and-animals indicate that an.
S-shaped curve is typical of changing population by selecting, tli i.! graph showing an.
S-shaped (sigmoid) population curve.

. ,
ES When asked to list four variables that could limitthe size of a nonhuman population,
03-Core-13 the student recalls that the variables that could limit the size of,a nonhuman popu-ilation include the presence of-disease organisms, the presence of wastes and .pois ns,

the availability of food and necessary gases, the presence of man, and the availat) lity
,

, of space by gtjlilv four variables, at least three of Which express those notion's.

ES Given that the human population has recently increased at a -rapid rateand asked.
03-Core-14 what variables man haslearned to control to allow such an increase the student

generates.the notion that disease, diseaSe carriers, sanitation, food storage, and° food
production are variables that man has learned to control which have allowed the .

pre,sent population explosion to occur. by listing ht least two of the vatiables above
, or examples_of them.

4
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Given.his response either to Problem Break 8-1 or to Problem Break 8-3, both of ES

which involve the.use of a chemical which 'Innis-adding to the biosphere andits 03-Core-15

effects on an ecosystem, and a brief description of the use of ty chemical and asked
tO defend or modify his arguments both for and against banning the use of this chem-

ical, the student;merates arguments both for and against banning a chemical, based

on its effects orftkie biosphere, omits effects on the people who manufacture and use '
it, and on how A ban might affect large numbers of people Who depend on the prod-

uctS of the industries which use this chemical, by Aatigg at least one defense or
modification of his position that tht chemical should be banned and one defense or
modificationis'argument-itrarits use should be continued.

Given his response to Problem Break 8-2, which involvits an industry (a pOtential

. polluter) which.builds a plant in a financially poor state, thus increasing employment

and the state's tax revenue, and asked to defend or modify his argument both for
and against bringing in such an industry:to defend or modify the limitations he
would place upon sUch an industry, and to defend or Modify his argument for sup-
porting or not suPporting such an industry if he were a rnetnber of the state legisla-

ture, the student generates arguments beth for and against permitting st.tch an industry

to loeate in the state, based on the effects of theindustry on emPloyment and the

state's tax revenue and on the industry's pcilluting potential, by stating at least one

defense or modification of his argument that the industry should be allowed to

locate in the state-and one defense or modification of his argument that the industry
should not be_allowed to locate in-the state.- 14.

ES

03-Core-16

Given the total World population on a certain date and the birthrate and death rate
in individuals per day and asked to calculate how long it will take the world's popu-

lation to reach a specifiid size if these ratcsare maintained, thestudent generates
the proced.ure for determining the time requiredlor the populationo reach a cu.-

:. tain size by subtracting the current POpulation size from the specified future size,

dividing this total pOpulation increase by the difference between the birthrate afid

the death rate, and stating the time he calculates..using the procedure.

ES

03-Core-17

ye"

Given one chart shoWing current birthrate and death rate and two charts showing. . ES

conditions for a constant population,' one of which shows an increased death rah.? 03-Coro-113.

and theother of,Which shows a decreased birthrate, and asked which of these situa,

tions woulda more .desirable solution to the population problem and to explain his

an'swer, the student generates an explanation based on the idea thatie reduOion in

the birthrate would create less human misery and suffering than allowing an increase

in the death rate by stating that lowering the birthrate would be more. desirable and

an explanation based on that idea.

When asked to state the relationship between a teMperature inversion and an increase ES

in air pollution at the earth's surface, the student recalls that a temperature inversion '1.03-Exc 6-11

increases the.concentration Of air pollution by preventing the normal vertical mixing

of air and trapping the pollUtants near the ground by responding. to that effect.

(
4
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ES When asked to state a majot cause of temperature inversions, the student readls
03-Exc 6-1-2 that a major cause of temperature inversions is advancing .fronts,Wresponding tO

.that effect. ..

ES

03-Exc 6-1-3

.

Given four graphs showing r4ationships between-air temeattire and altitude and
asked which graph represents' the 'normal relationship betWeen altitude and tempera.
ture ails(' which represents a temperatureinversion, the studentappries the-Concepts

a

that the temperaturedecreases as the, altitude increasesInd'that in a temperature
inversion, the temperatufe decreases, then increases, and then decreases again.as
altitude increases by selecting the graphs Whichillustrate corr6ctly the relationships
indicated by the concepts above,

,

J.:.
ES Given a list of varialles, two of which-direCtly influence the size:4a population,
'03-Exe d askl tp select .al[the variables that 'direetly influence. the-size of the population,

-thestudent recalls that the variables which directly influence the size of a population,

include the birthrate, the death rate, the rate of immigration., the rate of emigration,
and the food supply by selectin both variableg from the list above which occur in
the question, .

ES

03-Exc 71-2
Given.a table listing the conditions of three Population e ern Its analogous tO .

those of Dr..John Emlen's:experiments on Mice popu tions and a e listing the
possiblebirthrates and.death rates and asked to match experimenta
with the experimental results, -the student applies the conci, ts that an open system
with a limited food supply. results in a higher-birthrate than death rate, that
closed systr with a limited food supply results in a low birthrate which is equal
hy the deathrate, and that a closed system with an unlimited food supply results
a high birthrate and a high death rate by' maNhing the experimental conditions io
the experimental results, in -agreement with those. concepts,

ES Given data about the atmospheric composition and temperaffire range of(two imag-.
03-Exc 7-2-1 inary planets and asked whether they would be suitable for huMan habitrition with-

out special support equiipment and to explain his answer., the student applies the
concept that if a planet is to he suitable for human habitation, the.teinperatiire range
on at least part di its surface must be between OT and .100°C. if there is to be a
possibility-that,liquid,water is available and its atmosphere must contain'Oxygen by
responding negativel?, and witlrihe essence of the coacept;

ES Given the 'Assumption that there is no change .in the life span.Of theindeviduitl-and
. .

03-Exc 7-3-1 three graphs of population size as a funotion of rime,,one of which shows po'Oulation
increasing, one decreasing,.and one remaining althost constant, and asked tb indicate
for each graph whether -a family in the population averages feWer than two children,

exactly two children, or more than two children, the student applies the facts that,
assuming there is no change in the life span of the individual, a'family with fewer
'than two ctildren results in a decline in population, two children results in an,alncost.

.constant'population, and a family with'mOre than two children results inun inereas-.

26



' ing population by ilick,2v_ the average family size which is in agreement Atith.a par-

ticular grapti in accordance with the above facts.

... 'Given 'a .giiiph.of how human life expectancy has changedin the United StateS since . ES

.. 1,920,..With anextensionlof theenrve to indicate-a possible decline Milk ekpeetancy '. ... 03-Exc 7.3-1

:. .' beyond the kriawri.data,ind asked to state reasons'that might causeldecline in life:'''
'. expectancy during the nextfew deeadescthe stUdent generates aneXplanatiOn whiCh ,.
. -

, ,

ineludeS the ,ideas.(.14 tkatincreased pollution may cause& decline iniire exPectancy,
. .

,(2),.that indtasirigly crOWded conditions may facilitate the spread of diseases, or .

' ...(3) that 'crovwdedvcanditians might emote"- .itic-reasedliolence,(as they .do in miee) by. .
..

,,.

stating an explanation inelüding at least one of those ideas.
Ul

11

Given& graph of life expectancy since 1200 A.D..and asked. to predict the life expect-
arioy in the.Year 2100 A.D..and Co state Why his prediction is likely to be inaccurate,

the student applieS the concept that predictions based .onextraPolationAeyand
known data are not likely td be aeCniate heeause of the eVects,ofunknown variables
by 1),rediefing,a life expectancy-and stating the essence of the contept. ,

,

03-Exc 7-3-3

.

Given &description at aistuat iion n witich a person who works il a noisy environ-, . :,''''.-'.:, ES.. .

merit tiotices that after he leaves work he has difficulty hearing for &little while and '-, ..03-Exc 8-1-1. . .

asked to.explain what might be the cause of this, thextudent generates an explima-

tion based on the idea.thata noisy environment may cause a temporary 4earing
. .

gt

'reduction by 'Stating an explanlition that includes that idea: .

2

.
.

Given an operational definition for hearing index and fdlir graphs showing possible . . ES

between a perspn's'age and hearing index and asked to select the graph 03-EXc 8-1-2-,

whi(,h best illustrates thiS relationshillYthe Saident applies theifacts that hearing loss .

, usually begins M a person .about .agelwerity-five,and that the'rate of loss increaSes

withage after that by seJetng the graph which illustrates thoSe facts.
,
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#
en-asked to define system, the stlideni recalls the defindon that a system is Sev-

1 eral ipbjeit4',(eohiportots) that influence eaCh other by stating the effect of.that
definition. ,

WB
01-Cdre-1

e

Given. adiagram :and a setof operations'descriptive of a systern.andasked t.o name
-the.stitnuli and responses and to explain how they function as a negative feedback' ,

system,lhe'studen t lippbes the concept that a negative feedback system is a set of
ornpOnknis which influence each oth,er in such a way that the response of,tht sys-
:tem toastinallUs is-the opposite of tly change Produced by the stimitlus by naming

stimuli and responses in the sYSieln-acnd explaining with the effect ot the Concept.

01 tore-2

Given a grap14of the variation of a-variable that is controlled by a negative feedback
system and asked to read.the'set point of the detecting mechanism, the student
applies the concept that the set point of the detecting mechanism of a negative feed-
back system is the miOpoint betWeen the maximum and inipimAim fluctuations of
the system by reading thCset point tO within 1115°C of the midpoint between the .
Maximum and minimum valueS OF.the variables.

we
01tore-3 .

Given a d-escription of how the femperaiure-cOntrolling mechanism Of are.filiesrator - li , .'-;. W.1.3

worksand a series of graplishowir*.possible temperature Variations in the tetrigera- ' 101-Core-4
. tOr ovh time :ind asked to select the graph" that.best indicateihow the temperature ,

. Would varyinside a closed,refrigerator, the sludent applies the concept that a Van--
.

,.

able whia.iS-Controlled by'a negative feedback system fluctuates around a set point
,in a regular- manner by selecting the graphlhat shows this rekitiouship.

,Wlien- asked to predict one thing which might happen if a thermostat can no longer
detect temperahire changes and "send messages to thc furnace and to- exPlain Why it
Would happen, the Student.applies the'concept that'a negative fedback.systeln
detects changes in the-variable being controlled so:that the valk that.variable 'does
nat become loo larmor,too small by !,; in'effect either thatilhe room Waget
very hot because the therinoStat does not rn the- fOrnace.offior that it:will. get...cold:
becauelhe thermostat does not turn th.cfurnace on.

WB
01Core-5

. .

.,.., Gjven that the numberof calories equalslhe inas,s.(grahiSof:Watqr time!;llieqhange.
. . .. .

intemperatum Ofe:mass Of wate,r in grams,.and the initial and Nal teMpetatures of ,

,..thewater in degrees Celsius and asked to ehleulate the purnb'er orealoriewequired tO
heat-the.water froin.one tempe,rature 'to the other, the .ttideiiif.applie, the £01111111:1

...to the given data- tO deterinine the number of 'calories require'd "by mittiOlyitite
miss of w:ityr. iu grams4inies_the tippetaturc.changeb.°Q4c104.9,rtitif E.-pal&

, ....

0.et oi' the,.tiO variables.aS the number.of calorie needed.'
. ...- - .

,
.,

When aske4 to giVe an operational definition of calorie, the student recalls the.oPep-
tional deflation that.a calorie is the ambunt of.heat required toraise the tempera,
lure Of One gram of water 1°C by MO the essirce of that definitibn.

1.

WB
. -01 -Core-5-*

.

01-Core-7

4



I. AA?,

._ ,,, .

WB
. - ,

When asked to state the number of-calories that equals one Calorie., the student,
01-Core-8

::..

recalls that.I,000 calories equal-,1::calOrie by stating that l000 calories:equal
u

C.t`.
Y

1 . calotie, ,
. .

,

WB Givena list of thitig:S that purport to happen to the energy in food inside the body
01 -Core-9 : and asked to select the best desefiption,of what happens to the energy in foOd which

has been eaten, the student recalls that the energy in consumed food can be used by 1

the body to keeP the body temperatufecortstant or for doing wOrk orthat it may-
-be stored 'as' fat hy'S.6=ki; thCanswer that includes all three of_ those.

WB
01-Core-10

When-asked to name two things,thata person can do ifte wants to lose Weight with-
out taking drugs, the' student recalls that ifa person.wantsto lose weight, he can
either decrease th'd 'amount of food energy he takes in or increase'the amount of -

work 114: does hy responding to that effect. '4

I

inip (;iven the energy equivalent of a poUnd of Stored fat,,.the daily-food energy input of -
, .

01 -Core-11 -.. )articularpyrson, and the amount ot enerby his bodY uses each day for doing Work
'and te4erature control-and asked to calculate how.long it would' take that per-'
son to gin or to lose five pounds Of wright, the student applies the. procedure for -,
determining the amOunt ot' time it takes,a person to gain or to lose:acertain amotiut
Of weight by subtracting the number of Calories uSed each day from thefoodenergy
input to determine ttie difference., dividing the prodnot of the Munber,of Calories :

._ per,pound of storedlat times the nunrber of pounds he wants to lose or gain by that
difference, and alp,lin The_tinkin days accurately-to within .t I 0`7,. . ...... ,.. . ,

s., v

,

;.

.

WB

01-Core-12

,.

VV,hen asked tvexplain Why most diet. plans suggest that the.dieter eat'a Variety of"
different kinds offood such as leafy vegetables, .meats,yellow vegetables, and 'fruit
when_ji'ying ro:reducchis Calorie input to lose weight, the student.applies the 06n- .

cept That nutrients sudi as vitamins, minerals, and proteins are just as importirnt as
the number of Calories in food by statipg in effect that a-variety of food is suggested
tonStire that the dieter :receives enough.ofTho,other necessary nutrients such-as -
vitaminsminerals. nd proteins.

...Mi. , . . .

-Given'ample.opportunity to work with mattirials on a-laboratory-activity uf more
01-Core-13 , Atlizin:one'day's duration and asked to observe the cleanup period at theappropriate i.

., : tinfe,_thestodent choosoSto close, the laboratory activity period promptly upon_ .

-k7. .- .

_ ...r0eiving,notircation OfiW tinw by immediately oyasing, thelaboratory- activity, ':.
rtyg, mat rials in usable clean conditionlostorage.pla0s;And mitigAm:

...:._. : _ .... _:. :in waikatea_clelinup_;,.uu atle_ast: dm' epara.te ovolious Whettbeing Ow rved 14 '._:-_____
,., A

% ^ the teaeher with-mit-his knOwIledge.:
. .,

.
:.,- .../ Wg i'

,

'When'asked to work, in thelaKoratory wit)) fellow students,- the stuilenrchodses to .
-.. -\01:to(6-14 Ocioprale with fellOwstudentsin the laboratorylby being politewaithv, his ttun,

' :
. : _ , being onkrly-when_movingobout, and obser9g, the right of hiselassmates to:Work --

' - - . -.1-,--..i .

..r ,n,
withmn being unnecessarily disturbed; when observed without hiS knowledge by the

,.,
-- tehoher or another designated person on'ateasi Three occasidns. -.. ...

5.



, . ,

When asked to work.!.vitti the equipmen andJext,materiali of the ISCS eoulse, the
student chooses to !iliOW personal% responsibility for returning laboratorYeqtripment.
no longer needed 'to the proper storage place during the actiVity period by timing.

..' stich eqi;ripment. and materials to .the designated4storage places on at least three occa-
sions 'when observedby the teacher or anotherdoSigniliod;obseNer withbirt his know-
ledge of being checked,.

a

- es Wit

.01-Core-15

. .
When asked questions In the textbOok;.the student chooses to write in his keeptid
Book his answers to 90% or more of the questkIns in his textbook by exhibiting.the

_ .

written responses when the.teacher spotchecks to determine if he is doing so:
t

WEV

01-Core-16

When working independently in the labOratoryi the-student chooses to,show proper :-
care and use of ISCS.laboratory materials by Ang the materials only tor their in-.
tended purpose or by.,,requeSting permiSsion to do otherspecific experirrients With
them, when lkingobseritred without hisknowledge by .the teacher or another:dete..
nated person on three or...more:occasions.,

. ' ,

WB

, 'Cr-GT*17

'
,. .

Given a liSt of five units of measurement including the unit 'calorie and asked to
choose from them the unit in which heat energy is measureth the.student recalls that

0- .. , . .

the calorie is' a unit in which heat energy ismeasured'by selecting calotie. cI

'WB
01-Exc 1-11' .

Given four possible conclusions:for the aCtivity itywhi 'h water Was heated using.
burning marshmallows and .burning peanuts And aske to select the best poSsible.con-
elusion, tlie student applies the coaxpt that findin' that a Variable:differs in-two;

_Objects does notindicate.That all objects difkr in us varjable by selecting the eon--
'elusion which expresses that notion.

WB
01=Exc

Given a specified number of calories and ask how many Calories that numberrep-
resents, the student applies the relationship at 1.4000, calories equal.) Calorie by

1

reporting an answer that is-U.1,000th oNhe lumber of calories specified.

GiVen a list of foods identified aS containing
and asked to Select the food he would.want n
his Calorie intake, the student applies the con
moreCalories than.earbohydrates or prOteins

. .

WB
01-Exc 1-1-3

ostly.tarbohydrates, fats, orpxoteins
St to avoid if he were trying to reduCe
pf that gram for gram, fats contain

selecting the food that,is mostly ...
f

WB'
01-Exc

. ..

Giverti description ot :the sarrie food prePared i tpree. different wags and asked to' - . .- rtWB -,

%doe t whiehimethod of preparation results ih t e largest num re of CalorieSia-To----
. .. ,...,

explain his answer, the stmient applies the concept that the method by which food ,..

is Prepared' affeels the, number of Caltinies it contains by seleetini; the.friettfortwol
thq,food'and eXplaining in effect that of the three methods OfpreliaiatiOn, frying
introduces CalOries through theaddition of fats and 01151..

.
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t

h'. v. t . .

WB Givelillie...statemenkhat a person has a Well-balanced diet and asked if well-balanced
01-Exc 1-2-3 ' diet Means only that .his Calorie intake.lOting counted and Th-explain his answer,.

tithe student arlies the concept that other things.such as vitamins, minerals, And
proWin are involyed in. a well-balanced-diet by.respondinviegiatively. and with' -that

.

notirt
6,

i. WB Given approptiatiOata and 'a sectiOn of an aetivity-caforit.Lbody Weighlt chiirtsimilar.
. . .,

01.-Exc 14-1 to. the ode'on page 104 and asked to calctilate the total number Of (\Odes 4sed.by -

the person during the time represented.and to show his work, the student applies the.,
"procedure for calculating the tOtal number of. Calories used by a person in perform-
ing various activities by inultiplying4he tiniet in-hours) by the number of Calories'

.

....used pmpound of body, weight per hour 'by the body. weigh-tin
:

Pbunds for each '

activity, then summingthe Calories;nSed for each activity to.determine 'the lotal :

number of Calories used, andrepoy,ting the.total nmnber.of Calor,iescorrectly within
. ,,., .

,-, --

t,

f

,
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.4-41

When asked to expl.ain why'a controlitad to be t.-ied when investigating the effect of
the cigarette-smoke solution on the germination of corn seedsthe student applie.s..
the concept that controls are necessary in inost experiments to determine whether

:the:observed effect is associated 'with the treatment" or whether it would occur any-
Valby responding eitherto that etTect.or with an example of another variable which
.cotild have affected.the results..

WB
02-Core-1

When asked, to list three chemicals or types.of chemicals intigarettesnokte, the,
student recalls that the chemicals-in cigarette smoke include' fikotine, canter-
producin-substances, irritants, carbon monoxide, and. arsenic,by hstA three of
those five.

WB,
- . ,

0ZCOre2.. .

. Given three'diagrams of epithelial tissue' from pe6Ple's windpipes which show no
damage, minor damage, and major damage and the three labels "non-smoker," .

"moderate sinoker,"i`and'"heavy smoker" and 'asked to match the labels With the
diagrams, the student recallS that theArilotint of.dama0 to the epithelium- of a
person's windpipe is proportional t.9 the'amount he smokes by matching the dia-
grams With their labels cofrectly.

1/4

WB
'02-Core-3

'.Given.a list of five possible effects of smoking on thebod.y and asked to select the
one effect that smoking does .not have, the. student recalls that smoking has the
following.effects on the hodY: ( ) it causes the-epithelium of the, windpipe to
become thicker4nd contain more and'Iarger goblet cells, (2) it.reduces the number

'and activity of Abe cilia in the epithelium of the windpipe,_(3) it'inCreases the mticus
and the chances of havinga cough or 6ther respiratory problems, (4) it causes a loss
in the 'control of cell production in the epithelium, (5)- it tends to break down the
walls of thsair sacs in the lungs,-(6) it iticreaes the heartbeat rate, and(7) it
iucreases the breathing rate by selecting, the effect 'which contradiets.ofte 'of those
listed.

WB'
02-Core-4

\Given a'situation in which two variableS increase together but are not directly re- .1 WB

fated to each other and-asked whether this proves that a change in one variable 02-Core-5

. -causes a change in the other and to-explain his answer, the student applies tile con2
Cept.that 'tk fact that two variables are associated and inc. rease or deerease together ,
does not prove that one causes the other, as unknown or uncontrolled variables,
may also-be involved, by responding negatively iind.with the'essence of the con&pt.

Given four statements about the death rate of people who smoke and asked to.
select the stateinent that is not true, the student recalls that the death rate and
diseases of the resPiratory syStent are increased by smoking by selecting tilt state-
ment Which disagrees with one of the following: the death rate due to lung
cancer increases th t. more a person smokes, (2).sinoking increases the clianccs'of
dying from a'nuMher of diseases such LIS' bronchit* and emphysema, (3)

'A-cancer of the voice box, mouth, and throat increases.with increased smoking, (4) the,
death rate incEeases the more a `§maker inhales, and, (5) the death rate de,c,reases
slowly for people who stop smoking. ;

t :

WB
02-Core-a

33
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. , .. ,
WB .. . When Asked tp state an operational definition fpx.p/O.yical dependence,' the stildent
02-Core-7 .. recalls-the opeialional 4eftnition th'at,phiCalAtePendenOis indicated hY th.c,..with-, :.

drawal reaction to stopping the use of a drug and-the amount bPdependence is ineas-
:tired by thb extent Of the withdrawal reatstion by ,slatilig, -tile essence ofthe,defini-;., ;,..
tion.

! . . ... ..

.,

,

WB When asked to define psychological dependence operationally, the 'student recallg.':
'02-.Core-8 . the operational definition that.psychologicaldependence is indicated by a men.tal

craving for somethingAuhen-theeeis'iiP.physibal need for' it and is measured by ifie :7

extent'ofthe craving by stating,pheeffect :Oktiliat definition.. ". .
,t

WB
02-Core-9

a

Given a description of two personsjöne physicallY dependent on a drugAnd the
other pichologieally :dependent oA a drug., and asked tO indicate foreach.desOlik-
tion whether the dependence is'py.c,hologicaVor:physiotand explain Viereasonfot
his answer, the student applirs the concept that a Person PhYsicallyl.dependent on-a .

drugmould .suffera withdrawal illness when he stopped using the drnd that a
Terson psYthologically dbP4ndent on a drug.has a mental CraVing forit;-but,libody
does.nOt require the drtig fdr..-normal, functioinng,by sjatingihe'type.of,deperidenee
correctly in both cases and the essence of theap.plicable concept. '`

.
,

WB GiVenAdescriptionof a situatibn in which a pregnant wonian is advised not to Use
02-Core-1a. a cettain drug until after her baby is born ilnd asked to state hie reason that pregnant

woine.n .should not use certain drugs, the..student generates an.explanation based on
the idea thatthe drttg.May affett iffe unborn _infant b'y causing,.it to become physi-
cally dependent onthe drug or by effecting itsdevelopmeitt .by stt= ftplana-.
tion that expresses at least one of .thOse ideas. .

:

;

.. .
. t 1,

.

WB Given adescription.otthe physical.effects Of a-drug On't. bodY;Systeflit and asked
02-Core-11 to diagram and label a possihknegative,Ssedback syS'iern that nnght not work When ....

this drug is. taken, the.student applies theconcept that a negative feedbackSysteM.,.
7" 'contains at least one de.tecting mechani0, a messagtcomponent,'andli cdritrolling -'

.component. all of which interad so that when a stimulus isimposed on the system,
the system reactS to counteract the effeef Of The stimuttis by ditagathing.and

t,
!Achim. a negative feedback systern. in agreemen.f with this cOn.qept, which. imiy .
--_-___ .

, cause the physical syniptoms if the system did not oPerate corredly: s:

-
f

Wii When-aske$1 to list 'Iwo different ways.of sending messages in.the hunian body, the
02-Core-12 student recalls that messages may be carried in the human bodychmicaljy or

...

..
electrically kibtsliting both wan .

.-, -..-
. .

WB
02-Core-13 .

,

When asked to explaiktlw diflbfence between drug use and drug abusse,The..stmdot.
generates an explanation to the-effect:that drug..abUse reffl-s.to iking drugs urt-
necessarity'or withoutor beyondinedically recommended-dosages, whereas drug
use refers. to using '.drugs Within medicallk, reionmended limits to aid o.ne's health
or vielfare,hy stating 1n explapation thtt iiidtrdes-theseidbas. .

, ,,

.

.

;

.-1.

.;
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tOtifivell, tisguy, *an, andPrgan sYstem,aq: asked:to arrange them in
order of increasing complexity from simplest to mOSt coniplex, the studcnt recalls

-:. that a cell is-the simplest unit, a tissue is composed of manY cells., an "organ is corn-

posed-of several.different types of tissues,. apd.an'brgan system is made up of several
organs by listing ttie words in the following order: cells, tissue, organ, and organ

:

;. system...
,

WB ,

02-Exc 2-1-1

. . .

.... ... en.a, .. VV'hsked10-explain why it is necessary for most plants and animals to be com-, , ..,

posed .of-Many different kiridVef cells instead of jiist one kind.of cell, the student,.;
recalls that there are many, different-kinds of Cells because cells in different parts of
.the plant or animal ninst do different /Wings bY responding to that effect:

1.-
-,

WB

02-Exc 244 . .

..

-'-'When asked to liSt three advantages of.arcinterview over a written questionnaire, the WB

student'recalls that advantages of an interview-inelude the facits t hat (I ) sometimes 02-Exc 2-2-1

people will saY more than they,will write, (.2.) movements, lo4kS; or tones of voice
.

may give clues about what a person r llythinkirig, and.(3)
,

Man iriterView a

person can be asked t a po clearer or to give more information by aUg .
three advantages, t o of *hie.,h express..the essence.of statements abOve..

When asktd to expla why companies Which take surveys of public opinion train
. their interviewers to as exactly the same questions in ekactly the same tone of

voice, thestudent applilie concept that in any data gathering it is necessary to
,contrOl.all extraneous varia )1es that might affect the.iesurtg`(data) by 'stating the

effect of that conce0t.

WB
.

02-Exc 2-2-2..

When asked to explain why many Surveys use'written questionnaires rather.than
Interviews, despite the advantages of an,interview'., the student recalls. that Oestion-.
nires are often used becanse they inake it pgos!;ible to contact a larger number of
people more quickly and More cheaplY than is possible uSing personal interviews by
re'spotA9ing.to. that effect or with any other advantage that he can defend.

WB
02-Exc 2-2-3

Gi'ven 'a four-item questionnaire which includes a request for the respondent's name, WB

. one ambiguous citiestion, one question with very biased wording, and one Multiple- 02-Exc 22-4

'choice question withoverlapping ot Missing categories and asked to improve the
construction Ofthe questionnaire... the stiident applies the concepts of good ques-
tionnaire construction that (1-) an anonymous questionnaire is More likely, to be

answered and provides a better measure of a person's feelings thanOne which is
signed-, (2) the questiOns.shouLdnse clear and simple language so that words and
idesas cannot be misiniderstood, (3) the questions should never indicate the preferred

answer, and (4) multiple-choice qtdstions shOukl provide an unamhiguous responSe
fc)r every' possible type of respondent by improving a questionnaire so that it is in
agreenient with .at Nast three.of the -four coneepts.

Given a schematit: diagram uf the'hiiMan circulatory system With arrows indicating ''',..
.. WB

certain parts and Asked to name tile parts indicated, Oe student identifies the major ,1,
, 02-Exc 2-3-1

. .. .. ->.

as

:
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parts of the human circulatory system by naming correctly the heart, lungs, veins,.
arterie§,cand.capillaries.

.4.
vkte Given a schematic diagram of the human circulatory system with parts identified by
02-Exc 2-3-2 letters and asked to indicate the 'path of blood flow through the 'body starting

particular part, the student recalls the general patternmfblood flow:through the
bOdy by lisThg the lettersthat corresiiOhd to the following sequence of karts begin-
ning with the part initially indicated: blood flows from the veinsto the left auricle

..of the heart, to the left ventricle, to the pulmonary arteries, tattle lungs, to:the. .;

.right auricle, to the right ventricle,,t6the:arterieg; to the'caPillaries of-the body, and
'back to the veins.

4.4

,

"0. When,asked to give two reasOns- why the red blood cells are so important to the .
.

02,1xc-2-3-3 functioning Ofthe body the student recalls that red blood cellScarry-oxygen frOm
the lungs to.thelest of theAody cells and carrY carbon dioxide from the body cells
to the lungs by responding to thfit 'effect.' .

.t

t"
,

.
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Given 4 sentence using depiressatt in the context of-drugs anolasked-to define WB.

.. depressant, the student recalls the definition that depressants are, chenlicals upd tq i ., 03-Core-1

slow doyin the rate of functioning of the bo#:by 9,11.12 the,effect of.tfie-definition..

.
..,When asked to describe two symptoms experieneed by a personWhdh4d.tak6iia..,:..,..,.

'depressant, 'the'stu.denrrecallslhat a" depressantCaurs slowei breathingq.slowe'r ' ..

.,reaetion rates, sliirred speech, trouble concentrating, decreased ioordinatiOn,- slower. .
'-'hetirtbeat, lower blood pressure, and Poor.emotional cOntrOl:by Raliq at 164st tWO. .. .

. .

Of those symptoms in his responsC. ._ , ,
-... :

WB

Given.a.list of erfeaof drügs and asked to 'indicate those which are effects of
depressants which might-cause a' phYsician'to prescribe theM,,t,Wtudent -recalls that
.depressaills 'are Sometimes prescribed.by.doetors to relieve,severe pain due to.heart
failure, heart attackfand ancer; to reduce, the tendeneY to cpugh:ld Prevent
epileptic seizures:to rOdlice.restlessitess; pr to lower.high:tilood pressure, by seks4,-..
ing any two of the three of.these effects that oceur..iii the cl,leck. :

, *;,

VVB .

03-COre-3

Given a graph showing the stopping distances or a ear as a function ofSpeed
graph having two curves, one showing 'stOpping distanees.f.dfla driVer before and one

kshowingstopflihg 'ilistance after the kiverhas drtink some'alcdhol, ,and -asked to-
staW which curve indicates thedriver after he has been drinking and o explain his

answer, the student applies.the concept that alcohordullsthesemes'apd increases.
reaction time by selecting the.curve .showing the, greater stdpping distance and Oil%
the essenge prthe.eonCept. . -'

t.

'WB...

03-Cor6-4

,

When asked to cm:Haiti why 'people 'sometimes suggest substituting lest Tor the

speed ola person's reactions for the blood-alcohol-Vercentage level test in prder:to
determineWhether adriverls under the influence of alcohol, the student applies the...
concepts that thoreare differences in the effect of the sJmc anipunts of akohol ph:
.individuals and that miiasiirements.should be aPpropriate to the yariatiles tiwymeaS;.
'ute by stating an explanation A%ihich.includesthat concept as a reason for leSting.
something which, like reaction time., is more closely:related to driVing than. is,blood-
aleohollevel..

WB
03-Core-5

A

. .

Given a description of a situation in-which one persein has drunk some alcohol,-
anothei.has taken a barbithate and a third has taken botharid asked::fb prediV
which person IS likely te be affected most and-to explain his.afi4er, theMudent
applieS the conceptthat one drug may increasethe effect of another So that their'''k.*:'
combined effect may be nnich,greater. than theeffeWOf eithel oifealne by Agilig
that the person who has taken both drugs is likely- to. i-)e affected moslaind the
-essence of the concept.

WB

. 03.-Core-6

alist of .urful properties of diftrent drugs andasked to indicate whieh of the
properties listed is a useful property of stimulants, the studenfiecalls that the use- .

fulpropertjes of Stimulants prescribed by -a doctor incluq reducing-the appetiteof

.,, .

5

03-ecire-7.
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..

.
overweight people, relieving severe pain, and reducing drowsiness by Elsiti.Lik any

, ...
twO ottlie.properties frOm the atiOve list: .

et

03-Core-8

1,1

Given a list of purpórted effects of stimufants on the body anci asked to-select all of
those effects that ca be caused by stimulants, the student recalisAhat the effects of
stimulants on the bo y include increasing heartbeat or breathing rates.; producing'
psychological change suclfas nerVonsness, irritability, tension, and anxietk; Makiiig
it difficult to sleep;-i teasing 'aggressive and unpredictable behAior; reducing the
appetite; and.causing th body to.use up energyzreserves, thereby leading ter sudden
eithaustiOn or collapse, b ssleggiaat least two ofthe effects listed 'aboye.that

.appear in the check. . 4 .- a
'

we
. 03-Core-9

given that a persan feels t t
f-or sleep and let him work
effective sullfititu s for sleep p
the concePt that s ulants do
tiredness because the

.. . , .

the stimulants pep pills or coffee eliminate the need
eh longer and asked Whether tliese themicals are 1

n-ot and.to explain his answer, thestudent recalls
t really eliminatelatigtie,but simply postpone%

body use up its stored energy by responding
. ,-negatively and with the essence of the 6oncept.

' WB When asked to explain what is meant when a person is said* ta be developing a
03-Core-1.0 tolerance to a drug, the student recalls that a person is said to be developing a

tolerance to,a drug if he experiences-decreasing effects per unit of the drug taken tly
Jstatirtg the effect,of that notion.

1

WB

03-,core-11:.
-Given a list of the four common halfucinogensand the sektrees of these drugs and
asked to match the hallucinogens and their sources, the student recalls that
marijuana is derived from the hemp plant,. mescaline from the,peyote cactus,
psilocybin from Mushrooms, and LSD from a fungus on rye seed by, matching the'
halluci agens,and their sources correctly.

Given a d scription. of a.situation in which a person has operationally defined .a
`03-Core12 variable wh.chdescribes a measurement -distantly related. to the variable to be .

Measured an asked whether:this ts a goo-,daperational definitiOn arkot and fb
explain why, t e student applies the cioncept that the measurement of a variable-as

,

defined by an o erationalTlaiiition should becloSely related tolhe definition of. ,
the variable purpb tedto.be measured by responding-negatively and,with the essence

e6-

-
WEL
03-Cpre=13

.

of the concept.

When asked to predict w flier two peotCle-CoUld be expected to experience-the .

same psychological effects each took.thesame amount of Thallucinogen and fa
explain the reason"for his ans er, the sludentlappliesthe concept that there are

. great differences among,indiVid ls.in 41e.paycho1ogical. effects of halluCinogeng-
because of differences in sensitivit s, body weight, and bauckground by responding,:
negatively and With the-essence of I concept. . ..

. . ,



. ,

When asked to list at least friar possible undesirable effects ofthe luillucinogen LSD,
the student recalls that,common. undesirable .psychological eftects of .LSD InClude
'hallucinations that may be very friihtening and flashbacics frOrti these halliicinogens
at a later time and that' common.undesirable physical effects include dilated pupils,
lowered body teniperature, increased heartbeat rate,:chills.,,nausea; apd possibly
tong-term damag e. to.chrpmosomes by statiai in his respOntie the essence otat loft

.,

four of those effects.

WB
03-Core-14

<

. ,

Given that aTerson clakinsthat a hallucinogen does nOt haVe any bad effects becatise . *WB ,

he has often used the drug and has noticed none and asked Whether this -ts Proof 03-Coy0715

that the halhicinogen doeS not have any bad efibets and to explain his answer, the
student applies'the concepts that hallucinogens have.different effects'on different
people and that a drug may.prOduce long-terth changes that are not easily detected
by responding negatively and with an explanation that includes the above notions.

_
,

'When asked to define-placebo, the student recalls the definition that a placebo-is a WB

harmless substance containing no active inealie and that it is used when testing 03-Core-16.

the effect's of drugs (medication) on people by statingthe effect of the definition.

When asked to explain.why when testing the effectiveness of a new drag, scientists WB
v.. rgive some people the actual drug.and others placebos, the student recalls that 03core47

scientists use placebos when testing the effectiveness of drugs to separate the effects
. caused by a person's belief that the drug will produceian effeFt and the effects caused

by the driig itself by responding to that effect.

When asked to define doubtt-blind experiment and explain why such experiments WB

are ased, the student recalls the definition "at a double-blind experiment is one in 03-Core-18
which neither the experimenter nor the subject knows whether, the actual treatment
or a placebo is heing used and that this procedure is Used to prevent the' experi-
menter from shwing bias toward either the treatment group or the placxbo grotip
and to check foAhe mental effect on a subject .of simply' being part of an experi-

statin fffect of the definition.

Given a description of an experiment in which the effect of something is-being
tested on humans and asked to indicate whether this is a double-blind experiment
or not and, to explain his answer, the student applies the Concept-that ilia double-
blind experiment neither the subject nor the experimenter knows whetheror not the
subject is receiving the treatment by.coereetly stating whether or not:the experiment

_experimen.Latidthe essence of_thesongept,4_.
4

WB
03-Core-19

Given tw'o'laws and asked to state the reasons given in th ;text whith explain why WI
loch of the two lawS.might have been passed, the student classifies'each law as 03-Core-20 ..

. ,. , ...

existing either' to protect people from other people or to try16 keep people from
doing thingsthat certain lawmakers or a segment of sdeiety do not 'consider right
.(MOrallaws) bi, stil.q_u the effect of the appropriate reason.

:.

4
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WB
03-pire-21.

I % Given that Clia-pter6 states.thaVlawg" are pagsed to Prptect peopleTrom other,
people .and alsojasupPort the moral stodardsofThe.eommubity and asked if a
tax law.-..fikg'int0 one athe.abOvetventioned oategories and to explain his answe'r,

. I

the student generates the:eoncept that ws may also be passed for other ttasong
than the.tWO State,d in The text byoñdi'ng negatively-and, in'ttTect, that the
law. cited Was.Passed.to raige revefiue .

..

WB' GiVen a five-item.list describingillusiong, delusjons, and hallucinations and asked,to ,

03-Exc 6:1-1' indicate whother eaeh of theifems iS,a delusion, an illusion, or a hallucination, .the
student,classifies as an-illusion something that seems different from what it really is,r
as a delusion a feeling or belief that is not really, true, and as a halluciriatiOn sensing'
something that is not really there at 'all by' indicating the correct.category.for eadi
item on the list.

WB Given thatthe Digit Symbol Substitution Test (DSST) has been used with ,new and
03-Exc 5-2-1 . regular users of marijuana and 'that the.DSST is an operational definition of an.

entity cOled.reaction flint', matching ability, or concentration and asked to explain
how the DSST.is an operational definition of the entity, the student applies the .

-,.concept that an operational definition is a statemeni of how to detect and to rnes-
üiç an entity by §ftOrm that the DSST is a way to detect and meamire that entity..

..
WB ,.-. . . Given a description of a loud, noisy Party and asked Whether the people at the .

Oi-Exc 5-3-1.. party were more likely to have been drinking alcohol or sinoking marijuana and to
explain his answer, the student applies the concept that alcohol seems to stimulate.

4,
. aggressive behavior,.whereas mariivana tends to stimulate passive and withdraw- n

behavior.by sti_ iting that the people were probably drinking alcohol and the. essence ---
. ,

of the concept: 4

:
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Whe'n asked-the source and the fUnction of sperm, the student recalls that sperm are WYY

things.produced by the male parts the teStes or anther.(stamen) of animals and 01-Core-I
plants, and they can Nitilize the eggs of.the female by EVorAidin to that effect.

When asked to state the source and function'of an egg', the student recalls that eggs WYY
are produced by the female parts of plants and animals or the names of the specific 01-Core-2
parts, pistils and ovaries, and that an egg can combine with a sperm to become a new
plant or animal by respondiug to that effect., II,

4 ( a

When asked to describe what happens to sperm during the.matingotanimalsrthe, . WYY%

student recalls that during the mating of animals the male deposits sperm directlf 01-Core-3

into the body of the female by respond* to that effect,
...

Given access to ether, an etherizer, an'd a vial containing only 'live fruit flies, and
asked to etherize the 'trait flies, the studtnt manipulates the.fruit flies:and the
etherizing apparatus by etherizing the fruit flies SQ that*none of the flies are moving
around and none .have been killed (wings spread).

" VVYY

01-Core-4

Given-a vial containing fruit flies, some of which are dead,-two empty vials with . %WY

caps, an etherizer, and ether and ask,0 to etherize .the flies in the vial, to separate 01-Core-5

the dead flies from the etherized ones, and to label them, the student classifies the
fruit flies with folded wings as etherizedoind those with outstretched wings.as dead
by separating and labeling the flies correctly as dead or etherized.

Given avial containing frult thes.of both sexes, ether, an etherizer, and two empty WYY
Lials with caps and asked to etherize the flies, to separate the males from the fe- 01-Cori-6
males, to put them into different vials, and t label the vials, the student clasiities the
fruit flies as males if their abdomensare blunt and black or as females if their
abdomens are printed and light colored 12y separating and labeling the male and
female .fruit flies correctly.

When asked to outline the procedure for obtaining virgin female fruit flies from a WYY

vial containing all stages 6t fruit flies, the student recalls the procedure for ohtain- ()I-Core-7

ing virgin female fruit flies as (1) clearing fife adults fr'om the vial, (2) wailing more
than five and fewer than tep hours for inrellies to hatch. (3) etherizing the newly
hatched flies. and (4) separating the females from the males by stating such a pro-

. .

cedu re.

When asked to:define pure stray: operationally, the student recalls the definition WYY
thaw pure sithin is Tie in which all the offspring for several successive generations 01-Core5
have the slime charaJteristics by respondihg to that effect.

When asked to list the stages in the life cycle of a fruit fly, the studenl recalls that .. WYY

: - the stages in the hfe cycle of a fruit fly are egg, larya, pupa; and adult by so stating. . 01Core-9
4

0
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rine Given a hand lens and a jar containing a culture of4frttit flies including eggs, larvae,
01-Core-10 pupae, and adults and asked to indicate the eggs, larvae, i)upae, and adults, the stu-

dent identifies the tiny white objects on top of the fl)., food as eggs, the small worm-
like creatures crawling through the food as larvae, the light brown cases on the sides
of the jar as pupae, and the free flying.flies as adults by instK4jhr, the correct
specimen as exernplary,ofeach stage.

0

WVV Given a VariatiN of a single feature in each of two pure strains of fruit
01-Core-11 asked to predist the possible:appearance of this feature in the first-generation off-

'sprin Sf a eroSs between these pure-strain-flies, tlie student applies the concept that
one of two variations of a given feature will cover up (mask) the other in the first-
generation offspring of a cross between two different puie-strain fruit flies by eAtirg.i
that all the first-generation offspring will show the same variation as one of the
parents:

,

WYY
01-Core- 12

Nilien--asked to state why the inheritance of only one feature is studied at a time
although the organism inheria many features at once, the student ariplies the con-
cept that the systems-approach permits an orderly investigation of factors fn com-
plex systems by stating the essence of that concept.

*WYY
1.01-Core-134

Given-the variation of a feature shown by each ,of two pure-strain parent bean plants
and asked to predict the variations that will be prqent in each of the first two gen-
erations of offspring of a cross between the parent plants, the student api,lies the
concept that whenlwo bean plants, each a pure strain for a different variationpf.a
feature, are crossed, the first-generation offspring show only one of the variatiOns,
but some of the second-generation offspring show one variation and some show the
other,by predicting that all of the first-generation offspring,will be alike in this
feature and:that sojne of the second-generation offspring will have one'variation and
some the other.

WYY Given that two pure strains are crossed and that the firstigeneration offgpring ale
01-Core- 14 crossed among thepselves'and asked to predict the ratio,of the variations that Will

appear in the second-generation offspring, the student applies Me rule that there is a.
three-to-one rati6-of feature variations in.the second-generation offspring of a cross
between two pure strains by predicting,such a ratio.

WYY
01-Core-15

VID

Given a great Many objects that can be classified into two types on the basis of some
visible characteristic and asked to estimate the ratio of one type to the other quickly
and accurately, the student applies the concept of, sampling by chydja a sample of

. 30 t680 bearis,eounting 'the number of each type of object in the sample, and calculat-
nig, the ratio of one type to the other in the sample to estimate the ratio in the large
population.

WYY Given an organism and asked to determine by inspection whether the organism is or
01-Core-16 is not a pure-strain organism the student applies the concept.that appearance is

i.



insufficient evidence ôii which to.determine whether or not an organism.is.pure
-strain by stating the essence of.the coficept.

Given information as to the occurrence of a single variation ot' a feature in three ..- Y I
tc(9(

_....
.., \

successivetenerations for a cioss betweSen tWo gamsms and'asked whether or not 01-CoWr1117 I

the Organisms are pure strain for the feature, le studeht applieSithe concept from the . .

ISCS two-bit model that Organisms are pure strain for a particular feature variation 9..
..

if the offspring of aotioss.-bv4w.en-tutcLorganisms41.1,ban..thUiWie variation of a 9

,...,.. . ... . 4 ., .. ..... If . A
ture for,at leastjwo of spring generations by responding positively and to the

...

effectit>t the organisms Sje pure strain if all the offspring haveihe same variation ''"' ... .:. ......

as the parents for two or more generations of offspring..

Given the different variatAs of a given feature.in each of two pure-strain parent
plants a.nd five pnrported descriptions qf the first-teneration offspring and asked to
predict the appearance of the first-generation offsPring, the student applies the con-
cept-that the first-genera9tin offspring,of a cross between parents that are pure
strain for different variations of the same feature all have the variation of the feature
shown by one of the parents by.s,erLting the description in agreement with the
concept.

WYY
01-Core-18

Given the 'variations of a feature in two different pure-strain plants and five possible WYY

descriptions of the seeond-gentiration offspring and asked to select the best desrip- 01-Core-19

tion of the second eneration offspring of a cross between these pure strains, the

student appli.' e concept that some of the second-generation offspring of a cross
between two different pure strains will look likeeach straM, but the variation of
one strain will occur three times as often as e other by selecting the choice in '

agreement 'wall the concept.

.;Giveh the variation of a feature in the secon4.-generation ofkpring of a cross between
Ewe different pure-strain parents and ated to state the yariations of the feature
exhibited by the parents and the first-generation offspring,.the student applies the
concept that one of the parents.and all of the first-generation ofkpring of a cross
between two different pure strains have the same variation of a feature as three-

,.
quartkrs of tlie second-generation offspring and the other parent has the same

variation as the rest of the second-generation offspring by stating the appearance of
the parents and the first-generation offspring on that basis.

WYY
01 -Core-20

(;iven aniple opportunity to work with materials on a liihora tory activity_Of more

4)..,
than one day's duration and asked to observe the cleanupperi6dal.the a' propriate

.time, the student chooses to close the . boratory attivity period promptl . upon

receiving notificationof the time by i .diately ceasing the laboratory activity,
returning materials in usable, clean condition to,storage places, and participating in

_

work area-cleanup, on at least three separate occasions when being observe5.1by the

teacher without his knowledge. i
) .

WYY
01-Core-21

4
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.WYY When asked to wock in the laboratory with fellOw students, the student chooses to
01-Core-22 cooperate with fellow students in the laboratory by being polite, waiting his turn,

120.1V orderly when moving about, and observing the right 'of his classmates to work
without being unnecessarily disturbed, when observed without his kno-wledge by the

;. leacher or anotherdesignated person on at least three occasions.

WYY .-*"'Wlieiv.asketko,work-with. the equipment and text mate2rials of the ISCS course, the
01-Core-23 student thooses to show personal'reonsi6llit.Y.Th' r.retuiniffilabo-ralorYZqUiPm-Af.".'..

no-longer needed-to-thproper storage places during the activity period by returning-
..such equipment and materials to the designated storage places on at least:three
occasions when observed by the teacher or another designated observer without his,
knowledge of being checked.

I

WYY When asked queStions.in the textbook, the student chooses to write in his Record
01-Core-24 Book his anSwers to 90% or more of the questions in his textbook by exhilui;the

written responses When ihe teacher spot checks to determine if he is doing so.

WYY . When working independently in the laboratory, the tudent chooses to show proper
01-Core-25 care and use of ISCS laboratory materials by uk4:the materials only for their

intended purpose or, by requesting permission to do other sPecific experiments with
them, when being observed without his knowledge-by the teacher or another desig-
nated person on threCor more occasions.

WYY When asked to define the word cross as it is' used in the study of inheritance, the
01-Exc 1-1-1 . student recalls the genetie definition that cross is thepkinned mating of two

organisms of difkrent strains by stating the essence of the definition.0 ,

Given an operational and a nonoperational definition of two human variations and
. 01-Exc 1-2-1 asked to state which of the:definitions is anoperational definition and to explain

the reasons (or his choice, the student applies the concept that an operational .

definition has two parts, one telling howto deterihine whether the variation is
present or not and theother telling how to measure the amount of the variation
'present, by selecting the operational definition and by stating the essence of the
.concept.

WYY When asked to state the two questions that an operatipnal definition should answer,
01-Exc 1-2-2 the student recalls that an operational definitioo should answer the questions, "flow

can I tell when I have some?" and ',I-low Can I tell hpw much I have?" by sliltitg the
essence of each -of those questions. .

WYY Given a description Of a situation in which insects develop more slowly or not at all
01-Exc 1-3-1 in coal weather and asked to explain why there appear to be few adult insects in the

winter, the student applies the concept that cool temperatures.slow down or prevent
. insects froM completing theirlife cycle by stating the essence of the concept.
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When asked là determinethe total number of bitS that all Of .a Person's great

grandparents had for a single feature, the student applies the concepts that the num-.

ber of ancestors doublps in each preceding generation and that each.person has two

bits for each feature by re,m! with theenumber sixteen. :

INYY
01-Exc 1-4-1'

.f '
n . N

.. . 1 .. . . I. ,

Given a description of a specific genetic feature in MI individual and 'asked whether
. .

in-can-be determined which anceStor contributed the.specific genetic feature and to

eXplaTii his'ang"wer;The.siiident.4iplie;*iihe.eoncipeThat pewaficestor,wh,o-contrib::.
utes a specific genetic feature is determine by chance bY responding negatively and

with the essence of the concept.

WYY
01-Exc 1-4-2

i-

.Given two whole numbers between 2 and 99 and asked to calculate the-roughsatios WYY

of these two numbers to one decimal phice, the student applies a procedure for 01-Ext 2-1-1

calculating a rough ratio.that, involves dividing the smaller number intro the larger
number nd itself and expressing the ratio in the standard format by stating the

rough ratio in the standard format, such as 6.7 to I , to within an accuracy of -10.2..

Given four rough ratios and asked toconvert them to rounded-off ratios, the student WYY

applies the rule that a rough ratio whose fractional part is 0.5 Or larger is rounded 01-Exc 2-1-2

off io Ha! next highest whole number and a rough ratiO whose fractional part is

0.4 or smaller is- rounded off to the next loweSt whole number by cZmverting the

rough ratros to roundedi-off ratios correctly in at least three of the four cases.

a

4



/iven the frequancY,of two variations.of a feature in the econguierithn offspring
,

/ from the mating of two pure-strain (mit flies and asked t state the occurrence of
these variations in the parents and thenrst-generation offspring, the s udent applies
file concept, that one of the original parent fruit flies and all of the if -generation
offspring show the feature variation,shown by approximately threle uarters of the
secondieneration offspringand that the other original parent show the variation
shown by one-quarter of the second-generation offspring by res II on in to that
effect..

111/YY

02-Core-1

Given the variations of one feature in each of a Pair of pure-strain parent fruit flies WYY

and the frequency of these.variations in the first-generation offspring and asked to 02-Core-2

predict the proportion of each variation in .the second-generation.offspring, the
student applies the concept that three-quarters of the second-generation Offspring .

of a cross'between pure-strain parents with different variations of one feature will
show the same variation as one of. the original parents and all of the first-generation
offspring and that nie remaining one-quarter of the second-generation offspring will
MioW.the variation of the 'other original parent by predicting correctly the ratios
of the appearance of the variations of that feature in the second-generation offspring.

Given foilr statements about the transmission of feattires from parent to offspring WYY
and asked toselect the statement that .beSt. describes the relationship_ of the parents' . .02:core.73

features to the features of the offspring, the student classifies as the pattern by.
which features of.the parents are passed tothe offspring 'the statement that the off-
spring generally show some features in common with each of their parents by select-

that statement.

When' asked to name the science which deals with the study Of patteriis of inheritance, WYY

the gudent 'recalls that the science which deals with the study of.patterns of inher- 02-Core-4

Rance is called genetics by so stating.

When asked to state the assumptions of the one-bit model of inheritance, the student MY
recalls that the assumptions of the one-bit model of inheritance are that each indi- . 02-Core-6

4

vidual has just one bit of information for each feature 'and that it is a matter of
chance whether an offspring reeeives its bit from one parent or the other by stating
the effect of these assumptions.

When asked taTive a reason why the one-bit model is not a satisfactory Model of
inheritance for most features, the st , dent recalls that the one-bit model is not a
satisfaelory model for inheritance eit ier because it doesn't explain the inheritance
of the feature variations in the secon&genefation offspring of certain crosses (with-
out making wild assumptions) or becau, . it doesn't allow prediction of the ratios of
the variations in the second-generation o spring Of certain crosses by stating the
essence of one of' those.

j 1111Ylf

02-Core-6

.
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WYY Given a phenomenon for which there are two models and five possible reasons that
02-Core-7 one model might be- rejected and another model .accepted and asked to select the

best reason rot-rejecting one model and accepting another,.the student classffies
model asbetter than another if it agrees more closely with experimental evidenceloy
selecting the response that expresses that idea.

WYY When asked to .state the assumptions of the two4)it model of inheritance, the student
.

02-Core=8 recalls-as assumptions of the two-bit model of in itance that ( ) every individual
has two bits of information for each feature. (1 on bit .for each feature.is,passed
'from,tach parent to each of the.olIspring. (3 the bit for one variation can-mask the
other bit, and (4) chance determines whicl of the two bits is passed from a parent
to an individual offspring by stating the effect of at leaS three of the assumptions.

WYY Give4 that the inheritance aa feature.follows the two-bi \model, the variations of a .

.02-Core79 feature shown by two differkent parent 'Plants, and the varition which masks, the
other and asked to use the two-bit model to predict the api .arance of the first- and
second-generation offspring' of a cross between twb pure-str. in parents for different
variations of a feature, the student applies the concept that if\ the inheritance of a

feature follows the two-bit model, all the first-generatiOn offspring of a cross between
two different pure strains show the,masking of the same variation and there is a

--- th-re-c-t-o-one-r-a-tie4-mas-king to masked variations of a foture among the secORd-
generation offspring of this cross by predicting results to that effect.

WV(
02-Core-10

When asked to state why a plant that is pure stritip for the masked (reit ssive) varia-
tion of a feature ij used in a test,cross with an unInown plant, thi\,studentrecalls
that a known plant that is pure strain for the masked variation of feature is used
for a test cross with an unknowni plant so that the bits from the icn mn plant do
not mask the bits fromi the unknown 'plant by responding to that e feet.

WYY';
02-Coie-11

-Given experimental daia that cannot be explained by the two-bit utOel of *inherit-
ance and asked whether it is possible to explain these data in terms Of the two-bit
model and to explain his answer,- the student applies the concept that a model can

.explain only experimental AN that agree with the predictions made by tlie model
by respOnding negatively and, in effect, that the data disagree with predictions based,
on the two-bil odel. d's

WYY .4' Given a description of a situation in which new experimental evidence is not ex,
t 02-Core-12 td,., plained by the two-bit model and five possible courses of action and asked tO Meer:,

the best course of action, the student recalls that when a model cannot explain new
experimental duta, the preferred course of action is to make.an attempt to Modify
the model so that it explains both the new and the old data by selecting the answer

. that expresses that idea.

WYY Given which fariati,on of.a feature is niasking and a description of the offspring from
02-Core-13 a lest cross between an tinknown plant that shows the masking (dominant) variation

and a plata that is pure strain for this.variation and asked tp state what bits are

,

4 8 0



carried by the unknowrrand the reason-for his answer, IL student applies the con-.
cept that a plant that is pure strain for the maskintydorninant) variation ela feature
is not used for a test cross with an unknown becaUSe such a cross,products the same
offspring no matter what the bits from the unknown are by,statin4, ineffeet, that
he cannot identify the bits for thatfeature of the unknown andlhenotion of the

.

;coneept..

Given which variation of a feature masks the'other,.the variation shown by-an un-
known plant, the variation shown by a pure-strain test plant, and information that
half of the'offspring-of a cross between these two resemblethe.'unknown plant and
half resemble:the known plant and askedto state whether or not the unknown
plant is pure strain, the stUdent applies the concept that Ir hall' the offspring or a
Cross show,the same variation as. the unknown plant and the other half show the
same variation as theTure-strainnowe plant, the unknown plant is not 'pure strain
for the feature by res (Lidiri negatively and with the effect of the concept.

WYY
02-Core-t4

Given, which variation of a Feature masks the other, that the masking variation is
shown by an unknown plant, that the masked variation is shown by apure-strain
known plant, and that all the offspring of the test cross have the same variation as
the unknown plant and asked to predict whether or not the unknown is pure strain
and to state the basis for his response, the student applies the concept that accord-
ng to thj two-hit model if all the offspring ol a. cross show the same variation as
the unknown parent plant, the unknown plani is pure strain for the Feature by
responding positively and with the elfe0:t...b"Ohe concept.-

WYY
02-Core-15

Given the variation of a feature shown by two different purelstrain parents and the., WYY

Wiation of the feature shoWn by the first-generation offspring of a cross between 02-Core-16

these two pure strains and asked to explain why only one variation of the feature
is present in the first-generation offspring, the student applies the conceit that the
First-generation offspring of a Cross betwwn two ortkanisms that are pure strain for
diFferent'Variatioilof a feature show that variation or the feature which masks the
other variation by stating the essence of the concept.

When asked 19 define the term recess.ive bit as used in the two-hit model, the student
recalls the definition that a recessive hit is a bit of genetic information for a feature
that can be masked by.a dominant bit for that feature by resondin to that effect.

WYY
02-Core-17

tr.

When asked to.derine the term doniinant bit as it is used in the two-hit model, the . WYY

student-recalls the definition that a dominaht bit refers to a bit of genetic inform, 02-Core-18

. tion for a feature that will mask rec6sive bits for that fqaturOhy revondia to
that effect.

Given .the letters used to fiepresent the bits For variations in a hypothetical study or WYY

some variation of a feature t.nd asked whether the variation is dominant or recessive. 02-Core-19

the student classifies the feature variation as dominant or recessive on the basis of



whether the bit for the variation is.represented by a capital letter or a:lowercase
letter by So indicating.

AD

WYY Given the dominance or reeessiveness of ki variation of a feature .and asked to devise
02-Core-20 a symbol to represent a bit for the variation, the student applies the convention that

a bit for a dominant variation is represented by a capital letter and a bit for a reces-
sive.variation is reprcsentl by a lowercase letter by writing symbols in agreement
with the convention.

7
.WYY , Given the information that two individuals involved in a cross are pure strain, one
02-Core-21 for the dOminant variation of a kature and the other for tnerecessive variation, a ofr

two-generation inheritance chart showing the cross, and the first-generation ofApring
who exhibit only one variation and asked to state which variation is doMinant, which
is recessive, and the 'basis for his answers, the studleht applies the concept that the
variationof a feature which is dominant masks the recessive variation by selecting.
such variations and by stating the effect of the concept.

WYY Given a three-generation family inheritance chart in which some individuals show
02-Core-22 the dominant variation and some shoiv the receOlve variation of a simple dominant-

reeessive feature and-information- as to the dominant variation and asked 'to state
for each individual-a possible set of the genetic bits it carries, the student generates
a possible set of genetic bits for each individual shown on a three-generation.family
inheritance chart in agreement with the following rtiles:

(a) individuals.showing the recelisive variation have two recessive bits,
(b) individuals showing the dominant variatiOn may have either twd doMinant

bits or one dominant and one recessive bit,
(6) the ofkpring Of a mating with an individual who has two recessive bit),

, must have at least one recessive bit,
(d) each parent of an individuakhowing the recessive variation must have at

least one recessive bit,
(e) a parent probably (but not necessarily). has two dominant bits if thedom-

. inant variation is shown by all the several offspring of a mating with an
individual having two recessive bits, and

(I) a capital letter must be used to represent a dominant variation and a lower-.

case letter to represent a recessive variation
by stating a possible genotype for at least sixteen of the nineteen individuals sh
in the,chart.

'.\ I.. r

.. WYY Given that one .parent shows the dominant variation of a feature and the o et shows
02-Cort23 the recessive variation an.d asked to state from4his knowledge alone the v ation

of this feature that their first offspring will hsve and to explain the teas n for his
answer, the student applies the concept that predictions of the featur Variations of
a particular offspring cannot be made with certainty but rather only In terms of '-
probability by stating the essence of the concept..



Given a description of the inheritance pattern of a sitfiple dominant-recessive feature WYY

for three generations and, asked to Construct an inheritance chart for the feature, 02-Core-24.

using squargs andcircles and shading.and nonshading, and towrite near each squrre
or circle the person's name and a possible pair of bits.which that person may have,
tbe student applies the following conventiOns.used in inheritance charts: each gen-
eration is in a single horizontal row, the geberations pre separated vertically with the
oldest at the top, circles are used to represent females and squareo are used for males,.
shading Ls used to distinguish individuals showing the dominant Variation from indi-
viduals showing the recessive variation, crosses (marriages) are indicated by a straight
.horizontalline joining.the symbols of the partners, and the offspring of a cross are
indicated by vertical lines originating from the cross line and terminating at the off-
spring, by constructing such a chart from thel data.

Given the feature variation oland Ilhe bits carried by each of two parents for one WYY
feature arid which bit is'dorninant and asked to.state the ratio of feature variations 02-Exc 41-1

in the offspring of' this cross by completing and using a Punnett, square, thestUdent
applies the procedure for determining the ratio of feature variations.in the offspring
Of a cross, using a Punnett square in which:each vertical column represents a bit .

inherited from one parent anti each horizontal fow a bit from the other parent, coin:
bining the row and column bits to produce the table e9kitri,-counting the table .

entries that represent the same feature variations, and taking the ratio of 'these varia-
tions by constructing a chart and stating a ratio in agreement with the data provided.

e-
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Given a specified number of features inherited bz an offspring and asked the tdal
number of bits the offspring receives for these features according to the two-bit
model..the student applies the ass`umptiori of the tWo--bit Model that 'an offspring
inherits one bit for each feature from each parent for a total of twice-as many bits
a4N features by stating a number which is twice the number of l'eatures.

\vy`i
03-Core%

Given the bit symbolS for the possible variations of five simple dominant-recessive WyY

features'and the genetic.bits of ail individual and asked to describe the features of 03-Core-2

the individual as predicted by the two-bit .model, the student applies the concept
from the two-bit model that an individual will show the dominant variation of a ..

simple-dOminant:recessive feature unless both genetic Ms for this feafure are for the
reeessive variation, in which case he willsho.w the recessive variation, and the con-
vention- that dominant variations are represented by capital letters and recessive
variations are represented by lowercase letters by predicting the individuars
appearance correctly.

110

Given that data from -breeding experiments_disagree with predrctions based on the
two-bit model of inheritance and lisked to state ,how the value of thedata could be
established and the effects this would have on the model, the student applies the
concepts that experiments which produce unusual results should be repeated and
that if imilar results are obtained in sufficient instances stich results would cause the
.modification of existing models or a new model to be devised which would explain

^

both the new and, the old data by stating the effects of those concepts.

WYY
03-Core-3

When asked to state two reasons why Mendel was successful in understanding
patterns of inheritance, whereas others were qnsuccesSful. the student recalls that
the reasons Mendel waS successful in understanding the patterns of inheritande were

that (. ) he studied only one feature at a time (systems approach). (2) he-applied
.mathematics to his study, and (3) he devised a model to account for what he saw by

stating the essenceiof two.of those r8ons.

When asked to explain why Menders use of the'systems approach, mat lematicS, and

a model helped him understand patterns of inheritance, the student generates the
notion,t-Wat ( ) the systems approach is helpful because it allows one to examine 4
singlefeature at a tiine.( 2) mathematics is helpful because it facilitateS making .

_Xcurate comparisons Of data. and (3) a model is helpful for understanding patterns
because a model provith. a basis for explaining what may be happening and a basis
on which to-make predictons by stating the effect of at least ,two.of those notions.

.Vityy
03-Exc 6-1-2

Given which variations of' tv.,\) featuFes are dominant and that two individuals are
each .pure strain for a dominant variation of one of the features and the recessive
variation of.the other and asked to predict the appearance of the first-generation
offspring of this cross, the student applies the concept that when two individuals
that are pure strain for different variations of the same two features are crossed,
the first-generation offspring show only Abe dothinant variations of the two features

4

WYY
03-Exc 6-2-1

"1-



. by rectit that the first-generation.offspring would have the dominant ariation
Of both features._

WYY Given directions:to refer to Excursion 6-2, Which variations of two features are the-
03-Exc 6-2-2 dominant variations, and that two Thdividuals'are each pure 'strain for a dominant

variation of one.of the features and a recessive variation of the other and asked' to
predict the ratio ofvariations that will appear in the second-gendation offspring of
this cross, the:student applies,the cOncept from the two-bit model that when two
individuals that are pure strain for different variations of the sanie two featuresare
crossed, the feature variations that appear in the second-generation offspring are in
the ratio of 9 (dominant, dominant) to 3 (dominant, recessive). to 3 (recessive,
dominant) to 1 (recessive, recessive) by predicting the ratio correctly. .

WYY Given thAt a vaiiation of a feature does not 'entirely mask -atiother variation bat
03-Exc 7-1-1 results in a blending ofthe tWo variations in an individual which has a bit for each

variation and asked to predict the appearance of four offspring from each.of two
crosses, one between parentS each of which shows the blend of the two variations
and one between parents one of which showsthe blend of the two variations and
the other of which shows one oflhe variations:the student applies the concepts that
( ) in cases of incomplete masking, an individual whichexhibits a blend of two
variations has bits for each of the variations, and the bits are given to the offspring
as any -other bits are given, (2) when- unlike bits appear in the offspring, the
appearance is that of the blended variation, and (3) some offspring will have the
same variation as the pure-strain parents and Others will have a blend of the two
variations by predicting that both of the variations and .the blend will be shown by
different offsprMg in the first cross and that one of the variations and the blend will
be shoWn by.different Offspring in the second cross.

WYY Given the information that one variation of a feature is dominant.in males, that the.
03-Exc 7-2-1 other variations is dominant in fenialcs, and a three-generation inheritance chart for

this feature and asked to predict _the bits carried by each individual shown, the
student applies the rules of the modified two-bit model of inheritance, that (1) an
individtashOWing the recqsive variatidn for his sex has:twebrts for this variation,.
(2)an individual showing the dominant variation for his sex has either two bits for
this variation or one bit for each'variatioh, and (3) if' an offspring has two identical
bits, each parent mdst have at least one of these same bits by predicting the possible
bits that could be carried by each indivigual in agreetneht with those rules. ,.

WYY Given a description of a situation in which a husband blames his wife for the.fact
03-EXc 7-3-1 that all their children are girls and asked to state whether the husband's reasoning

is logical or not and to explain his answer, the student applies the concept that thr
genetic information passed from the father to the offspringdetermines the sex of
the offspring by stating that his. reasoningls not logical and the notfon of the concept.

WYY Given directions to refer to Excursion 7-4, that the bit for a feature is carried on.the
03-Exc 7-4-1 X chroniosome; that the Y chromosome carries no. information ,for Ihis feature, and

the dominant-and recessive variations of this feature and asked to prettict the



appearance Oland the- bits carried by the first- and second-generation offspring of a
cross between a female that is pure strain for.the recessive vatiation and a male
carrying a dominant bit, the student applies the follOWing concepts of the two-bit
model of inheritance as it is modified to explain sex-linked inheritance: (1) males
have an X chromosome and a Y chromosome.; whereaslemales have two X ehromo-
sinnes, (2) bits tbat carry genetic inforination:are located on chromosomes, and (3)
either the dominant or the recessive bit is expressed in malesil the bit is located on
the X chromosome.and the Y chromosome carries no information for this feature
by predicting that ( I) the first-ieneration male offspring will haVe a recessive bit and -
will showthe recessive variation; (2.) the first-generation female offspring will have one
bit foreach vadation and will show the dominant variation,`(3) half of-the second-

1,;enerationmate- offspring wilrhave a-recessive bit .and will show the. recessive
variation, wlieteas the rest will ha.ve a dominani bit and will Show the dominant
variation,.and (4) half of the second-generation feMale offspring will have two
rec6ssive bits and will show the recessive variation, whereas the rest will.have one
bit for each variation and will sltow the dominant variation..

Given a situation in which genetically identigal living things appear different and . WYY

asked' to explain the cause of these differences, the student pp/Ales the concept that 4,, 03-Exc 7-5-1

environmental factors can-cause differences in the aOpearance of genetically
ide.ntical individtials b'y stating the essence of the concept Or by listing specific
environmental factors.of Me situation presented. . ., .

. ,

Given a deScription of a situation in which two groups-of the same species of animal. WYY

are released in a closed.efivironment in which there are predators and in Which the 03-ExC 7-6-1

predominant background color is similar to the color of one group but very different
from the. color Of the other and asked whether there are more of one kind than-the
other after a period of time and to eXplain his answer, the student applies the con-
cept that-animals with prOtective coloration have an advantage over more visible

animals in surviving predators In the environment bY revonding affirmatively and
with the-effect of the*concept.

Given a situation in which,an environmental factor changes the-appearance of an' .

individual and asked whethef theoffspring of this individual will have the same
- appearance and to explain his answer, the student applies ttie concept that features

developed because or environmental factors are not transmitted to offspring
through bits or genetic information by responding negatively 4nd with the essence of
the eoncept.

WYY
03-Exc 7-7-1
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Given an operational and a nonoperational definition of twO human variations and., . IV

asked to state which of the definitions is an operational definition and to explain 01-Core-1,

the reasons for his choice, the student apphes the concept that an operationaldefi-
nition has tWo parts, one telling how to determine whether the variation is present

or not and the other telling how to measure the amount of the variation present, by
selecting the operational definition 'and by stating.the essence of the concept.

When asked to state'the two questions that an operational detinition shIld answer,
ithe student recalls that an operational definition should:answer the questions, "How 01-Core,r

can I tell when I have some?" and."How can I tell hoW much I have?" by stating

the essence of those questions.

. . .5'

Given-a statement.wh
,

ich stereotypes a group of peoplq and asked if the statement IV

could be ft ue and to state the reason for his answer, the stlident appliq the concept 01-Cord-3

that- hifinan beings grouped on the basis of one variable still show great variation in
other traits by 'responding negatively and, in effect, that the statement*.annot pos- ..

__. .
.

sibLy be true because of human variation. ,

When asketlio explain why scientists look for patterns in. the changes they see, the IV

student generates a reason for the pattern-seeking pature of scientific. investigation 01-Core-4

by .stating effect:that it allows scientists to predict what changes may occur or
may even be an aid in developing an explanation fo r. why.they. occur.

GiVen ii huinan'characteristic that shows variation and asked lo give an operational , .IV
.

.

definition'forthat charareristit, the student generates an operational definitioh for
...

, 01-Core-5

, -the characteristic that includes methods of determining whether the characteristic is R

present anNof meouring how much is present by stating such a definition.
..,

Ciivei a .desOption or a human variation and several pOssible ways to measure this IV

variation and asked,to select the besiof these ways, the student applies the'concept 01-Core-6

that the best way to measure a human.variation is to-ii-e-an objective testing method
in a standard W4y by selecting the method of meaurement that uses this technique:

When asked to explain Why it is importaitt to.use a measuring device, such ys a. ruler IV

or a test, when attempting tb compare.several things, rather than to rely on just the 01-Core-7

setfses, the student .applies the concept that because human senses can be fooled by

the appearance of things, a_measuring device should be used so that comparisons are

:---made On the basis of an objective Mandard or quiantityby stating the essence of the
I.

't:oncept.

Given a d,escription Of a situation involving catching a dropping meterstick in which IV-

one'student Seems to have a much faster reaction time than the rest of the class and 01-Core-8

the Observation that this student appears to watch the 'release point, Whereas the '

other students watch the catchpoint,.and asked to discribe an activity that he could

perform- to tes4 whether a person's reaction time, as measured by the dropping

A



ineterstiek, depends on.whe'ther he watcbes.the r,elease point or the drpp point, the
student generates an activity to test this hypothe'sis, including the notion of meas-
uring the reaction time of several students py a standardized testing procedure which
includes measuring the reaction times of each student both when he watches the re-.
lease (point ahd iv-hen he watches the catch point, by designing suai an activity.

IV When iskeetso describe what is ineimt by a leAture that shows continuous variation, .
6. .01-Core-9, the student recalls that a feature which shows continuous variation is one,Which

varies through all the different values between the extreme variations by rehmhtling
. °to that effeet.. '

flo

o 1 -Corel0
When asked to defiqeithcr-or featuthe student recalls that either-or features
have only two possible variations hy responding to that effect.

Given a description of five variables and asked to identify each as a continuous
01-Core-11. variable or an either-dr variable, the student applies tke-rule that a variable is ctin-

sidered to be pn either-or variable if itcan have one of only. two possible values and
it is considered to be a continuous variable H. it can have any value in'a rfinge' of
values by.indicating the types of four of the variables correctly.

IV Given eighteen measurements and a table for:grouping these data, which Icis.a column
01-C6re-12 indicating the maximum and mininam values to be.includM,..in each group, a tally

Woe
column, and a total Column, and asked to complete the table; using the data supplied,
the student applies the.procedure for completing a table of grouped data, which
includes entering a mark in the tally column inAlre'rpropriale data group for eaa
datum, counting 'the Mark s. for each group to get a gniup tolal, and entering each
group.total in the space provided fo that data it'oup in the total coluntn by coin-
riding the table so that not more than two of tlle totals are more than two units
in

<

error.

IV When asked to state why sckmtists usually arrange their data in charts, tables, or
01-Core-13 graphs, the student recalls that sckmtists usually a-rrange their dditta in charts, tabfos,

or graphs because these arriftemoits bresent-the data in an ordered.rather than a
random form they make the data easier toanalytze, and they make it easier to see the
relationships between the variables by stating two of those three notions.

IV Given a description of an either-or variable and asked tcy construct an appropriate ,
.01-Core-14 table For collccting and analyzing measurements of this variable,.the studeht applies

the nde that.measiirements of -an Mher-or variable are most easily collected and
- analyzed using a table with 'two data rows (or columns), with each roJv (or column)

labeked with the feature. yariation which applies to it by constructingt and la.beling ,
such a tabr.

.



'Given the data for and a description of a continuous variable and asked to construct
an approl)riate table for analyzing measurements of that variable, the student applies
the rules that.ineasuremats ()la continuous variable are most easily collvcted and
analyzed using a table with more than two rows, in which. each .row is labeled 'with
the range of measurements that fidl into that data group, such that eaCh datum falls
into on6 and only One data group, by const nmj.v and labeling a table.of that Aype.

1

IV
01-Core-15

Own a description Of two either-or variables and as*ed to constriucr an appropriate
table for collecting measurements of and analyzing the relationship between these

. variables, the student applies the rule that a contingency table is the most appropriate
table for collecting inea-STiTements of and analyzing the relationship between either-
or variables bY consniicting and labeling a table of this type.

IV
01-Core-16

Given dmichptions of a continuous-and an either-or Variable and asked to construct IV

an appropriate table for collecting Measurementsinvolving these variables, the stp- 01-Core-1.7

dent applies the rule that these measurements can%est be organized for analysis by

means of a two-way table in which one dimension, eitlier the columns or the rows,
represents the possible values of -one variable and thtother dimension, either colunms
or rows, represents the possible values of the other variable and in which two of the
rows or ciVumns are- labeled with the possible values of the either-or variable and
mole than two of the columns or rows are labeled wikh the ranges of the continuous
variable that fall into that data group by constructing and labeling a table of that
type appropriate to the variables given.

Given ainvle opportunity to work with materials on a laboratory activity ot more IV

than one day's duration and asked to observe the cleanup period at the appropriate 01-Core-18

time, th i. student eJlooses to close the laboratory activity period promptly upon
receiving not ificat ion.pf the time by immediatelY ceasing the laboratory activity,
returning materials in usable, clean condit kin to storage places, and EarticipAting iii

work area cleanup, on at least three separate occasions when-being observed by the

teacher withdut his knowledge.

When asked to work in the la bOratory with fellow students,.the student chooses to IV

cooperate with fellow students in the, laboratory by being, pate', waiting his turn, 01-Cort-19
_

being orderlk When moving about, and observing the right of his classmates to Wwk

Without being unnecessarily disturbed, when observed without his knowledge byihe
teacher or another designated person on at least three occasions.

:When asked to work with the eqUipment and 'text materials of the'ISCS' ucorse': the
... 11

IV

studeWhooses to show personal revgansibility for returiqng laboratory equipment 01-Core-20

natonger weeded' to ,the proper storage places during the athivity period by returning .
suckequipment 1indmat4ials to the designated stOrage places Oti at least theee-oc----

casions.when observed by the teacher or anotherdesignated observer withotithis
knowledge of be.,ing"checked.

4P

,



.

IV
'01-Core-2.1

I'

Wheft asked questionsin the textbook, the student chooses to write in his Record
Book his answers to 90% or more of the questions in his textbook by exhibiting the
written respons4 when the teacher spot checks to deterinine if he is doing so.

IV When working independently in the laboratory, the student choyses to show proper
01-Core-22 care and.use of Ks laboratory materials by t.ling the materials only for their

intended purpose or by reci. esting pernnssion to do Other specific experiments with
.them, when being observed without hisloowledge b'y the teacher.or anotherilesig-
nated person on three orinore occasions.

IV Giv4n several metric measurements in mm, cm, and in for each of two familiar oh-
01-Exc. 1-1-1 jects and asked to select for each object the measurement that would be closest to its

size, the.student.appliesthe relationships that a meter is slightly longer than a yarcl,
. a centimeter is about half an inch long, and a Millimeter is about I/25th of an inch

long by selecting the appropriate.measqrements.

IV Given a metric scale with three points, A, B,'and C, indicated.by arrows and asked to
.01-Exc 1-1-2 state the distance between two of those nts in millimeters and.the" distance be-

tween two other pointS in centimeters,the student applies the concepts that the
number of small scale divisions between two points is the distance between those
points in mm and that ten mm niake up one e'm by stating the distances correctly
to within II nnu (.0.1 cm).

IV Giyen a situation in which two students havemeasured an object with the same
01-Exc 1-1-3 measuring device and find that their measurements disagree in the last reported

figure and asked to state tlw most likely'reason why this difference occurred, the
student applies the concept that when thti last digit of a measurement is estimated,
the last digit will v:iry by stating that pro6ably the last digii had to be estimsted and

\ the essence of the concept.

.

Given four measurements Iwtween I .0 and .9 cm and asked tO calculate the average
01-Exc 2-1-1 of these' measurements to one decimal place, the student applies the rule that an

average of a set ofnumbers is found by adding tlrer numhers'and dividing
tlwir stun hy thc number of numbers by calculating the average to within.±0.1 cm. ,

IV
01-Exc 2-1-2

Given,five niimbers between- 100.0 and 999.9 reported to the nearest tenth and
asiked to round oft these numhers to the nearest wh-ale number, the student aPplies
the rules that if the digit to h,e dropped is five or greater, the digit is dropped and
one is added to the digit to the len of it and if the digit to be dropped is less than
five, the digit is dropped and the digit to the left of it remains. the same by convert-

.

ing the decimal numbers to whole numbers correctly.

//
11.

4



6iven a contingency table.sbowing experimental data and two statements about the
relationship between pairs'of wiriables, one or which relates the.two experimental

. variables and the otlier of which relates one of the experimental variabres and an .extra-
neous variable, and asked to state whether the data provide evidence for judging the
correctness of these Aatements and to explain his answer, the student apphes the
.concept that experimental data can be used to evaluate statements only whenthe
statements relate to the investigated variables by stating that the datii can be itsed
to judge the c6rrectness of the one statement which refers directly to the measured
variables aRd cannot be used to judge the correctness of the other statement 'and. the
effect of the concept.

IV
01-Exc 2.2-1

4

4

I.



Given two qualitative values for four Variabres and asked to indicate'whether each of IV
the variables is a continuous or an either-or variable, the student'clissifies a variable 02-Core-1
.as an either-or variable if only two values of the variable are possible and as a con-,
tinuous variable if many different values are possible by indicating the types of ,

variables correctl. 8/

Given a sentence using the term range to describe data and asked to state an opera- IV
tionaldetinition for the term range, the student_ recalls the opirational definition 02-Core-2
that the rzinge is the difference between the largest measurement and the sMallest

.measurement by stiAilg the effect of the definition. S

Given a set of ten,measurements and asked to find its range, the student applies the . iy
:definition that the ralige of a set of values is the difference between the largest value 02-Core-3
and the smallest value by reporting the range correctly.

4 4

When asked to define operationally the mean of a set of measuredients, the student IV
_

reCallS the operational definition that 'the mean of a set of numbers is the sum of all . 02-Core-4 .

the numbers divided by the number of numbers:by stating the effect of that
definition. ,

Given a set of eight measurements and asked to find its mean, the student applies the IV
definition that the mean of a set of measurements is the quotient of the sum of the : 02-Core-5
measurements divided by the number Of measurements by reporting thernean
correctly to the nearest whole number.

When asked to define the mode pf a set of measurements, the studedt recalls the .IV
definition that the modeof a set of measurements is that measurement which occus 02-Core-6:.
most ofte.n by stating the effect of that definition.

Given a setpf twelve measurements-and aSked to identify its mode, the student
applies the concept that the mode is the measurement that occurs most often in the 02-Core-7
data set by reporting the mode cOrrectly.

vr-

Given a grid and a table of data grouped h mu Ily exclusive but continuous groups IV
of the some size and asked to construct a histogram of the data on the grid which 02-Core-8
was provided, the student applies the procedure for constructing a histogram,
which includes ( I) labeling and numbering the horizontal axis so that .each data
group is of equal range, (2) labeling and numbering thevertical axis so that each
scale division represents the same number of individuals, and (3) constructing in .

each of the columns a vertical bar representing a datia group Whose height, as meas-
ured by the vertical scale, corresponds to the numt)er of individuals in that data
group by. constructig tlfe appropriate histogram.

A.

4
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IV When asked to exPlain, why data are often arranged in a-histogram or in another kind
02-Core-9 of graph, the student reealls that daia are often graphed because graphing makes Pat-

terns in the- d,iita easier to see by respondins to that effect.

4
uI V Given ngrouped data and a blank sample table for grouping data in fifths hind asked

02-Core-10 to construct .a similar table and group the data in fifths, the student applies the pro-
, cedure for grouping in fifths, which includs.:.'s (I) dividing the range of the data by

five and raisingthe quotient to the next whole numlier to determine the umber of.
units (N) in a filth, (2) finding the lower limit of the bottom fifth by lowering the
lowest measurement to the preceding whole number, (3) finding the lower limits of
each of the fifths by successively adding N to the lower limit of the bottom fifth, (4)
finding the upper limit of each of the fifthS by adding N - 1 to the lower limits of
each of the fifths, (5) writing the upper and lower limits of each fifth in the appro-

, priate column of the table, find (6) counting the total number of measurements that
fall into each fifth, by cOmpleting the table. in agreement with that procedure.

IV Given that scientists often repeat experiments even after they have drawn conelu-
02-Core-11 sions from them and asked to explain why experiments are frequently repeated

many times, the student recalls that experiments arefrequently repeated many
times to check the results.for occuracy or because it,is easier to see a pajtern in the ,
dat,when there are more data by stating one of those notion§in his answer.

IV When asked to explain why he was asked tb make three separate measurements of
02-Core-12 each student's peripheral angle of vision ratherthan just one measurement, the

student recalls tluit the effect of errors unique to individual measurements are
reduced when several measurements are made and avraged by responding to that
effect..

IV Given data andasked to determine whether a specified value is above or below the
02-Core-13 mean and how far above or below the mean that particular value is, the student .\

applies the procedure for comparing a value to the mean, which includes calculating
the mean for the data,,comparing the Value with the mean, and subtractinglhe
mean from the specified value to determine the difference, by stating that the
specified value is above or below the,inean and how.far it is.above or below the
mean.

IV Given a set of data and its mean and asked why it is possible that impiece,of datum
02-Core-14 is equal to.the mean, The student applies the coqcept that the mean is a calculated

value based on a set of measurements and may not correspond to any aetnal meas-
ured value by stating the essence of the concept.

IV Given the statement that, the best example of an average (normal) person is someone
02-Core-15 whose characteristics are not exactly .average and asked to explain'this statement,

the student applies the concept that a particular person's traits are usually-not
average but ten-dio fluctuate around the mean of the population by statingan
explanation that embodies that notion.



Given a single measurement of some relatively unknown variableand asked whether
it can_be determined if the value is high or low fOr that variable and to give the rea-

son for his answer, the, student applies the concept Out a single measurement of a
feature cannot be interpreted unless at least the mean or the rangtof possible values
of the variable is known by answerinz negatively and with the essence of the

. concept.

IV
02-Core-16

Given a situation in which people who ate tested fortouch sensitivity and their IV
-ability tat locate objects by.hearing are told to keep their eyes closed and asked 02-Core17

. whether it is necessary.fOr them to keep theirseyes closed and to explain his ansWer, .

the student applies the concept that since people often uSe Iwo or more senses to .

.' detect a stimulus and then cannot tell which sense detecteS the stimulus, a particular

sense can best.be tested when it is impossible for the subject to use.another sense
by responding affirmatively and with the essence of the eoncept.

Given the true value.of a quantity and ten estimates' of its size and asked to calculate IV
the mean error of theSe estimates, the student applies the procedure for calculating 02-Core:18

the mean error by subtracting the true value from the estimates to find the errc.rs,
adding the absolute values of these errors, diltictilg, this sum IV the number of
estimates, and reporting the mean error eorrectly within -±l(1.10.

When .asked to explain why the mean error of a set of measurements is determined; IV
the studenlienerates the idea that the mean error provides a good measure'of the 02-Core-19

extent of the variation within.the data by tiLLtilg the effect of that idea..

Given the actual value of a quantity and,ten estimates of the value olthat quantityi IV
and asked to calculate the mode error of the estimates, the student generates the 02-Core-20

procedure for finding the mode error by subtracting the actual value from the i.
estimates to fiAd the errors and reporting the mode error as the.absolute error which
occurs most frequently.

When asked to explain why niany researchers are concerned with patterns and IV

similarities rather thaii with individual differences, the student recalls that many 02-Core-21

problems concern groups of people and that the best way to judge what will be best
for the greatest number of people is to determine the characteristics of the group by

responding to that effect.

Given the mean of the measurements of a characteristi :for a group of individuals IV .

and askedif he can state. the specific value of that cha acteristie for a particular 02-Core-22

individual inthe group and to.give the reason for his . swer,. the student applies the

concept that the mean can be used only to describe the characteristics of an entire

group by responding_negatively and, to the effect that it is impossible to predict the
characteristics of a particular individual from the mean for the group.

\
i,



AV
02-Exc 31-1

Given a histogram and a series Of labeled .points in each of three claSs intervals and ,

asked which points should be used to convert the histogram into a line graph and to
justify the'selection, the student applies the fact that the midpoint of,the.top of the,
bar of each interval is used to produce a line graph from a histogram by selecting the
midpoints and naming them as such. '

IV
02-Exc 4-1-1

Given a pro\ki\actor and diagrams of two angles of less than 1800 with arc§ between
the arms to indicate the angles to be measured and asked to measure the size of the
indicated angles, the student manipulates the protractor to measure an angle. by
placing the protractor so that its reference point is at the wpm of the angle, the
side of the baseline with the 00 marking lies along one arm of the angle, and the
other arm of the angle cuts the arc of the protractor at the'POint to be read by'
reporting the ize,,of each angle correctly to within i-2°.

IV
02-Exc 4-1-2

e. Given a protractor and asked to construct angles ot: two different sizes, each less
than 180°, the student Manipulates the protractor to construct an angle by ( ).

drawing a straight line, (2) placing the protractor so that its straight edge lies along .

the line and its reference point is at some marked point on the line', (3) marking the
angle to be constructed with.a dot along the arc of the protractor, and (4) drawing
a line joining the marked point and the dot by .constructing,each angle correctly to

.

within ±-2°.

IV Given a description of two animals, one a carnivore and the othera herbivore, their
02-Exc 4-21 living area; food, Method of eating, and enemies, and asked to state for each of

these two animals whether it would be advantageous for it to have its eyes in the
front of its head or in the sides of its head and to explain his answer; the student
applies the concepts that animals with eyes in the fronts of their heads have better
diiiii-perception than those with eyes in the sides and that animals with eyes in the
sides of their heads have a wider range of vision than those with eyes in the fronts
.by stating, in effect, that it would he advantageous for the carniliore to have eyes in
the front of its head because it would then have greater ability to judge distances
when attacking its prey and that it would be advantageous for the heThivore ychave
eyes in the sides of its.head because it .would then have a wider range of vity. to
spot approaching enemies.

IV -Given diagrams of sample fingerprints and- asked to explain wt4 a 'certain pelson's
02-Exc 4-3-1 fingOrprints clo not look exactly like the samples shown for the various fingerprint

types, .the student applies the concept that .no two people have exactly the sahle
fingerprints by stating, in elNct, that the sample fingerPrints.are representative of
various typical patterns and no one's fingerprints will look exactly like any one .of
them. t

When asked to explain why the characteristics of a group are measured by using
02-Exc 5-1-1 samples frOm the group rather than by measuring the characteristic's of the entire

group, the student generates an explanation hat sampling is used becanse measuring



.".

the characteristics of the entire population is. usually too time consuMing and ex-
pensive by responding to that effect., .

Given four graphs of frequency distributions and asked to select the gitph (AA IV

normal curve, the student identifies the smooth, bell-shaped, symmetribl curve as 02-Exc 5-1-2

a normal Curve by Selecting the correct graph.

Given roui graphs of four different freqUency distributions and asked to select the
ngra h that best represents the curve, most likely to be obtained from measuring and

tting a continuously varying hunian trait in a random sample of the population,

tl student applies the concepts that the ideal random sample has the same distri-
ht ion of characteriS'tics as the total population and that most continuously varynig

'hunian traits in.the total 'population produce a normal curve when graphed by

selecting the graph of a normal curve.

IV
. 02-Exc 5-1-3:

When asked to define random sample. the student recalls that a random sample is a IV

saniple of the population which is chosen in such a. way that each person in the 02-Exc 5-1-4 %.

population has the same. -chance to be included in the sample by wittily; the effect' of

the definition. .

When asked to explain why it is desirable to use a random sample when Measuring
the characteristics of a population, the strident recalls that a random sample is
desirable becaUse the characteristi.cs of the sample will more likely represent the
characteristics of the entire population, not just a small, unusual group, by

responding to (hat' effect.

02-Exe 5-f-5

Given descriptionsof a population to be studied and the sampling procedure to be
used and asked whe her the procedure will produce a random sample and to explain

his answer, the stu, ent applies the concept that a sample is random only it' each
member of the population has an equal Chance of being selected by responding
negatively and with the essence of the coneent

02-E
IV-
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Given a sheet of white paper, a 150-Watt light bulb representing the sun,,and:an 1SCS 10

spectroscope.and asked whether the spectrum when viewed with the left eye is dif- 01-Core-1
ferent from the spectrum'when viewed with the right eye, the student.manipulates
the spectroscope safely to view the spectrum of the light reflected by a sheetof
white paper by Sty-observing the spectrum.

Given a bulb, and socket and an ISCS spectrosc4e and asked to .iise the spectrca 10
scope _to observe the spectrum of the light given off by the bulb .and to state the 01-Core-2
color of certain areas of the spectrum he observes, the studenemanipulates anISCS. -

spectroscope to obtain a spectrum by p_sjng the spectroscope mid stating the color
of that area of the spectrum asked for., "

When asked to definethe,term spectroseop.e, the student rec41s that a .speetroscope 10
is a deviee which spreads light into its component colors as the Light_ passes through ' -01-Core-3
it by stilting'the essence of that definition.

When asked to deseribe what a diffraction grating does to sunlight, the st4lent
recalls that a diffractiOn grating causes sunlimpht to spread out intd a color spectrum

CSy'responding to that effect.

.10
01-Core-4

When asked to define the term sffetrum, the student recalls that a spectrum is.a
band of colors which is formed when light is broken up by a spectroscope, a prism,
droplets of water, or another such diffraction mechanism bY stating the essence Of

that definition.

10
01-Core-5

Given three light sources and four descriptions of spectra and asked to match the . 10

light sources Witn the spectral types a continuous spectrum, a line spectrum, or 01-Core-6

both types of spectra which they form, the student recalls that light from the sun
or an incandescent light forms a continuous spectrUm, that light from heated chemi-
cal elements forms a line spectrum, and that light from fluorescent lamps formSboth
types of spectra by matching the type of spectrunaormed with the light source.

:-Given a diagram of the line spectra of several different elements and the-Npectrum 10
of an unknown mixture.that contains Iwo of the elements whose. spectra are given 01-Core-7
and asked to predict which elements are'present in the unkbown mixture, the stu-
'bent applies the concept that the lines in the spectrum can be used to predict the
presencedefinite elements in an ankpownsubstance,by naming the two elements
whose known Spectra make up the spectrum of the unknown.mixture..

_.

Given a'description of a situation in which a new typeof _burner fuel is to be used 10

for observing the spectra of an unknoWn mixture of salts andfasked to describe the 01-Core-13

steps to follow to determine which salts are in the unknown solntion, the student
Avplies the concept t control sample established data..for the sample which is ,;

not subjected to the e perimental variable by stating a procedure thai includes
Viewing the.spectruin Of the flame of the new burner fuel itself as/a step in his pro-

cedure. (



. .

10 . When asked to explain Why the spOtrum of the alcohol flame was Observ,cd before .

01-Core-9 * the variouts cheniicals were Put into the flame, the student applies the concupt that a
control is.needed to establiSh observatiofis about samples nTtr-----aftected by the :.

. experimental variable from which variations can be observed or measured by t;tating,
in effect, that a control is needed so that ono-can be Sure that 4ome of the lines
'observed are.the result of thebeated eryslals and are no(produced by the alcohol
flame.,. 1 °

Ii
10 Given a description of a situatioAnwhich the heating effect of a light bulb is to be
01-Core-.10 changed by. increasing tfie wattage olthe bulb and asked to suggest ways in which;.

the heating effict could be changed other-than by purchasing larger bulbs, the stu-
dent applies the concept that the heating effect 6f a-radiant energy source may be-
changed by (I) changing the distancebetween the source and the absorbing object;
(2) changing-the ahsorbing surface, and (3)thanging the. absorbing time by stating
solutions that use two of those 'methods.'

10
01-Core711

When asked.to state the fourvariables that determine.lhe amount by, which the
temperature of an object increases when it is,placed M direct sunlight, the student
recalls that the temperature increase of an object -placed-in direct sunlighlt depends
on ) bow large the object is (volume versus surface area), (2) how well it .absorhs
heat, (3) how quidkly it conducts heat, and (4) how long it is heated by stating at4
least three of thoSe four variables-or faCtors which determine them.

10 Given a description of two similar objects; one having a light surface and the other'
..

01-Core-12 having a dark surface, and asked to predict which object will be hotterwhen in
.,

. direct sunlight and to explain the reaSon for his choice, the student applies the con.:

.
cept that darker surfaces absorb radiant energy "more readily ilmnbila'surices by.,

. predicting, in.effect, that the obj&-t With a dark surface will be hotter because the*clark..surface iS a.betterAsorberof radiant energy. -

.10. When asked to state why the 'copper vane on the sun-ene,rgy measurer was, blaekenCd, .
01-Core-13 the student recalls that blackening a.surfaceincreasesthe amount of light energy it

Will absorb and convert tb heat byresponding to,that effect.

.

10 Given a diagram of a sun-energy measurer and the fact that hen the measioryas
01-Core-14 .used to determine the effects of bulbs of different wattages n temperature change,'

the variables time and distance were'held constant, and asked to state why time and.
distance were held constant when investigating the,effects of the wattage of.the light
bulb on the temperatfire change of the sun-energy measurer, the student applies the
Concept that only one experimental variable is changed at a time so that the effect..
of this variable is.not conInse4,1 with the effects of Other variables by res )onding_
witb tbe essenceoT thirconcept.

.10
'01-Corel5

Given a graph of the total temperature change of a sun-energy measurer over time .

which shows a temperature change that increases at first, but stabilizeSai a. constant
level and asked to predict what tile: total temperature change will have be6i a certain .



.

number of minuteslater priMded- that no other variables change,- the saident'applies

--the rule Of graphicinterpretation, 0,at a trend shOwn .by the slope of a line on a

.graph can .be ixrapolated beyond the graphed lihe if.allconditions remain constalit,

by stating the same total temperature change as that last shown.on the graph,

*- correctly Within'±0.2°C. - 4

'

Given nine sets of flint!, lenipetature, artd.temperature-change readingS froin a sun- . 10

energy measurer as it heats up,and a labeled griid and asked to plot a graph of the .01-Coie016.

teinperature change and tiMe dn the labeled grid4he student applies the procedure

of graPli construction ro'r plotting da6 and drawing the best-fit line by constructing
. .

.
the graph so that- Me points are accurate to within ± I scale division and the best-fit

line iS'a smooth':rtgular curve,:
--, T,

.
Given da description of a lighting device with 'standard electrical wiring which carries

.

tilt warning thaft bulbs of wattage hi6er than acertain wattage should not be used

in the devke -and asked to.explain why this warning apkars and to iiredict what
wilFhapPen if`a bulb of higher wattage is used, the studerit applies tk eoncept that a

light bulb of higlwe wattage Ptioduces a greater heating effect by respondii1,g2wdh.tlw.

idea that a bulb of Wiwi wattage Wduld genera te. more,heat whiCh might damage

. the device or shuotindid materials. -

4

4

10

91-Corell

0
Oven the niaxitrituR temperature change of irsu -energy measurer when placed in. .

.10
. -

direcL sunlight and a graph of the ma-ximuin temperature change of the same meas- - 01-Core-,18
.. . .

urer as'a turtetion of its qistairce, from a light bulb and asked at what distane from. .

Vile light bulb thesun-energy meashrer receives tIve same amount of energy as"it <, .

does When 'it iS Placedin direct sunlight. the student applies the concept that the
.

, ..

suw-energy meaSurer receivetlfe same .amount ollenergy frcnn two sources when,
,.

., .
the tiiaxifnum temperature changes produced by the two sources are equal, by. .

,

stating the distance.within -±0.54cm. ., . e-- . ..

.
.

Given.a des&iption ofa device iliat uses:1,ligh.t bulb yf specified wattage ay saurce -- 10

of radiant energy and.asked to select which of sin/ e r a I Wattages would produce :" 01-Core-19

... nearly the same heatifig effect in '0-similar kviceat Ole distance. the student
1

applies the concept that in order for the heating effect of a light source tOiernain
.

,.

' constantchanges In -the wattage of the source.must inerease at a rate, greater than .

- . twice the fate of th5.increast; m distance ftom the s'oureC by selecting the wattage

.Which is more than twice as highas the wattage of tihe bOlb in the smaller device.. ,
-

GiVeu four graphs Of temperature chatge ve6us tinie lind asked to seleet the-graph 10

M.-at bese,illustrates theteniperature change of aisun tore-20ienergy measurer when it is

placed in direct sunlight..thestudent applies the fact that when a sun-energy meas-

urer is placed in direct light; its temperature rises' rapidly at firsCbut then tlw rate
4, r

of increaSe slOws Vwn gradually mitil it reaches Some maximtnin 'temperature, by

selecting the curve Whose*ve shows that pattern.,

9



10 Given the -wattages of four different light bulbs and four temperattire change versus
01-Core-21 time graphs, each of which shows the effects of one of the light bul s.on a sun-

energy meaSurer, and asked to match each giaph with 41;tt wattage of the app ri-
. .

ate light-bulb, the student applies the concept that when energy sources of different
wattage are placed at the-same distance from an obj,ect,the temperature chang'e of
the object will vary with the Wattage of the energy source by matching the graphs
with the bulb wattages so that the -final temperatures,shown vary with the wattages.

:.of the bulb,

10 Given a giaph of the temperature in °C of a sun-energy measurer vcrsus time and
01'-Core-22 asked4o state the total temperature change of the-sun-energy measurer, the student

applies the concept that the total temperature change is the arithmetic difference
between the final temperature (after the graph filattens out) and its starting tempera-
ture (at the zero pOint on the time axis) by stating the total temperature rise eor-
rectly within ±0.5°C.

10 ,Given four graphs and askedto select the graph that best shows how tfie.temperatue
01-Core-23 change of a black object varies with its distance from a light source., the student

applies the concept th-at the temperature change produced in an objectdecreases as
its distance from a radiant energy gource increases by selecting a graph which slopes

,
downward from left to right.

10 Given ample opportunity to .work with materials on a laboratory activity of more
01-Core-Vitt than one day's durationand asked-0 obse'rve the cleanup period at the appropriate

time, the student chooses to close the laboratory activity period promptly upon
receiving notification of the time by iMmediately ceasing ,the PaboratT activity,
returning materials in usable, clean condition to Storage places, and participating
in Work area cleanup, on at least three separate occasionswhen being observed by
the teacher or another designated observer without his knowledge.

10
01-Core-25

When asked to work in the laboratory with fellow students, the student ct;ooses to
cooperate with felloWstudents in the laboratory by bc., polite, waiting hilt turn,
being orderly when moving.about, and observing the right of his elaSsmatesk work
withoUt being unnecessoily disturbed,when obserYed without his knowledge by
the teacher or another designated person on at least three occasions.

10 When asked tO worR with the equipment and text materials of the 1SCS course, the
01-Core-26 student chooses to show personal responsibility for returning laboratory equipment

no longer need.ed to the proper storage places during the activity period by returning
such equipment,and material9c.to thedesignated storage places on at least three
occasions when observed by the teacher or another designated observer without his
knowlediie of being checked.



When asked questions in the textbook, the Student chooses to write in his Record .

Book his answers to 90% or.more of the questions in his, textbook by. exhibiting the
written responses'when the teacher spot checks:to determine it' he is doing so. 4

10
01-Core-27

When working independently in the laboratory, the student chooses to show proper 10

care and use of 1SCS laboratory materials by using the Materials only for their 01-Core-28
intended purpose or by requesting permission to do other specific experiments with
them, when being observed without his knowledge by the teaCter or another desig-
nated person on three or more occasions.

Given a diagram of the bright-line spectrum of an element and asked to predict the 10

location of the darlAraunhofer lines that would appear in the dark-line spectrum.of 01-Exc 1-11
this element, tile student applies the concept that the dark lines in an absorption
spectrum of an element are in the same position as the bright lines in the bright-line
spectrum for that element bydrawing lines in the same positions. .

Given a description of a self-contained device that is producing energy but presently 10

has no input of energy. and asked ( ) to describe, using the ideas of energy, what is 01-Exc 2-1-1
happening to keep the device working, (2) to state if the device can continue to
work forever, and (3) to explain his answer, the studentgenerates the explanation
for the operation of a self-contained device, ineluding that it ussa stored energy to
do*work and it can continue to operate until some or all the nored energy is
transferred from one place to anotlier or changed from one form to Another, at
which time the device will stop, by rspOnding negatively to the notion of ceaseless
operation and with an explanation to that effect.

When asked how to calculate the amount of work done on an object, the student . 10

recalls that the amount of work done may be calculated by multiplying the force 01-Exc 2-1-2

applied to the object by the distance the object is moved by revonding to that effect.

Wheu asked to define the term conservation (1f energy, the student recalls that the 10

terni conservatiwi of energy means that energy mays be changed from one form to 01-Exc 2-1-3

another but cannot he Created or destroyed by responding to that effect.

When asketl to list three different forms of energy, the student recalls that energy .10

exi, in the forms of light, heat, chemical, electrical; gravitational, nuclear, sound, 01.-Exc 2-1-4
;

kinetic motion), and potential by listing any three,forms of energy included in or
implied,by the ab.ove liste.)

,' ii
i

,
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When irsked-to describe two situatioirsinrwhich.a distanc0 is bett4 mea'srtred indiL
,

rectly, using a device sUch as a range tinder, rather. than.measured44ectIy, \using a
device such as a ruler, the student generate4 descriptions of two.,situations each bf
which involves one of the following conditions: (1 ..dird.ct meastAngdeviees are not
suitable to ths intervtning distance,-(2).making a direct meaSurement is too difficult
or time-consriming, and (3) making a direct measurement may disturt the object
whose diStanee'is to be measured, by describing two situationS each of which
involves one of those conditions..

.

10

02-Core-1

10

When asked to stale the principle on which a range finder is based, the student reCalls
titat a range finder is based on (he principle that the distance from an observer to an
object can be determined from the angle 'formed when the observer looks at he

objeut from two different positions by.stating that principle in his ownwo

v 10
02-Core-2

When asked why calibrated rather than uncalit/rated measuring devices are used, the
student recalls that calibrated Measuring devices enable,investigators to report their
findingS in the form of numbers which can be easily analyzed or compared with the
findings of otlior investigatots by responding to the effect of at least oiw of those
reasons. 4421D

10

02-Core-3

Given an ISCS runic fiirder that has been aceurately calibrated and asked to measure
the distance between two points-that are loss than.liftefn meters apart, the student

,,,, 4,.; a,
manipulates the range finr to meas,tsire the. disttnee bvolliglin re point and

.. ..,4.4p .

lining up the sightinOine .and-the sightinrbar wit4t,tVother ga t and-rcaging the,,
scale of distakes lu.wportilig themeasurement aS found,,Arith.the.sitaieffindtir?: 4..

. - .. ft II . 4,-

accurately,within ±20(7,... . 7. -.. .10,
.

.e.. _ - ...
-4411.

f 4TO.
.*, .... 6 t

02ipore*
irIP

f.

*
44F 1 . .ft ,. .. . .. .- .

. GiVen.diagrajns of two 1S('S ninfteglivters.which hai/e etlual but:lines but different .. -I .e.4 . : .4 .0' II0 t.'
. . - .4 . ...,

. : fa.:::.:-ar., -: -.....
angles.betweeirthe'sighting.bar.and the paralljaighting line onOlked.to solectthe, ,

*. range finder which is being usedpaneasure the flitttiter distanoe and to ex,plain his ... K.. w4b.4 4..4 : " 0" f'i.:3?:'
eta

choiee.-.the spi4nr ijilplies the Telationshipprrtas tlie'distance measured.by a range.., .4. t ,, F',1. ...at..,:

..:,'Imder 'becomes larger, the angle between the sighting bawmhe paralkl sighting-I-1' t' 70;.*...,,,1 ...; .".0.

,. line decreases by selecting the range tinder with Ow: smatter' angle between tilt.. I, -, 1 ' ,,,; .

,- . ..,-...,---,,,-.. r i 3' - . . .. . t .

. sighting bay and the parallel sighting lino-and stjatinit in effecG-that the smaller teize
-.a the angle. was thepis for Irk choic....

- ;, go, .- .. I..

.=-4__

*

Given sketches of two iSCS range .findersAltat haVe.riaselines of different lengthS and
asked to state which-range finder can measure a loge distance more accurately and
to explain the reason for His choice,.4: student applies the conceptJhat the dis-
tance which range finder can ineas44-re accittately is limited by the length of its
baseline by selecting the.range finder wikh,the longer baseline and gifting. in effect.
either that the range finderelth the longer baselinecan measure longer distances
more accurately or that a an ,er bitrOline will result in a greater variation in sighting
angles to objects at different la e di'Mates.

.
. . ,

ro
02-Core-6,'

:.



10 When asked to state the two variables which determine the greatest distance that
02-Core-7 can be measured by a range finder, the student.recalls that the variableswhich.deter-

mine the greatest distance a range finder can ineWsuiAccurately are theiength of
the baseline and the smallest measurable angle formed by the sightiog bar and Ihe
parallel sighting line by statiq the essence or those variables:

10 Gi Ven a light bulb to represent the sun and the.instfuctions ror Activities 3-7-and
02-Core-8 3-8 and asked to use the range finder to measure the distance to a bulb on the other

side or the room but to carry out the procedure as if the bulb were the sun itself,
the student manipulates-the range finder in accordance with the safety notes about_
the dangers or looking at the sun directly by sigh ting the shadow or the bolts
rather than lining up the bolts While directly sighting the bulb.

10 When asked to state why 4 range Cinder or the type constructed in cLass cannot be
02-Core-9 used to measure the distance From the-earth fo a star, the student applies the con-

.

cept that the ISCS range tinder cannot be used to measure the distance from the
earth to a star because any possibk baseline on stIch a range tinder is too short by
stating the essence of that concept.

10 Given a diagram of the Earth-sun-Venus model and asked to list lour assumptions
02-Core-10 that are made when drawing this model, the student recalls that the assumptions

I
.

made in drawing the E:arth-sun-Venus,model are that ( ) the sun is the center or
the solar system. (2) 1.1arth and. Venus are planets revolving around the sun, (3) Venus
and Earth move in the same plane.,(4) both Venus and Earth ntove in roughly
circular orbits, and (5) Venus is closer to the sun than Earth is by stating the essence
of fOur of the five assumptions.

.10 Given.a diagram or the Earth-sun-Venus model shoWing the positions t)fEartii and,
02-Core- 11 Venus at one time, the position of Venus a few Months later, and four alternative

positithis for the Earth at that same later time and asked' to locate the approximate
position or Earth at the later time, the student applies the fact that the angular

_ . _ .
speed of Venus is.greater than that of I..arth by selecting a poSition for Farth which
shows that it has moved through a smaller angle.than Venus.

.10 (nven a series or six diagrams of two planets mid the sun:each or which shows, the
02-Core- 12 lines of sight From the Planet whose orbit is greater. and asked to .select the diagram

which'shows the greatest sighting angle, tlw student applies the concept that the
greatest sighting 4ngle is determined by.the line of sight to the sun from the planet
which has the larger orbit and, thc line or sight froin that same planet which just
touches, but does not cut, the orbit or the planet or smaller orbit by selecting..the
diagram which shows those lines or sight.

10

02-COre- 13

N..

Given a'compass, a ruler, mid a diagram of ankarth-sun-Planet system in which tho
planet has a smaller orbit tlum.)Earth's and asked to draw the largest possible angle
between the Eartii-stin line 4nd the Earth-Planet line. the student appliesdthe con-.
cept that the largest angle between tlw Failli-sim line and the Earth-Planet line

0 f
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occurs for a planet with a smaller Orbit than Earth's when the Earth-Planet line just-
touches the orbit of the planet by drawing that angle.

GiVen a drawing compass and a diagram showing the sun, the orbit of an outer. 10

planet and the sighting line to an interior planet, which produceS the maximum sight- . 02-Core-14

ing angle aud asked to drawl' circle to 'represent the Orbit of the interior planet, the
student applivs the procedure of using the largest sighting angle from the outer
planet to the intetior planet to diagram an interior planet's orbit with its center at '
the sun and just touching, but not cutting, the sighting line from the outer planet by
constrticting a circle whose center is at the center of the sun and which just 'touches
the sighting line to represent the .planet's orbit.

Given a protractor,.a drawingcompass, and a metric ruler and told the maximum 10

angle between the sun, a specified planet, and a planet Which has a smaller orbit 02-Core-15

than the planet specified and asked to construct a scale model of the orbit of the.
planet with the smaller orbit, using a specified orbital radius for the larger orbit, the
student applies the procedure ofusing the maximum sighting angle between the sun
and the planet with the smaller orbit as observed from the specified planet to con-
struct- a scale model of the orbit of' tN planet with the smaller orbit by drawing a
circle to represent the larger orbit and by constructinRan angle Nital to the maxi-
mutu sighting angle with its vertex on the circle and one arm passing through the
center of that tircle ind driwing lsecond, smaller circle which has the swift center
aS the original circle and just tonches the second arm of the maximum sighting
an Yle.

Giv n a scale diagram which shows the orbits of two plankts and the position of the
sun knd the actual. minimum distance between the two Wnets and asked to calcu-
late tiu actual radius of the outer planet's orInt. the student applies the rules of
linear\,scaling.'which include ( ) inewioring the scaled distances which represent the
known and .unknawn distances, (2) finding the ratio of unknown to known scaled
dktanCes. and (3) multiplying this ratio by theactual known distance to calculate
the distance from the sun to the planet, by rep9rting an answer within .1.15(X of' the

correct .klistance.

10
'02-Core-16

. .

Given a diagram of the earth-moon system and asked to state two assumptions about
the earth-moon system that arc used when calculating theomoon'sdiametet, the
'student .recalls hat the as..umptions used when calculating the Moon's diameter are
that ( I) tliç m )on's orbit s circular. ( the earth is at (he center of the illoon-'s orbit,
(3) the.earth'i irns at a constant speed., (4) either the moon k 240,000 miles from
the earth or tl e inoon's orbit is 1,500,000 miles around, and (5) all the motion
observed, wilkin the moon is viewed for short periods, is due to the earth's turning by
respoNling'w th the notion of two of the five assumptions.

.

10

02-Exc 3-1-1

\ .

When asked o. describe the method by which radar measures the distance to an 10

object, the s ud 02-Exe 44-1ent recallg that radar measures the distance to an object by measuring
the amotint )1 trie itiakes for a .radio signal of known speed to reach the object,
bounce off t ie Otbject, and return to ttie antenna by titillin.g the effect of those ideas.

" .1
I-
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10
02-Exc 4-2-1

Given.a protractor and diagrams of two angles of less than 1800 with arcs between
the arms to ipdicate (he ahgles to be measured and asked to measure the.size of the
indicated angles, the student manipulates the protractor to measure an angle by
placing the prptractor so that its reference point iS'at *the vertex of the angle and the
side of the baseline with the.013. marking lies along one of the arms of the angle and
reading the size Of the angle from the protractor scale by. reporting the size of each
angle correctly to. within -±2°

Given a protractor an d asked to coVruct angles of certain sizes, thestudent manipu-
- 02-Exc-4-2-2 lates the protractor to -construct the specified angles 'by constructing angles within

-±2° of the sPecified sizes. .

t
10 Given a scale drawing, its sciale, and a ruler and asked to dete ine actual distances
02-Exc 4-3-1 from the scale drawing, thy./ studeht applies the procedures for determining an

actual distance from a scale drawing, which include measuring the distance on the
drawing in the units of the 'drawing and multiplying the numerical value 'obtained by
the distance each scale unit represents, by reporting the distance-to an acciiiiicy of e
±5% of the correct value.

e.

10 Given a s6ide diagram on which the actual distance betweerftwo points is specified
02-Exc 4-4-1 and asked to determine the scale of the diagram, the student applies the: procedure

for determining the scale of a scale diagram, whichinvolves (1)-measuring the scale
-distance which corresponds to the actual specified.distance, (2) stating the ratio of
scale distance to actual distance, and (3) simplifying the ratio, by reporting the scale
as a ratio of one of the scale units to the number of units of actual distance it
represents with an accuracy of 170.

a.

,1



Giveh.a sighting scope and a bright light source one centimeter square and asked to 10
Aise the sighting scope at a.specified distance from the source to obtain an image of 03-Gore-1
fixed size on the frosted acetate screen, the student manipulates the sighting scope
to obtain an image of the specified size on the' acetate sgeen by placing the pinhole
end of the scope at a Specified distance from the source, pointing it toward the
object and adjusting the length of ? the scope until the image on the screen is
of the size specified by reporting the length of the adjusted sighting scope within
±5

Given a statement to the effect that it would be impossible to.measure the size of 10
the sun because no.one could get close enough to.measure it without being burned 03;pore-2
and asked whether he would.agree with this statement or not and to explain his
answer, the student applies the concept that indirect methods.of measurement can

'0be used to measure objects that are impossible to measure directly by stating that he
disagrees with the statement and the essence of the Concept.

Giyen a brightly. illuminated object, a meterstick, a sighting scope; and the mathe- 10
maticat relationship by which the distance across an object can be cakulated.and 03-Core=3
asked to use the sighting scope and the meterstick to measure the_distancc 'across
the object, the student applies the procedure for determining the distance across an
object, using a sighting-scope; which involves focusing the iniage of the object on the
sCreen, measuring the ditance from the object to the pinhole, the distance from the
pinhole to the screen, and the width of the image, by 91_culating the distance across
the object within 110%, using the relationship

distance . distancedistance from object to pinhole
across = -.-- --..----- -.-r-----f--,- --X .icrossdistance twin pinnole to screen e

object .
10

iniage

Given a situation in which a person on another planet wishes.to use a sighting scope 10
to calculate the distance across the sun and both the equation for calculating the . 03-Core-4
distance across the sun From the planet specified and the distance from the pinhole .,,

to the screen of his sighting Scope in centimeter's and asked to calculate the distance
across the sun, the stndent applies the pTocedure for calculating.the distance across
the.sun, using the formula

distance from sttn.to planet X distance across ikage
distance across sun = distance ironkpinhole to screen in cm

by caleulliting-the distance across the.sun within ±10% of the correct answer..

k'Given the number of hours in a plane s day and askcd.to determine the number of
degrees that the sun would appear totnove in one.hour across the sky of that planet, 03-Core-5
the student applies the rule that thopinimber of degrees which the sun appears to
move each hour equals 360° divided by the number of hours in the planet's day by
calculating the number of degrees per hour that the sun would appear to move.
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10 ii. 'When askedfto state why it is hard to prove that the earth turns and that the sun
.03-Core-6 does ndt move aronnd .the warth, the student recalls-that it is difficult to prove

whether it is that the edrth rOtates or that the sun revolves around the earth because
either motion would produce the sine apparent motion of the sun across the sky
each day by responding to that effeci.

10 i : Given the amount of time that it takes for a planeterto make one complete rotation
03-Core-7 when the sun's path is directly over the equator and asked to state both the .number

of degrees that the planet turns from sunrise until the sun is most nearly overhead. .
and the number of degrees it turns from sunrise to sunset, the student applies the
concept that When the sun's path is directly .over the equator, any planet rotates
about 'one-quarter of a wtation (900 ) between sUnrise and noon and about pne-half
of a rotation ( 1800 ) between sunriSe and sunset by 1,tating those amouptS.of angular
rotation.

10 When asked to state why the year has an extra day once every four years and what
03-Core-8 purpose it serves, the student recalls that February has an extra day once every four

years because the earth's period is not exactly 365 days long bin is closer to 365¼
days; therefore, an extra day is added each four.years to keep The 'calendar en step
with the seasons or to keep EasteAt a specific time, by responding to that effect.

10 Given a scale diagram of a sun-planet system with the orbit of the sun around the
03-Core-9 planet showing the angle that the sun appears to move each hour and the scale of

the diagram and asked to determine how many miles per hour the sun would have
to travel to make one trip around the planet ea611 day, the student applies the pro-

_

cedure for determining [ruin a scale diagram .the.speed at which the sun would have
to travel to make one completeirip around the planet each day, which includes
measuring the lenizth of the chord between. the intersections of the arms of the'angle
throtigh which the sun appears to move each hour and.multiplying this distance in
millimeters -hy the distance represented by each millimeter to determine the speed
of the, sun, by reporting the speed of the sun in miles per hour within ± 10%.

10 Given a compass, a prPtractor, a ruler, the distance between the sun and a planet,
03-Core-10 and the number oldegrees that the sun appears tO move across the sky each hour

and asked to calculate the sun's speed in miles per hour if it appeared tp make one
complete circle around the planet each'day, the student applies the concept that
measurements can be determined from scalediagrams by calculating the speed of
the sun in the following way: drawing a circle whose radius is proportional to the
sitinet distance, constructing an angle with its vertex at the center of the circle
andwhose sife equals the ingle throtigh which the 'sun appears to move each hour,
measuring the length of the ehord hetween intersections of the'circle and the arms
of the angle, and multiplying this chord length by the scale factor; and by rep?rting
the speed of the sun in miloS per hour within an accuracy of ± I 0%.

.

10
03- ore-11

When asked to explain why it is unlikely that the sun travels around the eatth each
day, the student recalls that it is unlikely tha(the sun travels around the earth each



I

day becansf t e speed at which the.sun would have totrzk,e1 to do so would be much
'greater thaf he speed bf any knovih:Oanet or satellite by ,r.11E29L jLlin to that effect.

When' asked to state why the earth is divided into time zones, the student. generates.. . 10.

.an explanation which includes the notion that time zones were created for conven- . 031Core-12

ience so that at a given clock time, the sun is in the same relative east-west,position
in each zate by Itating an explanation that includes that notion..

r-

Given that a device heats a surface by means of a light bulliof specified wattage and 10
asked to state the wattage Of the bulb that would be required to produce the same 03-Core-13
heating effect in a.similar device in which the bulb is twice as far away from.the.sur-
fac,e, the student applies the-concept that the intensity of heat from a source varies
with .the square .of the distance from the source.by stating that the neeessary wattage v

will he fOur times that of the wattage of the bulb at half' the distance.

Given the distance from a sun-energy measurer to a light bulb and the wattage of 10
,

the bulb and asked to state the wattage of the bulb that would have the same heating 03-Core-14
effect at a distance that is i!ight or sixteen times greater than the given distance and
to show his work, the student applies either the doubling method, which involves
drawing a table of distances and wattages, writing_ the known wattage and the dis-
tance in the table as the initial column entries, finding the remaining table entries
by multiplying the previous distance by' two and the preitious Wattage by four until
the last entry in the distance colunm equals the required distance, and reporting
that entry in the wattage column whiCh corresponds to this distance as the required
wattage, or the squaring method, which involves using the rule that' the intenity of
radiant energy varies inversely as the square of the.distance from the source', finding
the ratio of the new distance to the original distance, squaring this ratio, and multi-
plying the squared ratio by the power of the original source to find the required
wattage, by calculating the wattage correctly within ± 10%, using one of those
methods, and show_Mg his work.

Given diagrams of the spectra of two stars each of which shows some absorption
lines, th ;.! spectral line of the elements that correspond to these absorption lines, °

the distance of these stars from the earth, and the amount of temperature. change
. in a sun-energy measurer caused by each sth and asked to compare the composition
and wattage of these two stars, the student applies the concept that the composition
Of a star is shown by the appearance of absorption lineS in its spectrum which cor-
respond to. the spectra of various elements and the concept that the relative powers
of two Stars vary ihrectly with the heating effect that they produce'on a sun-energy
measurer and inversely with the square of' their distance from the earth by-Stating a
description which involves tlyase two concepts.

IA

10
03-Core-15\

When asked to define the terM transit as it applies to the movement of planets, the .10
student recalls the delMition that a transit is the apparent passing'of a planet 'across 03-Core-16
the face of another heavenly body, s ch as the sun, by responding to that efNct.



10'
03-Exc 5-1-1

Given the focal length of the. object lens and vf the eyepiec f a telescope and
asked to calculate the power of.the telescopethat uses these nses, he student
applies the mathematical relationship that the power of a.telesc equals the object
lens's focal length divided by the eyepiece's focal length by Olculating the power

,

ofthe telescope within -15%.

10 GIL a diagram of a. lens, a distant object, the image-formed, and several ligherais
'' 03-Exc 5-1-2 arid asked to indicate the line which represents the focal length of the lens, the stu.

dent appliesitheconcept that the focal length of a lens is the distance between the
lens and the focal point (focus) of the lens by selecting the proper lihe on.the dia-
gram.

10 Given a convex lens. a 15-cm square piece of cardboard with a white surface; a
03-Exc 5-1-3 \, meterstick, and masking tapedand asked to measure the' focal lerigth of-the lens, the

student applies the procediii.?., forpeasuring the focallength of &lens, which includes
focusing an image of a distant object on a piece of cardboard and then measuring
the distance between the lens and the cardboard, by reporting thefo6a1 length of
the lens within ±I0%.

10 Given the cal lengths of two lenses to be used in constructing a telescope and a dia-
03-Exc 5-1-4 gram show' g a human eye , a distant object, and two positions between the eye

and the object and asked to draw the positions of the two lenses used to make the
teleScope to view the distant object and to indicate their focal length and how far
apart the lenses are, the student applies the .concept that the lens with the shorter
focal length is placed near the eye and that the lens with the longer.focal length is
placed farther from the eye and that for maximum inagnific.ation the lenses are
separated by a (fistance that is approxiMately equal to the sum of their focal dis-
tances-by indicatingrtheir relative positions and stating that their spacing is.the sum.
of their focal lengths.

10
03-Exc 6-1-1

When asked to explain why people invented calendars, the student reca s th calen-

dars Were invented so that people could tell the time Of year more ace rate! _and

could describe and predict when important events had oi were going o happen
res_pcmding with the effict of those ideas.

10 When asked to explain why so many different calendars.were devjsed and rejected,
03-Exc 6-1-2 (he student recalls that the early.calendars were not accurate enough so that the

,4

seasons began in the sarne otendar month each year and, therefore, had to-be
frequently adjusted by respcmding_to that effect.

10 Given an example of a double date in history books and as 'd to explain why tWc.
03-Exc 6-13 dates arefgiven for a'particular event, the student recalls th t the date an event

Occurred is sometimes reported accOrding to the calendar used at the time of the
event and sometimes according to today's calendar and so dzites from each of the
calendars are given in different tc,xt5 by resp9nding to that effect. .

1
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,
Given five purported reasons why Galileo decided to accept C'operfiicis:s model of 10

the. solai system and reject Ptolemy's model and asked to selFct the best re.ason for 03-Exc 6-2-1
iieceptinA the o-pe model and rejecting tlii, other, the Nt uden t applies the concept ,

that one model is considered to be better than another if it agrees with experimental 11

observations more accurately by Fleeting:the option that expresses that idea. .

,

Given sketches of three possible Venus-earth-sun models andlaskell which olie 10

represents Ptolemy's model and which one represents Copernicus's model, the .stu- F..' 03-Exc 6-2-2

dent Acjent i lies. the earth-ceniered system with Venus traveling around a. dOerent zis
Ptolemy's model and, the sun-centered sy*tem with the eaith and Venns in circular
orbits around the sun as the Copernican system by selecting the correct models.

Given- that work is one a the variables involved in calculating power and asked to 10

name another variable involved in caleidating power, the student Tecalls that time 03-Exc 7-1-1
is a variable involved iri calculating power by naming time as the other variable,

Given a situation in which the term pnver is used in its scientific sense as defined 10

in Fxcursion 7-1 and asked what is meant by the term power. the student mialls- 03-Exc 7-1-2

that power,is the rate at which work can be done or the rate at which energy can be
transferred by respondfitg with one of those notions.

Given a situation in which the word power/id is used to describe a device and asked 10

whether it is scientifically correct (as defined in Fxcursiop 7-1) to use tfie word 03-Exc 7-1-3
powerful in this way a'nd to explain his'answer, the student applies ffie concept -that
power is a measure of the rate at which work can be done by responding affiAia-
tivelY and, in effect. that if a device performs more work ( force multiplied by
distance) in the same amount of time or less than another, it could scientifically he
called a more powerful device.

Given the distance from a sun-energy measurer to a power source, the power of the 10

source, and the temperature change of tke sun-energy measurer and'asked to use the 03-Exc .
method of squares to find the power of a souree which would produce tbat 'Same
heating Mixt at a distance that is an odd integral-multiple of ths original distance,
the student applies the rule that theintensity Of radiant energy varies inversely as
the square of the 'distance Irom the source by finding the ratio of the new distalice
to the original distance, squaring this ratio, multiplying the squared ratio by the
power of the original source, and reporting the power of the new source correctly
within I (Y.X.

Given three numbers and asked to square each of them, the student applies the 10_
concept that a number is.squared by multiplying it by itself by revortiu the squares 03-Exc 7-2-2. ,

of at least two of the three numbers corretly.
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Given a plastic water rocket with its pump and fUnnel, a meterstick, water, and. a.
beaker ond asked to launch the wilier' rocket in the presence of an observer, the
studept.manipulates the water rocket and air pump,.filling the rocket with water to
the designated level, attaching the air pump td the rocket,'pointing the rocket up-

.* .ward, pumping a maximum of twenty strokes of air into the rocket, bracing his
hands, and pulling back on the trigger release slide, by launching the rocket approxi-
mately strilight up over an open area.

VVU

01 -Core-1

Given a quadrant and a Conversion table and asked. to use the quadrant to measure a WU. .

skcified height difference in Meters, the student manipulates the qu4drant .tomeas-. 01 -Core.-2

ure the specified height bytstatidhing himself' at the 7.6-met-4 mark, cronelling down
so that the bottom'of the quadrant is one meter ol'f. the floor neasuring the angle to
the nearest So,-using the conversion table, ancfreporting t le specified height that

.

corresponds to the nearest five-degree angle.

When asked to explain why indirect methods rather than direct methods were used' -

to determine the height of the rocker flight, thestudent generates The explanatiOn
that indirect methods were,(ised to.moasure the height .of the rocket's, fligh t
because they (lid not affect the variable being-measured, were the only methods
pOssible in the situatiOn, were done more rapidly, involvedeirheriess .

more available eqplpment;.were easiCT to use, and pl-oduced more accurate results
than (*tireet measurement would have by stating the essence of at least two of those

. reasons or examples of.them..-

WU

01

Given the angular height to*which a pockek traveled and an angle-height conversion WU

tiible,and asked to find the highest point to which the rocket rose, the studept applies 01-Core-4
the:procedure of rading aQ angle-height cojwersion table by stilt iill; the distance
that corre,spondsoto the giitenangnlarmeasucemenf in an angle-htlght conversion

. table. 0
0 .

When askedold state the relison lor having more than one observer to measure the WU

rockeUlights, the st udttnt applies the concept tharseveral measurements are made 01 -Core-5.

of the.same thing in 'order to reduce the ef fects of random errors in individual meas.:
uremepts-by stat4 th e. notion of thaj.z6ncept.

When asked to define operationally ped4mance for a water rocket, based ,on the WU

..use df the quadrant, the student reciills that perf6rniance for a water rocket is 01 -Core-6

operationally defined as the maximum height tO which the rocket rises when it is -

launched by respon.ding to that effect.

When asked to explain why only one variable is changed-at a time when invesligating WU

'the effects of varyingamounts of air and w'ater on the performance of a rocket, the 01-Core-7

student applies the concept,that in an experiment, only one variable is changt,d at a
time so that the effects of clOnges in th'e experimental variable can be identified as
related to that-variable alone and cannot be confused with effects produced by
'changes in other variables by stating the effect of that,concept.
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,'

0
,

%

WU . GiVetta decrii)On of a vifriable andiesked'UOesign a .Procedurelt6-test thezeMetc5f
01-COre,8 ttpt varilrble.bp the perforwaae:..ol: a racket.,..the4tidenqenerateS a proCedure that.' inxludes a si,tay.-"of sySt&aticall);;;Changing the'variable to betinvestigated whik hold-.

...11 --fr. t ".4.ing the otheiivariatiles constant,so as tp.i.n3(estigate t e.,e, ect.ot , 4e Vart4ble on a...,
' - ..,

rocket;sA)erfordn'oe by-stating such aproeedure:. :: .. :

.

. , .

01-gbre-9
. 4

U{

?:°.

. . . . , . '. .
4,-. . _ .:

. When, asked to sti two variables.i.ivhickat feet the petfortnanee of a water.rocket,..
. .:... :.

'ffi tudent recltl.sat.. al tlie 'two itariableS4.Allich affect the:perforftrance.of 4.water... .

rocket are rl ao,;iint Of water..jtcOntains and the niber of trokes.of atr-.foryd'
- , ; ..

into it bY .tating..1;oth of thos-Vatia,bles. .1
.

.

. . -

. ...

..WU 1 )i .: .Given it diagrain of,ii ro4et redy to tannch 4.141 thcaPparatus rek tb::launch ...:. . . .
01;Cor0-10 :- ..!' the rolket itil asked t4:nante a syStem, two itbsystents, and fO:t.rr neritg-,;_tbe

...

.3, r . . . ,. .

....! udeift app es the co0-0:ts-Olitot a. system ig2ii grotiP'of obits.t1 , .ence'each
. r ,

other:: a sub.ystebt is al*p:of (w or mory"objects,lhat direetlY intTue'00 eavb.,
!Other witrfin thesy$tem, itrut a conippilen(I's an individual art of the

. ..
. .

,e naming vsysteaL. two su my:s. i. ts,::anc ot components in'agreement with thost....''. l t qt. -'' I f
: -.. . .,

. c.. , .. ...
..3. . ....: . ,

..- convpts:). .. - ;:...
...... ,

. , ..,. ,,, t :;- ....!. ..

I_ 'A

WO -; , :GiVen4.diagOen Oa closedsystem that ebntanN.ii gas under pressure aW asked. to
.. .

- 01-Core-11 ... 6 iti.aw i il.,9 ws, to represent the force ( prvssreire) e.xerte4 by:MC gas, the studeilt.apphes
., ... the Concepethat a.:confined7gag::iplikr,pressure:".exert an.,..equal ift4rce in'all directions

, ) . . .,

by drawing arroWs of approximately equal length that pant.,radictlly Omtward.in'411
directions itgainst the inSide of the Contailwr.. "4--' ":,-;:

, . ......,
, . ,

A

,1..

. ....1, , "" . :
WU . Gjvcn a diagrain;of an ;Object frqm-wilkItgasisescaping iificil'asked to shOW the

,
01Core-12 0 dirce t ion-orthe'Llybalanced. foto acting onth'e object, th(i.studii.nt ipph&c the!.eon- -.:.

, ,..
. cent That the reaction fore l! On a.I1 object" actsIdn tno untcuon opposite tollig...direc-

..

t ion in whicit the gas- is'eScaping by dowing an-arrow In that direetion. -,

.4 , 0. . . .
.

WU Given ii situation in which an unbalano,ed forCe is aeVng on a toyand asked. how,:'
. .

01-Core-13 lie would measure the unbalancedf ce, the s)tident'q )plies the_Oncepi that an
.

Ali '
unbalanced forcy ca,n be!measured ineasuifug the extent to wIlich it changes the .

shape or motion (SPeed; direction, or.both) of an object, just as x-single forpe- Gail be. , _

Ineasured. by resp_v_pdiug_to the 'effect" that the.unbalanerd force can 'be measurkr
by a force nleasurer whose blOe ig hooked to theside of illeAoy oppositei;o the..-:.:.

.. .-,

- toy'S divection of motion and observing how much Ille.blade of the force .nteasurex, :.
. 1

. . . _

is deflected a,s.the toy cloves. ,41, ... -.:
; -.

,

WU

01:-Cdre-1,4
- ,

___=.

-When iisked to descrit3e a way that could be used to mbsitre thy...initial thrusf.of a'
,

water rocket ttle student geberate a method to measure the thrust orit :water',
rocket, which involves the idea-of conne4ing a force-nleasuring deilice to the roeket.

. . .
and the.p releaSing- the rocket front its launcher, by stating such a method.

.

t ,
.

, ,

,

.
--

*
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:I

Given that4 14#n an -activity J1YlasArrikloers wercsubstitutedlor the metal blades on
the force ineasureis and asked.what4limst_be true of the-rulets if the resulB of thie
activity using the nodified deyice aie to be Compared, whether or not everyone

iive. had 'to use Pie same tinits.to calibrate the scat* cards, and to explain his .

answer, the 7student applies the coneelif that measuring deVices must be calibrated
against a common standard it' the vatues of measurement are to
by stating in (Fffect that tile rulers and units. mlist be identical
of measurements dependo,upon getting simorjresults when ma
eeasurement.

sily compared.:
comparigons
lentical

WU
01:-aore-15

Giveirtlie hint that he cotild use `different sized jets and asked to design an experi:-.
ment to investigate the effect of changing only the speed, not the rate, at which
water leaves a jet on the resultantt unbalanced force;the student generates a descrip-
tion of a plan to determine the effe.ct on the unbalanced force of changing just the'

-speeittat which water leaves the jet, which includes the ideas of ( I )'changing the size
of the jet, (.!) adjusting the rate of now so that a standard volume of water flows
from the jet.in a certain amount of time, (3) measuring the speed of flow, and

-(44) measuringthe unbalanced force, using a force measurer, by responding to that0e et. t .

WU

01-COre-16

When asked. ic; state whether a rocket will have a greater,untmlanced force when it is
in the atmosphere or in the vacuum of outer space and to explain his answer. the
student applies the convept that the thrust ofla jet isiless when it discharges into a
fluid by stating that the thrust (unbalanced fOrce) is greater in the vacuum of oWer
space and, in effect, that this is so because there the rocket exhaust has nothing to
piish .againSt.

WU
01-COre-17

. t I
i

..: Wffon asked to state two reasons tly,lt experiments are performed on simplified
-

.J.',:syMtlipi.rather than on larger, moreeomplex systems, the student recalls that the 01-Core-18
.'rea+;ons that simphlied.rather than more complex. systems are studied are ( I ) to
..decrea4(:the expense and. time ofinvestigat ion, (2.) tohave'a more manageable mid
",..in)re casily obA"-ryable system, and (3) to control variables more easily by slati4

. . #:,-tli e ef fe4- of twk p.the-reiisons.

- ... . .

kjiy-en a 114116! p poll-101i( y lCi-Work with inatt4ials on a laboratory activity Of more .
.....

thVri-.one day); durationi.and asked Lo observe the clean ti p period itt the appropriate .1
-A, ?''

:. tfine,--,thc student cligoses to 'Meilw laboratory'activity period promptly upon
..,...: tviTivitig'notific::ition alhe tilm.:.-tpy immediately c...easing..thtY laboratory activity

.. : - . ----I- -

raurning materTals in usable, cleAn cOndition to stomp: places, and pp rtjcipat ink in
-4.... wojk, artYa 'cleanujon aficast three separate occasions whe'n being observed by the

teachey oi7vitiothetilcsigiiatk:d pe'r:kiLkii wi (bout his knowledgb.
.,

:::- ...:.,.. --..:

01,:dore-19

.,--;WherNtf;ked-tpi workIndhe labora-tory ).4i.th fellow students, the student chooseslo;- - - . a .

*-, : .1'oopeii.it withlelloW.st.iidents 01 tile la h(ytatory by being polite, waiting his turn,
...

. _. . ..,
-..kcjili.2,.4r.c.k rl y-Wh ell nicisvi g 41,out,7iind bsery,iRg the right a his elassinates to work.., ..

--.,.-.- -WittiOiii4einkmnrieeesmt di:sturbed, whent'bbserved without his knowledge by
thaRadip:v. anotlwr dv...gnafe4er'son on arivast three occasions.

.,.. .

;...

. -
1-

::-
- N 8 4

AU.
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WU
01-Core-21

0

1

When'asked to work with the equipment and 'text materials of the ISCS course, the
student chooses to shoW personlil responsibility for returninglaboratory equipment
nb Itnger rioeded tO the proper storage places Airing the activity period.by returniug
such equipmAt and tuaterWs to thjrdesignated storage places oh at least three

-Occasions when observed by.the teacher or another designated observer-without his
knowledge of:beink cheeked. .

-WU . When asked questions M the textbook; the 'student, chooses to write in his.Record
01-Core-22 Rook his answers to 90`X or more of tjte questions in his textbook by exhibiting the'

written responses,when the teacher spot chetks to determMeil he is doing so.
. .; . .

-4,

WU
4 When working independently in the laboratory, the student obooses to show prokr

..

01-Core-23 care and use of ISCS laboratory'materjalsThy p,sing the materials only for their .

intended purpOse or by-recitiestinf permis1;ion to.d&-ether_speeili,c experiments with'
them, whe4 being observedwithout his knoWledge by the teacher or another

. designataperson on three or more occasions.
,

, ,
7

WU When asked to-define .force operationally, Ow student recalls the operational
01-Exc 2-1-1 - definition that a, forte is thitt which can change an object's shape, speed, or direction

and can bo measured by Measuring the extent to which it changes the shape or .
. ,.

.%tnot ion (Speed, direction, or bolh) of the altered object by revp_pding"with the
essence:C.4 the\operational definition.

I

WU
01-Exc 2-1-2

.
.

When asked to define lodylanced fiwce operationally, the student recalls the
operational djTinit i 0. 1 that an unbalanced force acting on. an object jansi:s a change
in the tnotion or shape or the object arrd that the size*of the change is a measure of

k

the site of the force' by stating the effect of that definition. .

?)

tot.



1

Given the weight of an empty rocket casing and the weight and r,hrust of five span WU

rOcket engines end asked lo select the sinallest. rocket engine ,that will allow file '02-Coritul)
rocket to lift ot. and to explain the ration for his choicethe student applies the

"concept that th thrust of a rocket must be greater thaltits total weight tor it to
lift off by selecting*the smallest engine th:it provides sufficient, thrust and stating

7-;.= .-.=. -1-:. - _ . . . .

the essence of the concept. .

Given-a diagram showing two identical, ro ets which have traveled the. same amount WU

of.time but different distances and asked toOate which rocket has had the target-. 02-COre-.2

unbalanced force acting on it and to explain his answer, the student applies the con-
cept 'that the distance a movable'object wiLl travel in &given amount!of time varies
directly with 'the size of the unbalanced force applied to it by selectinu the higher
rocket and stating the essence of the concept.

Given a four-part diagram, each of which shows a pattern of water drops whosell . WU
spacing increaSes, decreases, or remains the same and the direction of mot ion of the 02-Core-1
ctrt that lett this trick, and asked to..state whether the speed of the cart iitcre sed, ,
decreased, or remained constant as it made each*of the track!t, the student cla silks

_

the speed of a water-clock cart astincreasing if the drops lu:come fart lii apart as
decreasing if the..drops become closer 'together, or as constant if the drops are qually
spaced by stpting whether the sPeed increases, deem ses, or remains the same c(

redly for al least Ilifee Of the four cases.

Given three speed-Nine interval graphs showing increasing, decreasing, and constant Wu.
speeds and a serics.of water-elock caitdrop records in tvhich ai) arrow shows the 02-Core-4

direct io,p of motiOn olthe cart and asked lo match each water-clock cart dlop rkora
with the appropriate graph, le student CltSifies a water-clock cart drop record as
corresPonding to the graph I at slopes upward lo five right if the drop separation
increases in.the dire!clion of nu on_as corresponding to the graph that slopes down-
ward to the right if the drop sepal, .e4wor in the direction of motion, or as
corresponding to the graph will) the horizon if4I he alibi) separation is constant
by so matching the graphs and drop reco"rds.

Given a description of a situation in which the same force is applied to Iwo simjlar WU

objects of`different maSses and asked lo select the oyject :whose speed will increase. 02-Core-5
faster and to (..(plain his answer, the student applies the concept that an object's
speed varies'inversely with its mass when equal .f-oiceS are applied by...selecting_the

.

object 1vm(li less mass and stating the effect of the concept.

GivOrr a lakeled grid and data for five trials in which a cart, traveling during a fixed . WU

time interval, is acted on by a constant force'but carries a different mass in each 02-Core-6

trial and asked to graph the data, the stiident applies the procedures for graphing,'
Which incliide plotting the points lo wit liin 10.2 scale divisions anit drAving a best-
fit line, y constructing such a graph of the speed change of carts with different p.

masA.s acted ion hy asconstain force.

0



WU
02-C ore-7

Given an illustratiZm of a water cart and fourigraphs showing relationships between
the mass put on a eijrt and the change in the speed of the cart and asked to 'e.lec,t
the graph.that best shoWs the relationship between the.Mafis on the cart and die
cart's change in speed when'the'force i' constant; the student-applies thi conccTt
dial if the force applied to an object is held constant.,While theLniass of the ohjeet

I

is varied, the object's rate of speed varies inv4sely. with th,e vlitiations in-Mass, lw
. , ...

selectingthe graph that shows4hat reti!tioniihip., , ..; ! . , ....

.. 1
,

...... .
WU Given four graphs glumhdifferent retatiaiships l*tween Unbalanced fOrcCs and

. 02-Core-8 the rates at-whichlipeed changes and asked .to.select- the graph that would be --

.. obtained if the data wore plo after differgutSorces were appliM to the same water- -
. clock cart, t he,studont ai les the concept that the speed of an object varies. ..: ..

Ot

with,thelbsize of the unbz ancenont fipplied to it-by so_A,Atyziragraph.tliatillustuites_ ,1

''''
t I 11 e concept. ,7,

c. ,
''.

e

4,3
;,"

.
J

.
v,. ..

IN 1.) Given a situation in whici the same unbalanced force acts on tWo identical objects
02-Core-9 for different lengths of lime and asked to predict which object wilt speed up more-

And to explain Ilk answer, the studtnit applies the Mconcept that the aotint of
.

ctiatige in the speed of a mass epends on the size or the hfihalanced lyrce applied
..,-to it ind-the aMount of time th for ?elk applied by selectihi the 6bject which is in

.
. contact with the force longer an( . tating the esseneo of the cyinwept. ..-

WU Given,an illustration and a descripOn of a situation in which the range of a proj(:c-
02-Core-10 tile'whose firing pOsit ion is lived has to be increased and asked to stale how the

increase could be achieved aRd to plain wny' tnat method wouNwork, the studelit
applies the concept that the greater the unbalanced horizontal force acting on an
object whoi it is taiinched: the gre:iter,its i ilige will be, by ocerib.i.ps iii in_cruasc in

force to produce the desirjd change iixralige and explaining in effect, the con-
, ,

cep!. .

--f---7.--
WU. . When ask&I to eNplain the purpose of the ball !Nat fell straight down in the activity
02-Core- 11 which avestigated. the effect of the aihilunt of horizontal forje on a ball-find.the

lime the ball look to fall, the ttident apphes the concept tbat a contiol, a sample
mir4ibjeeted ta the experimentalliariat4e, is used in an expqrinient as a standard.i.4

-____.

. with which change.s are con-Ved b stititix,, in effvel, that this ball served as iii
experimental control or standard witl which the:other fall times were c OM pared.

\

WU
02-Core-12

t

Given a situation in which 'erne object is prdlected horizont ally at high buj less.than
.

orbiting speed al, t he same lime as another object of different weight is dropped .

from the sime h h and asked V slate which, if either, Object will hit the mound
first and to exp ain his boice tiTe student applies the concept that the 'lime of fall
of an object'is independent.of its weight and horizontal speed by statine, that both
objects will l,i it the round at the same I hue and the essence or the .c(*)nL:e1)1.

8 7



(
Gjventhe distance an objeut falls in -One secoq On the prfacTe.of a paftieular planet
and a sketch like Figure 4.-5. showing thediorizontal siirface which Cuves downward
and a distance equal to the distuncv of fall and aSked to determine the orbiting

. speed.6f a sat ellite at the siirlace of the planet:, the student applies the rule that the
orbiting speed (distance per unit of lime) is numerically equal to the stuface distance

ian object falls in one second when it s_dropped near the surface by stilling the
orbiting speed in agreement with-ihe rule.

WU.

02-Core-13

(;iveit four graphs i)ti rporting to shoW the relationsltV between the period of a -WU

sztteltit'e and its dRance from the earth's surfaA and asked to select the graph which 02-Core-14
correctly sh.ovsts tlIal relationship, the student identifies the graNi which shows the
period of a siatellite increasing as the Mitts of its orbit increases as the graph which

Ofe correct relaionskip by selectingNuch a graph.
.

(liven four graplis- each of whidi purports to show the relationship between the WU

minimum orbitin fg speed o a satellite and its height above Ilk. ealth's surface and 02-Core-15

asked to select the graph that best slioNws this relationship, the student iilentifies
the graph showing 4 la' iii inl4ii urn orbiting speed of a satellite decreasing with the'
satellite's incrQased beight Above the earth's surface by.selecting_such a graph.

When aSked to.li-st two forcesdhat slow down a rocket leaving the earth, the student WU
,

recalls that friction will) the almoSphere and the force of gravity slow down rockets 02-Core-16
... -

leaving the card) hy naming, those two:

Citen four gt;aRlis each .of which relates the weight Of an otaject toils distance-from Wt./ .

the earth2s surface and Aked to select the graph which. shows The correct relation- 02-Core17
the.sludent identifies the graph with ;1 negative slope that is concave upwards

as lite graph showing'lln relationship between the weight of an oliject and its
distahce froill thy earth\ surface by select ing.strch a graph.

When asked to stale al what dist nee from ,the earth the force of gravity reaches WU'

/ero and .to explain his answer he student tOciills that although the force of the 02-Core-18

eartlr's gravity docrea 'i i increasing distancoufroinhe earth, it never reaches
tero, by stating that there is no distance Imin the earth al which grayity reaches .fero

and the.essence of the idea.
-rw

When asked to define the term perjod of titellite, the student recalls the delinifion WU

that the period of a satellite is the aniot it of lime required for the satellite to make 02-Core-19.

(me complete/Cul by responding with he essence of dial deitition.

t. -

iGivetit that a satelliW of specified diameter is orhitiiig the earth, us apogee. its peri- WU

gee. its period. and a list of ;Ill trial Illeasltrelnelds :1110 'asked to select the iiieastiie 02-Core20

mein best represents the periOd of the satellite, 'die student classificS the lime
required for a revolving body to complete one revOlnli'on as its period by vlecting'
that lime Imin the list. "



WU Given three diagrams of the possible paths of hypothetical saIelliles and four slate-
.'02-Core-21 meths comparing.the speed of a satellite with the speed necessary for a tirgular orbit

and asked to match the statement that best describes the speed of the sateflite.with
each of the paths diagramed, tlk student classifies the speed of a *satellite as kss than
that necessary For a circular orbit if its path returns it to-the earth's surface, as
equal to the speed necessary for,a circular orbit if its path is a circular orbit, as
slightly greater than that necessary for a circular-orbit if' its path is an elliptical orbit.
and as much greater than that necessary for a circular.orbit its path leads away
from the earth indicating the escape of the satellite-by matching the appropriate
statements and diagrams correctly in at least two of the three cases.

WU Given a series of poSsible rocket paths from a planet to one or the planet's moons
02-Core-22 and back tothe planet and asked to select the path that represents a free-retiirn

path, the student identifies the figure-8 path as the free-return path Of a rocket from

4
a planet to the moouand back to the planet by'sel&ting the'appropriate diagram.

WU When asked whether a rocket traveling from the earth to the moon must slow down,
02-Core,23 speed up. or maintain.the same speed iuorder to achieve a lunar orbit and. to explain

his answer,dhe student recalls that a rocket from the earth must slow down so that
it 'can be -capturedqpy the moon's gravity if it is to achieve a lunar orbit by reTonding
.that the rocket must slow down and with the essence of the concept.

WU When asked to state why a spaeocraft has a heat shield, the st tident recalls that the
02-Core-24 purpose of a spacecraft's heat shield is to protect the spacecraft from the heat

generated by friction with the atmosphere upon reenti-y by stating. in essence, the
purpose of the heat shield. .

'WU Given that a spacecraft is slowed down by retro-rockets and parachutes and asked to
02-Core-25 name another variable which slows down a spacecraft returning to eirth and to

state how it acts to slow the craft. the student recalls that a spacecraft returning tQ
the earth is slowed down by the atmosphere beciruse of the friction which occurs,
when the spacecran pushes the atmosphere out a its path by responding to that
effect.

WU Given an illustration and a description of a device.that recoils when matter is ejected
.02-Exc 3-1-1 . from it and asked to exPlain why recOiling occurs, the student generates an expla:

nation for the .recoil of the object when matter is expelled from it. using the ideas
that the explosion produces equal forces in all directions. one of which is on the
matter which is accelerated rapidly and ejected from the objed and another of
which is.on the launching mechanism itself and causes the'mechanisM to recoil in
the opposite direction, by reonding_to that effeet.

WU Given a diagram and a description of a situation in which the mass of matter'per
02-Exâ 34-2 Second forced out of an opening in a container decreases when a substance of dif-

ferent density is used, but the flow rate remains the anie. and asked to'predict
whether the unbalancod force on the force measurer will be greater, 1.he same, or
less and to explain his answer, the student q.p.IF_s the concept that the unbalanced



force produced by matte being forced from aeontainer varies with the mass of the
matter forced from the co itainer Rer unit of time by stating that the uitbalanced
force on the force measurer would be less than the specified number of units he-..

cause of the reduction in the mass of the matter leaving the:container each second.

Giyeir tile amount of mass ejected from a rocket each second and the speed at
which it is ejected and asked to calculate the thrust (force) of the ik)cket, the student

;applies the formula that the thrust of a rocket equals the mass thrown out pet
second imdtiplied by the speed at which the mass is ejected by calculating the.thrust
(force) atilt! rocket correctly.

WU
02-Exc 3-2-1

/

When-asked to state two ways to increase the thrust (force) of a rocket, the student WU

recalls that the thrust of a rocket can he increased by either increasing the mass of 02-Exc 3-2-2

the. exhaust gases thrown out of the rocket or increasing the Speed at whiCh the
mass is thrown out by responding to that effecc..

When asked to state .Why rockets are built so that they burn their fuel in stages, the WU,

student recalls that rockets are built to burn their fuel in stages so that as the rocket 02-Exc 3-2-3

fuel from one stage is used, the empty tanks making-up that stage ean be.disearded,

thus decreasing the Mass Of the rocket and making the transportittion of the uspless

mass unnecessary. by stating the effect of that idea. /

6iven an example of an erroneous idea that persisted for many years. but has been WU

changed as a result of experimentation and several possible reasons that such an 02-Exc 4-1-1

erroneous idea could persist so long and asked to select the most likely reason I'm
the klea's continuance, the studeiff applies the concept that erroneous ideas tend

.

to persist when they are not tested e-xperimentally by selecting the response which

expresses that notion.

Given a list of variables that purport to affect the period of a pendulum and asked WU

to select the variable or variables that do affect the Period of a pendulum, the 02-Exc 4-1-2

student identities the length of the.pendulum as the only.variable that affects the .

period of a simple pendulum by selecting that variable.
^

When asked why a scientist tries to develop models that use mathematics rather than WU

models that describe things in words alone, the student generates an explanation 02-Exc 4-2-1

which includes the'idea Jhat a quantitative model is more.usetul than a qualitative ..

model because it can be used to make accurate pteq id ions which can be used to'

test the model by stating an explanation which includes the effect of that idea!'
AL

Given data about a planet's period of rojation, period of revolution, size, and 0
, strength of gravitational field and a series of possible periods of rotation for a

commupications satellite and asked to select that period of the satellite which would

.allow the satellite to stay above one point on the planet's surface. the student
applies the concept that a satellite's period of revolution must equal the planet's

9.0

WU
02-Exc 4-3-1



)eriod.of rotation in order for the satellite to reniain above the same spot on the
lanet's surface by selecting the period for the satellite that equals the period of

rotation of -the planet. .

WU Given the period of a space vehicle and a grid with two curves plotted on it, one
02-Exc 4-3-2 showing height above tlie surface versus speed and the other showingheight above

the surface versus period, and asked to find the vehicle's height above the surface
and its orbiting speed, the,student apPlies the procedure for reading values from
graphs involving three.variables by reporting on the basis of the period curve, the
height that corresponds to the specified period within ±500 kin and then -Moving
vertically, from this point until he intersects the speed curve 'and reporting the speed
that corresponds to that height within ±0.2 kmper sec.

. WU 'Given four temperature-thne graphs for the heating of a solid that changes to a
02-Exc 4-4-1 liquid and Hien to a gas and asked to select the graph that best shows the tempera-

ture of a substance as it is heated at a constant rate,l,he student applies the concept
that it takes heat without temperature change to convert a substance from a solid to
a liquid and a liquid to a gas by selMing, the.graph with two constant temperature
sections.

WU Wh,en asked to explain why a spacecraft'does not burn up from the heat generated
02-ExC 4-4-2 during its reentry, the student recalls that a,spacecraft does not burn up during

k' reentry because the heat shield melts and boils, absorbing and taking awaymuch of
the heat caused by trio( ion and thus proteets.t he rest of the spacecraft by resvnding

. _ ---,. .-±.......to that effe'et.

,. I..". -.-} 4
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Given an illustration of the lunar surface in which several physical features are point- WU

ed out and asked to find the mare aniong those features,, the student identifies a 034Core-1

mare as a broad, flat area on the lunar surface by selecting the mare.

Given an illustration of the lunar surface showing several arrows, one of which points WU

to a ray from a crater, and asked to select the arrow which points to a ray, the stu- 03-Core-2

dent identifies a ray as a streak across the surface of tfie moon that seems to origi-
nate in a crater by 'selecting thd arrow indicating the ray.

When aSked to explain why scientists are particularly interested in the origin of the . WU

moon's surface, the student recalls that scientists are particularly interested in the 03-Core-3

origin of the moon's surface because they believe such information may help to
explain the 'age and origin of the earth by responding to that effect,

Given three illustrations of volcanic craters, meteor craters, and craters formed by an WU

underground atomic blast and asked to name the probable cause of each of the 03-Core-4

eratem the student classifies (1) the craters whose floors arc above the surroundinii
area as caused by volcanic activity, (2) the circular craters with raised rims, steep
walls, and floors below the surrounding area as caused by meteor hnpact, and (3)4he
circular craters with sloping walls extending below the surrounding surface as caused
by an underground atomic blast by naming the correct cause for at least two of the
three craters.

When asked to list the two variables that affect the size of craters formed by the
impact .of falling objects, the gludent recalls that the two variables that affect, the
size of impact craters are the mass of the falling object and OS speed when it hits
by stating the essence of both of those Variables.

fwu
-Core-5

(;iven a Situation in which two objects of different mass are dropi)ed from the same
height and asked to state which object was traveling faster when it hit the earth and
to explain his answer, the student applies the concept that all objects dropped from
the same height fall at the same speed (ignoring the effects of air friction) by statiqg
that )th weretraveling at the Same speed and the essence of the concept.

03-Core-6

441'ven four graphs purporting to show the relationship between balls of different WU

misses but .the same diameter and the sia. bf the crater formi:d by the ballsand 03-Core-7

asked to select the graph that best represents the relationship, the student classifies_
the graph showing an increme in crater size with an increase in mass as the one best
representing the relationship between the mass of a ball and the Crater size by

sekcting such a graph.

When asked milly only one variable, such as the mass or the vertical height of an object, WU

was changed at a.time when balls were dropped into sand to foim craters, the stir- 03-Core-8

dent applies the concept 'that only one variable is changed at a tiMeso that the
effects of changes in the variaNe can be traced and will not be confused with the
effects of changes in other va.rhihls by stat MI the essence or the concept.



WU When asked to describe a plan that he could use to investigate the effect of the
-03-Core/a . dianieter of a falling"bocly on the siee ofthe-crater formed, including the variables

he would hold constant and those he would vary, the student generates a description.
of a plan to investigate the effect of the diameter of a falling body on the size of s'\

, the crater, which includes the.idea of holding the mass of a balKand the distance of \
;.` fall constant while systematically varying the size.of the ball, by stating such a

procedure.

WU Given a diagram of a tray with a sand model of a portion of the lunaplandseape anci
03-Core-10 two light sources, one above the model and one at the side, and asked to select the I

position of the light source that would provide. the greater surface detail if a picturet
is taken and to explain his answer, the student applies the concept that more detail
of a rough surfaceis seen when the light source is positioned at the side rather than
overhead because the shadows'reveal the surface irregularities by selecting the light
source at the side and stating the essenLie of the concept.

WU
03-Core-11

When 'asked why features on the moon's surface get worn down by erosion although
there is no rain or wind on the moon, the student recalls that erosion on the moon's
surface is the'result of bombardment by particles (meteors) from space by stating .

the effect of that idea.

WU
.03-Core-12

Given a diagram showing two overlapping craters and asked.to identify the crater
which was formed first 'and-to explain his choice, the student applies the concept
that when crater rims intersect, the rim of the younger crater will tend to be com-
plete and the rim of the older will be interrupted by the youinger, by selecting the
crater with the incomplete rim and statingjhe essence;Of the concept.

WU
03-Core-13

When asked td explain why the model of the moon's surface was changed from
sand to rottenstone on top of bentdnite, the student applies the concept that models.
are ruodifiewhen they no longer agree with observations by stalng, in effect, that
the model was changed because the old sand model could not explain the light-
colored rays.on the surface of the moon.

WU When asked to predict how the tolor of the rock 'Would change as the moorts sur-
03-Core-14 face near a crater from which raks emanate Was drilled, the student applies the con-

cept that the light-colored material of the rays may come from beneath the surface
by predicting either that the rock will be lighter or that the sequence will be light-
dark-light beneath 'the (boon's surface.

WU Given four conclusions that might be drawn from Activity 5-12, the darkening of
03-Core-15 light-sensitive-paper by sunlight, and aske0 to select the hest conclusion, the Stu

applies the concept that the fact that a model may act in the same way as a real
object does not mean that the two are the same by selecting the response tolhe
effect that since sunlight causes some substances to darken, sunlight is a possible
cause of the darkening of the moon's surface.

se.3
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When asked wbether.a small force exerted upon a movable object on the moon will Wu .

displace the object a gfeater or smaller distance than it wOuld on the earth and to' 03-Core-16

give tWo 'reasons for.the difference,-the student applies the concepts that a small
force can move an object a greater distance on the 'noon's surface than on the earth'S
surface because on the moon's yilfacq the force of gravity is less and there is no

air friction by responding that it would travel.p greater distance and with the eSsence
of both Of the concepts.

Given diagrams of two craters, one of which has a central peak formed by the impadt WU

of a meteor, and asked whether the meteOr that produced that crater was traveling 03-Core-1.7

more slowly or more rapidly.tnan the meteor which caused the other crater and ,-

to give evidence for his answer, the student recalls the model that a meteor must be
traveling very rkipily to form a craterwith a central peak because the heat produced
by the impact must be great enough to melt both the meteor and the.moori's surface .

so that they become liquids by responding that the meteor which formed thc: crater
with the 'central peak,was traveling more rapidly and with the essence of the model.

... i P

When asked to state three ways in which the size of the central peak in a crater . . oiu
could be increased, using the Water drop-bentonite model of the moon's'iurface, the 03-cpre-18

student recalls that larger' central crater peaks are formed (1) when the depth of th . t
loose material is increased, (2) when -the size of the'drops of water.are increased, or
(3) when the height from which the water is dropped is increased by statingthe
effect of .at least two of those three methods.

Given a diagram of a lunar cinder cone whose crater bottom is above.tbe surface of WU .

the moon and asked to state what is most likely to have caused this cinder cone, the 03-Core-19

student recallS that lunar cinder cones whose crater bottoms are above the moOn's
surfacemay be of v,91canic origih by responding.that it's of volcanic origin.

When asketl fo state a possible canse for the dome-shaped mountains on the moon's WU

surface, the student recalls that the dome-shaped mountains aie thought to have 03-Core-20 .

_. .

been caused by underground flows of molten rock, or magma,. by responding to that

effect. '

'Given diagrams of ;meteor crater with a central peak, a meteor crater without a cen- WU

. tral peak, a cinder cone volcanic crater, and a dome-shaped mountain and ahst 03-Core-21

five probable causes of theso.lunar features and asked to match the lunar features :

with their Most probable causes, the student identifies the meteor crater.with a
central peak as having beep cause.d by a fast-moving meteor, the meteor crater with-
out a central peak as hiNing been caused by a slow-moving metux, the cinder cono
crater as having been caused by a vorcitnic eruption, and the dome-shaped mountain
as having been caused by an underground magma fllcm by matching the dtgrmns
with their probable causes.

9,1
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, WU Given diagram .and a descriptiCM of a.situation in:which a scientist has.discovered
03-Core-22 that the e are 'differences between the coneS that appear to,be of volcanic oFigin on

the earth and those on thepoon and asked if the differences provide sufficient
evidence to throw out the model that.volcanic'action is responsible for the, lunar
cones and to explaM his answer, the student applies the concept that a model may
not be directly' interchangeable from one system 'to another because 'of the.effects .

of other variables but the-essential features.of the basic model may still be 'pertinent
by responding_negatively and, in effect,lhat this one difference is not sufficient to
discard the model because other variables may be influencing the formation fe
cone.

WU Given, a diagram of a cone of volcanic origin and aske,d.to state the cause of the
'03-Core-23 formation of this cone'and the evidence supporting 1iis answer', the student applies

the concept that (I) tlk cone has steeply sloping sides (cinder cone), (2) the !loth- of
the-center crater is iibove the level of the surrounding surface, (3) the crater is sur-
rounded by rock debris, or (4) the crater is surrounded by a lava .flow with a rippled
surface is evidence that a'luhar cAne is of volcanic origin by stating that the cone'is
of volcanic origin and the two pieceS of evidence shown in the diagram.

WU When asked to state three things that cause a change in the moon's features over a
03-Core-24 period of time, the student recalls that the moon's skirface May be changed over

time by ( ) meteor impacts, (2) covering with dust, (3) griPity, (4/kunlight,.(3) vol-
canic action, .and (6) the settling and_eracking of the crust by responding-to the
effect of three of the above. 3

WU Given a diagram of the lunar surface with arrows pointing to overlapping craters and
03-.Core-25 features covered by light material (rays) and three pairs of features and asked to .

determine for *tach. pair which feature is probably the older of thelwo features and
to .explain his answer;the student applies the following rules for predicting the
relative ages of surface features on the moon: (1) circumscribing craterS are older
than smaller craters on their floors, (2) in a pair of overlapping'craters, the one `
with the incomplete rim is the older, and (3) craters covered by light material
from another crater (rays) are older than the crater that produced the rays by
predicting the relative ages in agreement with the rules and stating the supporting
evidence.

WU Given the model of the earth-moon-sun system used for Activity 7-2 and asked to
03-Core-26 determine what fraction of the earth's surface could be see(6"by an.observer (Mlle

surface of the moon in twelve hours and in six hour-s when theearth is full, the
student applies the ISCS.model of the tnoon-earth-sun system to determine 'empiri:
cally the amount of the earth's.surface that would be,seeriby a lunar observer in.7
specified time periods by Stating that the entire surface can be seen in twelve hours
an4 three-fourths of the surface ,can be,seen in six hours.



Given a diagram of a sun-earth-moon model showing three positions bf the moon WU
'and five aiagrams,showing various phases. of the moon .and asked to saect the dia.- 03-Core-27

grams of the moon which best show'how the moon would appear to 'an observer on
the earth when the nwon is in each of the indicated positions, the student applies

the sun-earth-moon model, in which the moon is orbitipg around the earth and the:
sun is the center of the earth's orbit, by matching the diagram of the full moon
with the position in which the earth is between the moon and the sun, the three-
quarter' moon with the position in which the sun-earth-moon angle is approxinvitely
1350, the.half moon with the position in which the sun-eartfi-moon angle is about-

900 , the one-quarter moon.with the position in which the sun-earth-moon angle is
about 45°,.and the new moon with the position in which the moon-is betWeen the

.sun and the earth. i1.

/ Given .0 diagram of a sun-earth-moon model with three positions of the mvon WU

cated and five diagrinns showing various phases of the earth and asked to 'match the 03-Cdre-28

diagf4m of the earth that best shows how the earth would apPear to an observer on

themoon withtheappropriate position of the moonlhe stmient applies the sun-
eart4-moon nwdel in which the sun is the center of the earth's ortiii7ind- the moon is
orhiting around th'e earth by marching the diagram of the full earth with the
position of the moon between the earth and the sun, the three-quarter,earth with
the sun-earth-moon angle of approximately 450, the.half earth .with the pit-earth-

moon angle of approximately 900, the one-quarter earth with the sun-earth-mOon
angle of approximately.135°, and the new earth with the earth between the' moon'

and the sun. .

Given a qescri pt ion of a situation _in which the. earth appears to he directly overhead .WU

to an astronaut on the moon's surface.and three positions of the eartlrat a specified 03-COre-29

later time and asked to select the answer that liest indicates where the astronaut,

would have to look to see the earth if he 'were in the same sPoi siken 'days later,'th
student applies the concept that The same side of the moon always faces the earth

by seleciniiithe response to the effect that the astronaut,would still have to logic, -

directly overhead. .

. Given a diagram which shows the moon directly petween the earth and the sun and - vyu

asked to explain why the moon's sudace is dimly lighted when vieWed froni the 03-Core-30

ea'r.th instead of being comp4etely dark. tilt- stildent recalls that the new moon as
_ .

diinly lighted by light that is refleited from the earth by responding_to that elket.

When asked to explain why only one side of the moon is ever visible from the earth W

although the moon revolves aroun(.the earth, the student recalls that, the moon 03-COre-31 ,

makes one complet rotation on its axis in the same amount of time as it makes ohe

complete revolutiOn around the earth so that the same,side ofthe union idWays

faces the earth by- re_spondiniLto that.effect. -,
. .

. .._.______ .... ....

' When asked-to state the moon's period in dvs, the student recalls.that the moon's)

period is 2 days by so stating.

S
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03-Core-33
When asked to state the earth's peribd, the student recalls that the earth has a.period
of 3651/4 days by so tating.

Wy When asked whether an object's weight on the moon's Surface would be more, less,
03-Exc 6-1-1 . - or about the same as its weight on the elirth's surface and if more or less, hoW much

more'or less, the student recalls that the weight of an object at the moon's surface
is 1/6 its weight at the.earth's surface by responding that the weight of the object
would be less on the moon's surface and that it would be 1/6 its weight on earth.

WU . Given the weight of an object on the earth's surface and asked to.caltulate the weight
03-Exc 5-1-2 , -of the same object on the moon's surface, the studentapplies the fact"that an object .

/ weighs.1/6as much on the moon as on the earth'ssurrace by multiplyinz-its weight
on the earth by the fraction 1/6. i .

WU When asked whether the surface features of the far side ofAhe moon differ from the
03-Exc 7-1-1 surface feaiures of the side visible from the earth and if so., to describ'e the differ

. ,
ences, the student recalls that there are no important differenees beyween the suf.-

. face features of the near and far sides of the moon by responding ti that effect.,
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Given three diagrams showing three different distributions of air particles in a con-
vection box containing a tray of wafer identified as either hot or cold .and asked to
select the diagl'atn;that .best shows how the air particles would be distributed if the
.tray were filled with, water of the temperature specified and to explain his choice,
the studeut applies the concepts that air al?ove.water tends to assume the tempera-
ture of the water below it and that air particles over the water are farther apart when
tlie.air is warm than when it s cool by selecting the diagram which Shows the par-
ticles closer together above the water identified as cold or the particles farther apart
above the water identified as hot and stl_iting the essence of the concepts,

. WW /A

01-Core-1

Given diagrams showing three identical open-ended containers, each containing a WW

different number of dots, and the information that these dots represent air particles 01-COre-2

and asked to select the container which holds the warmest air and to explain his
answer in terms of the particle model, the student applies the concepts that in a
heated substance, the particlesMove faster and that the more frequent collisions
which result tend to force the particles farther apart by selecting the container with
'the greatest particle separation as the one having thewarinest air and .g;Li_gi the

essence of the concept.

Given a description of a situation in which water is poured on a hot surface and fOur WW

possible explanations for this action, the student applies the concept that the hem- 01-Core-3

peratures of some substances Fhange more..than hose of other substances when the

same amount of radiant energy strikes th'em by selecting thCoption that indicates
that the wet surface would have a lower temperature.

, Given that a tight-colored SurfPace and a dark-colored surface wet:6 both exposed to WW

sunlight and their temperatures measured at various times and a grid showing two 01-Core-4

graphs (lines) with different rates of temperature increase and asked to select the
graph (line) which represents the temperature of the- the light-colored surface and to

eiplain 'his Choibe, the siudent applies the contept that dak-coloted surfaces absorb
radiant heat energy more readily than do hart-colored surfaces by selecting the

.

graph (line) showing the slower rate of increase in temperature'andltAting the
essence of the concept. .

Given a description of an experiment in which the temperatures of a wet surface
and a dry surface composed of the same material were measured at various times

while they were exposed to sunlight and a temperature-time grid showing two graphs

(1 iles) which indicate different rates of temperature increase and asked to indicate
fich graph (line) represents the temperature of the wet surface and to explain his

answer, the student applies the'concept that radiant eliergy heats wet,surfacesig a
material more slowly than dry surfaces of the same material by selecting the graph..
(line) which shows the 'smaller rate of increase 'in temperature and stating the essencd

'a the concept. ;

-

01-Core-5



WW Given four unordered events involving sun:warmed surfaces and the.air above the
01-Core-6 surfaces and asked to arrange the events in order, the student applies the concept

that solar radiation causes differential heating of the earth's surface, which in .

turn .causes differential heating of the air above the surface, resulting in up-and-
down motion of the air, by arranging the events in the order implied by the sequence.

WW Given a tlescription of four different surfaces and asked to predict the surface iibove
01-Core-7 which the warmest.air on a sunny day would be found, the student applies the con-

cepts that a dark-colored surface warms uP more than a light-colored surface,.that a

dry surface warins up 'more than a moist or wet surface, and that the air above a

warm surfge is warmer than the air above a cool surface by predicting that the air
will be warmest above a dry, dark-colored surface.

WW Given a description of a Situation in'which an object isobserved gliding through the
01-Core-8 air for about ten minutes without se'etning to exert energy to maintain its altitude:

and at the'i!nd of the tim minutes it is-farther above the ground than At the outset of
the observation and asked to state how it-is possible for an object to stay airborne
and even gait\ altitude without visibly exerting energy, the student genefates an
explanation which includes the idea that an object in.a column of rising air resulting
from uneven heating of the earth's surface will he supported or lifted by -that rising

-
air by stating an explanation which includes that notion,

WW Given the claim that the sun heats the air above darlo-colored surfaces and that this
01-Core-9 warmer air .makes the surface hotter and the claim that tlie reverse'is true and asked

to describe an experiment he could perform to determine whether it is the air which
causes the surface to.heat or the surface which causes.the airto heat, the student
generates a description of a plan tharincludes measuring both the !fir and surface
temperatures to determine which heats first by describing such an experiment.

4
WW Given an ISCS weather instrument set up indoors and Asked to read the weather

. 01-Core-10. instrument to determine the wind speed, the wind direction, the -temperature, and
the amount of precipitation "and to record these readings, the student applies the
procedure for reading the weather instrunteM, which ineludes reading the wind
speed as shown by the posicion of the wind speed indicator, reading the wind direc-
tion as shown by the pointeY on the wind direction indicator, reading the tempera-
ture on the thermometer, and reading' the'amount of precipitation as shown by. the
level of the water in the rain gauge by recording the wind speed within ±3 mph, the
.direaion of th.e wind correct toThe nearest lettered compass bearing, the tempera-,
ture correct-to the nearest:Whole degree, and the amount ofTainfall within -±0.2 inch.

WIN .. Given five variables involved in weather watching and asked to select the variable
01-Core-11 ' .. that can be controlled, the student applies the concept that separate weather meas-., 1---,

Urements are variables which cannot be controlled by selecting the entrytime of.
day you take the readings" as the only listed variable which can be controlled..



When asked .to state why he should make his weather-watch measurements at the WW

same time each day, the student generates an explanatiOn which includes the ideas 01-Core-12
that weather measurements change with the time of day as well .as with the kind of
weather awl that.unless measurements 4re made at the same time each day, they are
not comparable by'stating an explanatkPn that includes those notions.

Given a diagram of an ISCS weather instrument,showing the position of the wind- WW

speed indicator, the position of the wind,direction indicator, and water in the rain 01-Core-,13

gauge and asked to state the Wind speed, the.wind direction, and the amount of
precipitation, the student applies the procedure for reading the weather instrument,
which includes reading the wind speed as shown by the position of the wind speed
indicator; reading the wind direction as shown by the.pointer on the.wind direction
indicator, and reading the amount of precipitation as shown by the level of the water

2 in the rain gauge by slating the wind speed within 1:3 mph, the wind direction to the
.nearest lettered compass bearing; and the amount of rainfall within ±0.2 inch.

Given diagrams of three cloud types cirius, stratus, and cumulus and asked to WW

identify the cloud type shown in each diagram, the student identifies ( ) the fluffy- 01Core-14
topped, flat-bottomed clouds as cumulus, (2) the heavy, thick. layered clouds as
stratus clouds, and (3.) the thin, wispy clouds as cirrus clouds by naming_correctly
the type of cloud shpwn in each diagram..

Wheasked to draw the symbols used to indicate the amount of cloud cover for two WW

different degrees of coverage, the student recalls that ( ) an unshaded circle indi- 01-Core-15

cates no cloud cover:(2) a circle one-fourth shaded indicates a 25`X cloud cover,
(3) a circle half shaded indicates a 50(/( cloud cover,,(4) a circle three-fourths Shaded
indicates'a 75%.cloud cover, and (5) a fultysluided circle indicates total cloud cover
by drawini; the symbols for the two amounts of overcast.

Given a diagram showing a partially cloudy sky and asked to draw the cloud-cover WW

symbol which indicates the amount of cloud cover present, the student applies the 01-Core-f6
proccdutelor indicating the aMount of cloud covefpresent, which inclu-dys etimat-
ing.to the nearest 25% that fraction of the sky covered by clouds and symbolizing
this fraction by using a coMpletely darkened circle if coverage is100r/ , a circle three-
qtiarters darkened if coverage is 75V, a circle half darkened if coverage is 50 , a

circle one-quarter darkened if coverage is 25%, and an undarkened circle if coverage

is 0%. by drawitT the symbol that correctly _indicates the fraction of the sky covered

. in the dipgram.

Given three words and their symbols and-asked to state why scientists use symbols, WW

the student generates an expliMation for scientists' use of symbols by stating an 01-Core-17

explanation which includes the notion that.symbols are used as atime-saving device

or as a slm.rt hand method of communication.

ft



WW Given data concerning the depth of a snowfall and askedhow many inches of rain-
01-Core-18 fall is its equivalent, the student applies the,concept that in terms of the amount of

precipitation, a particular depth of snow is approximately equivalent to one-tenth
that depth of rain by stating the equivalentarnount of rainfall as one-tenth the
number of inches of snowfall.

WW Given 'ample opportunity-to work with materials on a laboratory activity of more .

01-Core-19 -than one day's duratiOn and asked to observe the cleanup period at the appropriate
time, the student chooses to_elose the laboratory activity period promptly upon
receiving notification of the time by immediately ceasing the laboratory activity,
retnihnig.materials in usable, clean condition to storage places, and participating in
work area cleanup, on at least three separate occasions when (Icing observed by the
teacher or another designated observer without his knowledie.

VVW When as'ked to-work in the laboratory with fellow students, the student chooses to
01-Core-20 cooperate with fellow students in the laboratory by being polite, waiting his turn,

being orderly when moving:about, and observing the 1-Tiat of his classmates to work-----
without tieing unneeessaeity.disturbed, when observed Without his knowledge by the
teacher or another designated person on at least three occasions. 0

W'ifJ . When asked to_worY with the equipment and text materials of the ISCS course, the
01-Core-21 i!,student chooses to show personal responsibility for returning laboratory equipment

no longer needed to the proper storage places during the activity period by returning
such equipment and materials to the designated storage places on at learit three
occasions when observed by the teacher or another designated observer without his
knowledge of being checked.

VIAN

01-Core-i2
When asked.questions in the textbook, the studentchooses to write in his:R.ecord
Bolik his anSwerS,to 90% or more of the questionsin,his textbodk by exihibiting the
written responseswhen the teacher spot checks to.determine if he is doing so.

WW When working independently in the laboratory, the student chooses to Show proper
01-Core-23 care and use of ISCS.Voratory materials by using the materials only for their in-

tended purpose or by &questing permission to do other specific experiments witir
them, when being observed without-his knowledge by the teacher or another'desig-
!rated person on three or more occ.asions.

WW
. 017ExC 1*-1-1

Gii(en a diagram and a description,of a situation in which a hot-air balloon is begin-
ning to descend prematurely and four devices which would affect the air in the
ballocinand asked to select the device which the ballodhist should choose in his
predicament the student applies the concept that a balloon inflated with heated air
will rise through cOoler air WsTlecting the device that will produce.heat so as to
keep the balloon.aloft

'I
( C.)

Ie w



When-asked to state-whether a balloon filled with hot air Will have a greater lifting -

forcewhen the surrounding air is hot, or wilco) it is cold andto explain his answer,. . .. . .., '-01-Exc 1-1-2

the 'student applies theconcepts thit-t-warm air is less de.nse th'an cold airandthall...... ,

hot air enctosed in a balloon exerts a lifting force because it is less, dense than.:the -.,r,..
, ..

surrounding air by stiig in effect that the lifting force will begreater when:the!
surrounding air is cold than when it is wafm and the notion tliat ifis thedifference

...

....

in the mass (density) of the air in the balloon'and the surrounding air that suelplie":'...--i'

the lifting force. .

?

Mien asked to.describe a plan Which could be used-to.measure the ielationsllip be ." .. ., .WW
. .

... .

tw6en the lifting force of a hot-air balloon and .the temperature of the-air inSide the ','" 01-Exc 1-1-3.
v

balloon, the student generates a description of a plan which includes measuring the '
. effector changes in temperature Olt :a lifting force while holding the other variables- -

.. conStant by'stating a description of an experiment WhiCh inelUd6 that notion..- :

.
A , a,

Given a diagram showing the cardinal 'points of the compass anti arrows to indicate
the direction of the wind and five possible wind directions and asked to select the
name of the wind direction, the student iipplies the-nile that a wind is named by the.'
direciiim from which it is blowing by selecting the.responsewhich best indicates
that direction.

VAN

01-Exc 2-1-1

Given that during the measuring of wind direction, the pointer on the wind instru- WW

mem fluctuates through several continguous compass points'and five. choices .tyr what . 01-EXc 2-1-2

to doin such a case and asked to select the proper procedure, the studrmt apOlies the ,

. .

: rule that in reading windA ngirection, an average.( midrange) readi,is used by selecting
- . .

.the average (midrange) reading. . .
I''

l.
..

GivenSour observatibns made in various wind-speecK and asked' to arrange them in WW
,

order of increasing wind:speed, the, student applies the concept that wind speeds .can 01-Exc 2-1-3

be judged visualk by the effects the wind.lm$ on common objects by arranging the
.-

observations in order Of increasing wind speed.

When aSked to define the prefix alto when it is associated witlfa cloud type, the WW

student recalls the definition that the prefix alto mea 1 "of medium height" 01-Exc 2-2-1

when it is added to the name of a type of cloud by responding with that definition...

I
-,

Given three ph&ographs of thesky, each showing ove of the following Jypes of . WW

clouds: cirrus, cirrocumulus, cirrostratus, altociimulus, altostratus, stratus, stlato- 01-Exe2-2-2

cumulus, nimbostratus, cumulus, ond cumulonimbus, and asked to name the three
types of Clouds, the student identifies the clouds as (1) cirrus if they are high, thin
and wispy; (2) cirrocuiNilus if they are high, thin, white, and patchy, () cirrostratus

.

if they are high, thin sheets of white'or bluish clouds with a slight fibrods look,
(4) altocumulus if they are middle level rows or waves'of Pairly large, flattened
globules. (5) altostratus if they form a middle layer of thin, gray tr bluish uniform
veils having'i slightly striated structtlre, (6) stratus if they form a uniform, ainor-.
phous, gray, low-lying layer resembling fog. (7) stratocUmulus if they are relatively

..
low, soft, gray clouds in the formof ridges or large globules, (8) nimbostratus if they

.-, ,

i' , , t. ,
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are reiatiyely low, amorphous,, dark gray Clouds with ragged bases, (.9) .cumulus if
they.are relatively lowdense,.puffy clonds with flat, gray.bases and dome-shaped
top's, and (10) cumulonimbus it tihey are very tall, billowing elduds with dark bases

. andanvikhaped,tops by correctly naming al least two of the three cloud types.

W. rliven a onversion table for jonverting Celsius and Fahrenheit temperature readings
.. Or-Exc. 2-31 e and one temparature stated irrdegrees Celsius and another stated in degrees Fahren-

heit and asked; to c'onvert _the CelNius reading to Fahrenheit and the Fahrenheit
-wading tc; Celsius,tlie strtiljnt applieS the proCedure for mnverting temperatdres. -
from one-scale to another, which includes locating the given temperhture in that
'column of the table whicji. corresponds to its temperature scale and reading the .. ,
corresp,onding number in. th$ opposite yolumn, by stating the two converteetem-f. ...

-peratures correctly.

VVVV Uveii two w ihd speeds in miles per hour and the informatiQn that there are 1.6r
01-Excl2-3-2 kilometers in' one mile and asked to convert the speeds from miles per hou'r to

kilometm per hour, the student applies the procedure for converting from miles
per hotir to kilo.nieters per hour, which'includes multiplying the speed in miles.per
hour by IA by stating the tlko speeds in kph correctly within

.

.

WW Given thai there,are 2.54 cm in an inch and that a specified number of inches of
dl-ExC 2-3-3 rain fell!dttring a Nriod of time and asked to state hvw nmny centimetrs of rani

fp11, the student appliesthe procedure for converting a measurement in inches.to
'centimetters. which incluaes multiplying*the measurenient in inches by 2:54, by
statiu, theamount of rainfall in'centimeters correCtly within 1.5(7(..

'I.
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Given a diagram showing two cubes of air at differont heights above a warm surfa
and .two at differenttlieights above a cool surfAce and asked to select the hottest and
the coolest cubes, the student apPlies the concepts that the temperature above the
earth's.s.urface varie's with the heat absorbed by the surface and that air gets 'cooler as
it rises by selecting the *cube closest to the hot surface as the hattest and'the cube
futhest frain the cool -surface.as the .cOolest.

WW

02-Cdre-1

-

GiVen lb Lir graphs which purport to show ways in which *temperature varies with altir'
tude above the earth's surface and askedto select:the graph that best shows the usual
re4ationship, the studkzt-applies theeOneept that air temperature usually varies in-
yersely with altitude by selecting the graph showing that relationship.

WW

02-Core-2

When asked.what causes air pressure on an object at the earth's surface, the studeirt WW .

recalls that air,pressure on an object is the result orthe total weight 4F the column of 02-Core-3
air above that object by_stating the essence of that notion. ,

When asked to explain what_is 'being measured when air pressure is measured by the WW

height of &column of mercury, the student recalls (hat air pressure results from the 02-Core-4
weight of a column of air extending out to the limit of the earth's atmosphere by
responding to that effect

Given four graphs which purport to Ihow relationships between air pressure and alti- WW

tude above the earth's surfiice and asked to select .the graph that best showS the usual 02-Core-5
relatioirstM the.student applies the concept that air pressure usually varies inversely
with altitude.by seleeting the graph that slopes downward to the right,

Given four statements 'about air pressure at high altitudes and asked to select he
statement which explains why the, air pressure is lower at higher altitudes, the stu-
dent 'applies the cong.epts that at hjgher altitudes the're are Fewer air 'particles preseni
and there is.less air pughing down frOm;above_by seleCting the statements whii(p re-
Fleet the two concepts.

ww
02-Core-6

Given,a diagram of a baby-food jar b.aromeler and a description of a situation in WW

which the barometer is moved From one altitude to another and asked to state 02-Core-7
whether the pointer will move up or down and to explain his answer, the student
apphes the concept that aif pressure varies inVersely,with altitude.14y stating that the
pointerwill move down ill the altitude increases or up if the altitude.decreases and.
the essence of the concept.

N

Given three diagrams ol the lSCS baby7food jar barometer.with a rubber cover, one WW

in which the rubber covering bulges Out, one in which it is flat, and one in which it is 02-Core43

dished in, and statements 61: three possibl@ relatio9ships betwe,en the inside and out-
side pressures for each and ihe option "none of these" and asked tolinatch the rela- .

tionship between-the inside and outside pressures with the appropriate diagram, the
student identifieS the jar in which the top'bUlges outward as having an inside pressure

105 ' I
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which is greater than the outside presSure, the jar.With the flat top as.having inside
and outside pressures which are equal,.and -the jar with the top dished in as having an
inside pressure which is less than the outside pressure by matching the appropriate
statements of inside and oUtside pressures with the diagrams.

WW

02-Core-9

w
Given a diagram of a tin can that .was damaged because the pressure difference be-
tween the inside and outside was too great and asked_to state whether the pressure
was greater inside or outside the can and tO exPlain his anSwer, the student generates°
a decision and an explanation based on the idea that a greater pressure insidethe
can would tiend to force the can apart, whereas a greater pressure outside Would
cause the can to collapse by stating the area of the greater pressure correctly and an
explanation based on the idea.

INVI/

02-Core-10

Given a diagram of a baby-food jar barometer and asked to state why it is a good
idea to attach a straw to the rubber covering on the top of the barometer, the
student generates an explanation for the straw used in the baby-food jar barometer,
which includes the notion of amplifying ale motion t the material covered, by
stating an explanation that -includes that notion.

WW Given a diagram of a .baby-food jar barometer am.* a description of a situation in.
02-Core-11 w.hich a student puts this barometer outside and takes.a reading one day and.then

finds the aine reading the next day when the Jemperature is.very different 'and
asked to state whether the air pressureincreased, tlecreased, or stayed the same from
the first day.to the next and to explain his ewer, the student applies the.eoncepts..
-that the volume of a gas yaries directly, with temperature and inversely with pressure
and that a variation in temperature and pressure.in the Same'direction have opposite
(cancelling) effects by stating the direction of,change of the air pressure and, in
effect,.that the pressure has increased it' the temperature' has increased or that the

.
-",$; pressure haS decreoed if the temperature has decreased and so the readings remain

the same because of the cancellingeffects of temperature and presSure.

.:VVW. Given that a person believes that water collects on the .outSide of a cold gla of
02-Core-1/ water because water at low temperatures can pass through the glaSs and asked. to do-

vise an experiment to show that such moisture does not ebnie ;from insidj the.glasS;
the student generates a description of a plan to show that the moisture does not
come from inside the glass, which may inoiude the idea of (1) using .an empty cold
glass, (2) using a number of different types of containers holdingsold water,
(3) using a different cold liquil, such as oil, or (4) carefully weighing the glass before
and after water collects on the sides,:by describing a plan which,includes an idea
similar to one of.those.

WW. When asked tO define the term dew: mint the student recalls either the definition
02-Core-13 that the dew pOint is the teinperature at which. tbe mOisture in the air begins to con-

dense to form finy droplets or the definition that the.dew point is the temperature
at which the air is saturated with water Vapbr; that is;.it. can nalonger hold all its
moisture, by stating the essence of one of those definitions.



I .
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When asked to define the ternirelutive humidity, the student recalls the definition wig
that.relative hUmidity i.s the ratio between the amount of water vapor in the air at a ... 02-Core-14

particular teinperature,and the greatest amount of water.vapor.thatthe air can hold .

at that temperature and is.expressed as a percentage-br stating the essence of that
defillition,.

'Given a-sling psychrometer and theuy of Table 4-2, which gives the relative humidT- WW

ity in terms of the 'dry-bulb temperature,and th.e difference between the wet- aixi dr 02-Core-15
bulb temperatures, and *Iced to measure the relative humidity, the student manip
lates the psychrometer according to the procedure which involves wetting its wick
swinging it around far about I 5 seconds, reading the!wet- and dry-bulb temperat es,
finding the difkrence between .them, and consulting the table to determine the rela-
tive humidity by..A6_llg theselativehumidity as determinedhy using that procedure.

Given the temperature, the amount oftwater vapor in the air, andrthe maximum WW .

anfount of' water vapor which the air could hold at that temperature and asked to 02-Core-16 .

calculate. the relative'fiumidity, the student apppes the procedure -for calculat inglthe
relative Immidity, Which includes dividing the actual Water vapor cOntent by the,
maximum amount,of water vapor which the air could hold.at .thattemperatur(! and
multiplying the result by I 00 to determine the relative humidity, by stating the-
relative humidity within 0.

,
Given four graphs, eaC:h of which shows a relationship between the temperature and 1WW.

the greatest amount of water Vapor that the air can hold, and asked to select the 02-Core-17

graph that best shows .this relationship, the st udeniopplies the concept that warm
air can hold more water vapor than colder air by selesting the graph 'which indicibtes
an increase in the amount of w4er vapor that the air can hold as the temperature
ihcreases.

_Given four graphs'each showing a (fireo-rent relatiiinshiP hetween relative humidity
and.temperatiire and asked to sdect the gNlph that best shows how the relative
humidity wduld; change wit h temperature if the actual limount of water'vapdr in the
air remained the same, tIW student Tylies the:concepts that. the maximum amount
of waiter; vapor which tlie air can .ho d varies with temperature and that the reliitive
humidity is defined by the percentage ratio of the aCtual water-vapor content of. the
air to tlw maximum amount bf water vapor the air can hold at that temperature by'
seleeting the graph which. shows decreasing relative humidity with increasing temper-

.

ature. ,

02-i(Ore"1-18

Gven the difference between the wet-bulb and dry-bulb thermometer readings. On WW

two successive days and asked to state on which day the relative humidity was,higher 02-Core491.,.,

and to-explain his answe,r,,t4w student applies, the coneePt.that both the dry-bulb
temperature reading and thc:difference between the wet-bulh.and de-bulb-readings
'are needed to detelminethq4elative *Malty by stating, ineffect, that
Sible tQdetermine the day.op'which.the relative humidity, waShigher and the essVnce

,

Of the concept. a
, . '
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WW thiren four graphpurporting to show relationships between therelative humbidity .

02-Core-20' and the difference.between the wet-bulb and dry-bulb temperature Teadings of a
sling psychrometet. And.askedto select the graph that best 'shows this ielationship .

ln a sithation in which the_dry-bulb reading is constant, the stpdent applies the con-
cept that greater temperature differences between the wet-bulb and dryrbulb ther-.
.mometers'indicate lower relatiyehumiditiesby selecting the graph which eurves
-downward.to tit! fight (negative slope.)..

' WW Given a sling psychroineter and the- use of,Table 4-3, which gives the dew point in
02-Core-21 terms of the.dry-bulb..temperature reading and the difference between the wet- and.

dry:bulb readings,and asked to measure the deW point, the student,manipulates the
psychrometer according to'theprOcedure or wetting thewiek swinging the. Psy-
chrometer aroundf Or abOut 15 seconds, reading the yvefl. and dry-bulb. temperatures,
Wing the;difference between them, and 'consulting the table Wdetermine the dew
point by s_t_gng,the dew point as determined,by using that procedure.. .

WW ,

02-Core-22
'When asked why there Must be solid particles'in the air in-order forclouds to.form,
the student recalls that there-must be solid particles in the ,air:in order for clouds to
forM because theseisolid particles *vide the surfaces necessary for vapor to con-

; dense upon in order to forhi droplets by responding-with that notion. .v

WW
02-Exc .371 1

.Given six purported pressure readings, some of 'Which use incorrect units,and aSked
to.select all readings that could be measurel of pressure, the student a s t4 con-. .
cept .thata pressure is a force per.unit- of area by selecting at least tWo e three
readings, and no Others, using units that represent a force per unit of area.

..

/ . Given the force exerted 1)). an object and the surface area,over which this force is
02-Ex 3-1-2.

. .

.dist,rilmted and-asked to calculate the pressure which this.objeet exerfs,.the.student
applia the procedure for cakulating pressur e. whkh includes,dividing theforce. by

3....

Ate area ov4Ahich the force is distributedby stating the prqsure corrLtlywithin -.
± 1 0(X., and thrappropriate units. , .:-

,...

WW

'02-Exc 3-1-3
Given data concerning two different weights each.. spread opt 9ver an area of-a dif-.
ferent size and asked Which weight i5 exerting the gi-eater pressure, the studerit
applies the concept that.prossure/is a measure*Of.the concentration Of a force by 'se-
lecting the weight Whidexerts the greater force Or unit Of'area.

. .

WW Given .diagrarns.of two rnerdry -barometers, the information thata certain atmos-
02-Exd 3-2-1 pr,essure will support a column ofmercury of a particuliirheight in a barom-.

der tube' of-a sciecific'height, and fiveheights of the mercury column in another
tube of the Name diameter but diffemt height under the same'conditions and'asked .

.to select.the height of,the mercury column in the se-cond tube, the';'studeni.applies
. ,

the concept that the height of a nSercury column.in.a barometer tube, 'is delermined
only b'y the aimOspheric Pressure, provided -that the- tul?e iS longer than TheineNury
column, by,. selecting the height whieh is thcrsanie as the heightof the mercury

,

colunin in the 'first barometer.

:
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); Given diagrams of two inercury,.barotheters of the same height but with different
I a

diameiers,fhe informbtiron the the atmospheric pressure today will support a col-
umn 6f rnercüry.of aparkieular height in a baronieter tube.of one diame,ter, and fWe

...purlSortedeheights for the mercury.in the other barometer and.aspdto seleet the

.. . height of.trie mereury.eolumn in the ocher barometer,lhe,tUdent.applies the con- ,.

cePt thiit the heii`ht of.a mercury column in a baromtter tube is'determined only by
' Ihe.atmoSPheri.c.pressure, provided that the tube is longer than the mérctiry column,
4. 74-selecting-The hOightwhich i the samitaS tfie height of the mercury in the other'

. , ,

barometer.: :.. .
. .

..

At.

1

02=Exc 3:2-2

.

Giveh that one Pressufe.k eqUal to
1

0.0145 pounds per sguare inch of
, pressure and that an airpsressure of 1016 millibar's is dece;ary to sppport a eolumn

of mercury 30 inches high mid asked .toxal-culate the ait'pressiire Apouncl-F per,
square inchithat is required to support a mercury cOlumn of a specififtl height, the
.student appfies theprovedure for calculating the aiepressureaequired, which in-
volves Multiplying the pressure equivalence olone,millibar by the nuirtber of milli-
bars required to supPort a column 30 inches highand then multiPlying the result by

0 the height of the actual Iflcrcuy column divided by 39by stating the.air pressurC!.
o

reqMred withm ±-10%. . At,

111W

, 02-Exc 3-2-3

Given a'diagram of' the scale and the pointer of an aneroid barometer andaskedlo
read the barometric pressure, the student applies.the procedure IN reading an
zinersoid barometer, which includes reading the scale value, opfvsite the pointer; by,
sta ing,the barometric Pressm. within 1-0.01 units.

*WI
02-Exc 3-2-4

I

.=
Given that two wet-bulb therinometers are moistened, one with water and the other WW. .

with- alcohol, an4 then are waved around rapidly and asked to predict which thev , 02-Exc 41.1
nfometer wilt' register the lower temperatureand-to explain his answer, the stddent
applie*the concept tharevaporation is a cooling process and the fact that alcohol
evaporates more rapidly than water by stating, that the thermometer moistene&with
alcohol will register the lower-temperature and thepsence of the reasons. ,

A 0
f`x

Given that one-dry-bulb thermometer is waved around rapidiy while .another is held WW '

stationary and asked to.state which will register the lower-temperature and to ex-. 02-Exc*4-1 -2

.plain his answer, the student applies the concept that waving a thermometer affects
its temperature reading only if there is liquid evaporating from around the bulb by .

responding, in effect, that there will be no difference in the temperature readings of
the two. thermometers and with the essence of the concept. ,

.

.Giv "a description of' a situation coneerning two wet-bullithertnometers with wet .,WW

i wicks, oi o which has been waved around rapidly for 15 seconds and the otherof
_

02-Exc4-14
/ which has been held stationary, andasked to gredict which thermometer will give,

:.

the lower temperalure -reading and to:explain his answer, the, student applies the cdh:' ,

01 .cepts that evaporation is a cooling procesS and that the rate of evaporation increases
-,.

. if' air moves over therwet surrace by stating thin the thermomettr which was waved
. i

around would give the lower temperatOre reading and the essence of the cdncepts.

,7,41t*
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Given that one studeni was successful in getting a mist to Form in the reduced-

pressure apparatus, whereas another student,'who did the same activity several days

later, was unable to get to form kintil he cooled the flask and asked to explain

why one studenteoul(l get a mist to form at room temperature but the Other had to

cool-his flask, the Student applies the concepts that relative humidity afkcts cloud
Formation and that relalive humidity varies inversely with temperature provided that

the same amount of water va'por is in the air by stating the effect of the concepis.

VVW

03-Core-1 .

Give.n a diagrani and a description of i situathin in which a strong light hull) isplaced WW

above a waler surface and a dirt surface and asked whether after five minutes the air 03Core-2 ,

over the water surface 'OK over the dirt tirface will be Warmer and to,explaiithis
- ,

iiiiswer, the'stude4t applies the concept- that tlw surfaces u('many. so materials re-

radiate inure energy than water when the Sallie amounts of radiant energy are avail-
ahle to both and as i resitlt the air above the solid material is warmed mot.e than the

airiboue the water svrface by respondiu, to the 'effect that the air will be,warmer

ab6ve the dirt and With tbe.essence of the concept.

Given a diagram of an observation box containing a piece of ice onfa Wooden block WW

and isked p) draw arrowss:to indicate the direction of air m moveent in the box, the . 03:Core-3
.

. student applies thexoncepts that the air tends to take on the temperature of its sur-

roundings zind that cooler air is heavier (denser) than warmer air and tends to push

warmerdair upward by drawing arrows to show that the air above the pie& of ice

moves downward,sPreads outward over the floOr of the box, and then rise, iwar the

outer walls to Of; original ptisitio.

Own 4..clidgitflYr of a land area' pig all exposed expause of kind next to a large

hotly ol water and lour arrOvis indicating possible wind directionq and aSked to se-

lect the arrow that bestindicates the wind direction of the'air above the boundary

oetween the two differe kinds of surfaces on a hot. suimy day, the student applies. ,

the I.acts that during a lit "thy day the air 1,bove a kind surface warms up more
rapidly than the air above a water surface and that he warmer air over the land is
pushed upward by the cooler air moving in from over the water surface by silectiii_g

the arroW which indiCates a wind moving from the dieection orThe water towards

the land.

WW

03-Core-4

Given five purported reasons that on a hot day there is usually a coOl breeze blowing .WW

in ov,er the land from a large body of water and ask&d to select the statement (hal 03-Coie-5

explains why the eool bree& blows from the direction of the hody of water; the stu-

dent applies the concepts that the sun.causeS a differenfiarheating.of bodies of water
*and land surfaces and that the denser cool air flo s under-less. denSe warm air, caus-

ing-the watin air to rise, by selectiqE the,statemen to the effect that thfring the day
Hit cooler air over the water moves in Civet- the land cinping t nrhe warair over the...

I
land to rise. . .

Given a tahlO'olyind.Speell symbols., a compass dtrecti'on, a diagram of a windspeed

-syMbola.temperatUre reading: 'and.li barometcrreading and asked to indicate- the..

VVW `
03-Core-6



wind direction, the wind sTeed,"the temperature, arid fhe barometric pressure, the
student identities tte Wind direction as from the-tail to the head of the symbol, the
wind speed as within the range of that symbol on the chart whose tail is the same,
the temperature as the integer (whole) number, and the barometric Oresstiore as the
number having two decimal,places by stlti_ng the wind direction to the nearest.45°
compass reading (N, NW, W, etc.) and the wind speed, temperature, and barometric
pressure correctly.

WW Given a siinplified weather map which has vertical and horizontal grid scales for lo-
03-Pore-7 w eating points and on which the symbols for wind direction, wind speed, temp;..rature;

and air pressure. appear at ten locations and asked to use the horiAontal and vertical
scales tolocate the. weather stations reporting the highest and k4est air/pressure
readings, the student applies the convention that on a weather map the air pressure
readings are represented by the. numbers with two decimal places by staling the co-
ordinates of the. station with the lowest number having two deeimal.places as the lo-
cation at which the. air pressure. it lowest and the coordinates of the station with the
highest number as the location at which the. air pressure is highest.

WW Given a simplified weather map which has vertical and horizontal grid scales for lo-
03-Core-8 eating points and on which the. symbols for.wind direction, wind speed', air pressure,

and temperatureavpear at tem locations and asked to:use. the. horizOntal and vertical
scales to" locate .th:weather stations reporting the highest and the lowest wind
speeds, the stmk..nrapplies the convention that on a weather map the wind speed is
indicated by the number and length of the. angular barbs on the. weather symbol by

\statin_g the coordinate.s of the. symbol with the most numerous amilongest barbs as
the. location at which the. wind speed is highest and the coordinates of the. symbol
with the. fewest and shortest barbs as the. location at which the wind speed is lowest.'

VVW Given a Sini plified weather map with vertical and horizontal grid scales for locating
03-Core-9 points and on which the symbols for wind direction, wind speed, temperature, and

air pressure. appear at ten locations and asked to use.the horizontal and vertical .

'scales to locate. the weather stations reporting the. highest and lowest temperatures,
the. student applies the. convention that the integers.(whole numbers) on the weather
map represe:nt the temperatures reported by stating-the coordinates of the station
beside which the. highest integer appears as the location at which the. temperature is
highest and the. coordinates of the station beside which the. lowest integer appears as
the location at which the temperature is lowest.

WW Given a sentence. using the term isobar and asked to define isobar, the student recalls
03-Core-1 0 the definition that an isobar IS a line drawn on a weather Map to connect areas of

-equal pressure by responding with the. effect of the definition.

,
WW Given a siniplified weatner map-which uses standard wind direction, wind speed,
03-Core-i 1 temperature, andair pressure symbols and which shows the. weatherreadMgs in the

vicinity.of a low prevure system and asked to draw in two isobars; the student ,
I ,

avpfies the procedure for drawing isobars, whiclt includes drawing smoothly 'curved .

I



lines that pass through those weather stations reporting Itile same barometric readings
and that pass between stations reporting higher or lower pressure d'adings, by draw-
ing two such isobars.

Given an outline map of a State in thepiddle of which appears a low pressure area
and asked Ic) use arrows to show the general pattern of winds around the low pres-

,

sure ayea. the student applies the concept that in thk.,-NIOnnorn iiennspnere air Mon
ill a counterclockwise direction around a tow pressure area by drawing arrows on his
map which indicate a counterelmckwise flow of air around the ,)ow pressure ar4a.

WW

03-Core-12

a.simplified weather map which uses standard wind direction, wind speed, - WW

tempera the. and air pressure symbols and which shows the cold and warnrregioq in C3-Pore-13
the vicinity of .r low pressure system and asked to shade in lir...areas on the weath't4.
*map where heavy cloud cover would' probably be found, the student applies the con-

.

cep( that heav cloud cover is usually located near the boundaries between cold and

wain ah Masses and near the center or low pressure areas by shading on the wealher
map the arc.IN which correspond both to bouhdaries between cold and warm air

masses and to the center of the low pressiire region.

;iven a diapram 01-a monntain range showing the direction of the prevailing winils WW

and hay* the windward and leeward sides of the maintain lettered and asked to 03-Core-14

select the side which 6:ould have more rainfall lind to explain his answer, the student
apphos the concept that when air is forced upward by a Mountain range, it cools. .0

which often causes condensation and precipitation on the windward side 'Of the
mountains. by sokuting. I he windward sido as' having more' rainfall and stating as his
reason the essence of the cdneept.

When asked to list threcmajor causes of the uphihiing.,oh uir the student reci ls that WW

the four causes of the uplifting of air are ( ) warmed surfaces which heat the air. 03-tore-15
(2) sharp differences in air temperature ( fronts). (.3) low barometric pressure, and
(4) the influence of geographic fe.atures such as mountains or seacoasts by stating the
effect of three of 4he above.

Given the standard symbols for cold, warm. and -stationary Fronts and asked to state
the meaning or each symbol, the student classifies !he line having only poinlvd
btimpyas representing a cold front, the line having wily rounkd btimps.as rOpresent-
ing d warm front, and the lice having both rounded and pointed bumps as represent-
ing a statiomary front by namins, each symbol correctly..

Given an Outline map ofthe 'United States showing.a low prOssUre area near ihe cett- WW.

fer, four arrows indicating directions in whiCh loW pri'ssure area purportsltO 03-COre-17

mOVe, and an option."all of the directions indicaled.are equally likely" and psked to
5dect the:arNw which points in, the,direction in which ihe low presstire aroa is most
likely to move, tile'student. applies the concept that weather phenomena have a gen-

% eral motion.over the United Si:its frimi west to oast by selecti_ng the arrow that'

points eastward. .

WW

03;Core-1.6
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WW Given an outline map of the United States showing :plow pressure arga to, the Wesl of
03-Core-18 a particular labeled.city, the path of the low pressure area, and five weather changes

an.d.tisked to select the changes most likel; to occur as the low pressure area ap-
proaches, the-student applies the ebnceptstthat .as a low pressure area approaChes

) the barometric pressure will drop, (2) the sky will tend,to cloud over, (3) the
wind will tend to blow from eith4 the southeast or the southwest, and (4) the tem-
perature will either rairain constant or rise by rlecting at least two of the three '-
changes which appeann theshegk and ate in greeinent with those.

WW Given an outline map of the United States which shoWs a cold front approaching a
03-Core-19 Particular labeled city and five weather changes and asked to seleet those changes

which are most likely to occur as the colds.cront approaches and passes through, the
student applies the concepts that ( I) as a cold front approaches, (he sky will cloud
over, primarily with cumuluS' and cumuloninitius clouds, (2)as a cold front 'passes

*b. through, the temperature will drop,-(3) as a cold front passos through, the wind will
shift until it is blowing from the north, and (4) the barometric pressure will tend to

-drop as the cold front approaches and then rise as the cold front passes through tiy
selecting at least two a the three changes which are included in the check and are in
igreement with those. -

WW Given an outline map of the United States shoWing a warm front approaching a par-
03-Core-20 ticular labeled city tind five weather changes and asked to select those changes most

1:.,kely to occur in the city as the warm froht approaches and passes through, the sit,-
dent applies the concepts that ( 1) the sky will cloudover with cirrus, then cumulus,
then stratus clouds as the Warm front approaches, (2),the barometric pressure will
tend to fall as the warm front approaches and then passes Through, (3) the tempera-,
ture will increase as the warm front moves through, and (4) the wiml before the
approaching warm front will generally lw from the south by selNing at least two of"
the three chmiges which are included in the check and are in iigreement with those.

ww (;iven six cross-sectional diagrams of cold and warm air masses and asked to select

. 03-Core-21 the diagram which best represents a warm front and that Which 'bes t. represents a cold
front.. the student identifies the diagram with a straight demarkation limp betWeen the
cold and warm air masses and in..which .the warm air is above the cold as representing,.
a waim front and the diagram with a ciirvI inWrface which bulges' upward between s.

:-the cold and warm air masses and in whidi'the-Whrin airsis above cold,as repre-
. . -

sent ing the cold front f)y,selecting-those'diagrams as representing warm and cold-
fronts respeetively:

VON

03-Exc 5-1-1 .

Given the air teinperaWre at tht.:Tarth's'surrAce and the information that_ t.lw air tem-
pera I ure decreases at an av'erage.iate of about 1.0"C per 100 in and asked:to Calcu-
late the air temperature at a specified. alt itude in melers. the Stildent iipplies the
procedure for calCulating the an' tenipkwature at a si1ecified altitude, whiCh involves
dividing the altitude expressed in meters by 100 in.lmd subtracting this result from
the air temPerature al the ea.rth's surTace. by gatiitigilie air temperatird within

t,,

I.



Given the dew point at the earth's surface and the information that the dew point of
air decreases at an average rate of 1.0°C per 550 m and asked to calculate the dew .
point at a specified altitude in meters, the stUdent applies the proceduke for calcii-
lating The dew poiut at a spe'cified altitude, which involves dividing the altitiide by
550 and subtracting the result from the dew Point at the earth's. surface, by .g .
the dew poinf within10.2°C.

WW

03-Exc 5-1-2 '

Civen the equation for determining the heigltt of cloud bott/tms,in meters,,the air WW

temperature and tile dew point at thesarthes surface, and otlwr related measure: 03-Exc 5-1-3
Rents asicf asked to calctilate the height at winch clouds first form on the day on
which the measurements were taken, -the student appjies the procedure for caleplat- \
ing the height of cloud bottoms, which involves subtracting the dew point from the .

air temperature as recorded by-thedry-butb tKermometer ,and multiplying therdiffer7.-
. .

ence -by I 22, by stating-the height of the cloud bottoms.within -±1%.

-Given four statements, eacit about a measurement needed to determine the speed of .WW

clouds with a nephoscope, and two additional statements, One including all four... 03-7Exc 5-2-1

measurements and one including only I hree, and asked to select.the statement that
best.describes the measurements requira, the student recalls that in order to deter-
mine the speed of clouds, the height of.a cloud, the radius of the nephoseope Lirck
the height dof the viewer's eye above the nephoseope, and the time necessary for the
cloud to,travel from the center to-the edge of the nephoscope circle mifst be meas-
ured hy selecting the statement that includes all oitheiteur measurements.

,7

Given the eqtnitions D = 11 X dfrh and S D/t and the measurements obtained for d. WW

h, 41, and t and asked to calculate the'speed of the clouds by using these measure- 03-Exc 5-2-2
ments, the stulnl appties the stated formylas to determine the speed of the clouds
by stating the speed of tVe clouds in the proper uuits within 15%.

Given a diagram and a deScription of a situation in which many small particles are
moving through an irea of high static charge .and a list of five possible results and

asked what w,ill happen to the particIefi, the student recalls the notiOn_that an
electric field tends to make small part5cles ctijum together by selecting the option.to
that effect.

2.4 ;

WW
03-Exc 7-1-1

4 .;

.
V .

.
. . .-.. .

Given that some ekpetithents-nyainTniaking have included dropping tiny crystak of WW
..

dry iee into clouds and the.fact.that dry ice isa.bout 273°C and asked toexplain how , 03-Exc 7-1-2

'this might cause it to rain, the student generates an extilanation based on the.notion.
that became the dry iee is very cOld,' it would eayse.the formation of ice crystals in ,

the cloud, and ottor water droplets would- rreem4nto thesecrystals and cause.them
to grow.so that they would eventually fall as.phicipitation by stating the effect of
guch an eXplanation. . -

s.

', Wh'en asked to explain why individual cUMuilis'clouds usually do nOthist very long Wil
,

and tend to fade away quiykly, the student recalls that cumulus clouds ustudirdpn't 03-Exc 7-2-1
.

\ 1 ,,



last very long andtend to disappear quickly bemuse the dry air surrounding such'
clouds causes the cloud droplets to evaporate and become invisible water vapor by

f

respondinglo that effect:

WW Given a cross-sectional diagram.of a hailstone and asked to explain why a hailstone
03-Exc usually consists of a series of layers of ice in concentric shells, the student recalls

that a hailstvne usually consists of a series of layers Of ice in concentric.shellg be-.

cause ice is added only when the hailstone is moving up and down in the'cloUd and
each layer of ice represenls either an upward or a downward motjon by responding
to that effect. N.

.ar

WW allkGiven Tabk 2 on page I 65 and a table of weather data for (our c scutive days,
03-Exc which includes fime of measiirements-, temperatUre, winddiree i , ind speed,

cloud type, amount of cloud coveramount of precipitation, barometric pressure,
relative tumidity, and dew point, and asked to state thechanges which will occur in
the next' 24 hours in temperatikre, humidity, cloud cover, cloud type, precipilation,
and wind, fhe student generates a weather forecast based on the supplied data and
the relationships presented in Table 2 by Mating correctly at least four of six changes
in the weather that are in agreement with the patterns evident in the supplied data
and the relationships in Table "..!.

4
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.When asked to state the the9ry thatAlfred Wegener.proposed,about the continnts, CP,

the student recalls that Wegener proposed that all-continents were'once joined "01-Core-1

together. in a super landmass which broke apart into separate corttinertis by respond-.
ing to that effect..

When asked to cite eviclence to support the theory of continental drift, the student . CP

recalls the following as e-Vidence which:supports the theory of continental dfift: 01-Core-2

( I) the jigsaw puzzle fit of the 'continents, (2) the location of glacial drift and
grOoves-of the same age in Southern Hemisphere 'continents and India, (3) the
Ideation of similar fossils of the same age in continents separated by oceans, (4) the
niagnetielines (anomalies) that form long, ri3ge-like mirror images parallel to the
midoccan ridges, and (5) the identical rock?-sequences.on different continents by
resPonding with the notion of at least two of the five.

.

Given earthquake data from the "Prelimimiry Determination of Epicenters" table CP

'and a world map marked with lines of longitude and latitude with' the resulting boxes 0f-Core-3
'numbered and asked to indic4te the site of fourearthquakes, the student applies
the procedure of locating plaJes.on the earth, usipg the latitude-longitude coordinate
system, by indicating the position.of at least -three of the four earthquakes.

,

Given.,two diagrams, one showing plates colliding and one showing plates separatih, CP

and for each diagram five statements, two describing, the location of the boundary 01,-Core-4

and three describing the depth of an earthquake at the boundary, and asked to ..

select for each boundary the probable description of its location and the depth of
the earthquake associated with it, the student applies the concepts that boundaries
between plates which are moving apart tend toloe in midocean basins and to produce
shallow-earthquakes. whereaspoundarics between colliding plates tend to be near, .

.the edges of continents and produce deep earthquakes, by selecting the correct
'statements to describe the plates shown. 0

Given a diagram of a geologic environment and asked if there is any eVidence of ce
geologic change in the.diagram and, if so, to nanie tIte processes, which -caused the 01-Core-5

:

ehange, the student g(inerates inferences based ot.observation by inferring that
change has occurred nd.naming proceSses such as erosion, uplift, faulting, and
depoSition. I

.

Given a diagram al d a description of an une'xplained observation in earth science
and asked to state two questions that must be answered in resolving the problem.,

..the student generates two questions that are inquiry-oriented and which indicate
systematic investigatio by listing the two questions.

As
CP

01-Core-6

0-Given-ample opportunity to work .with materials on a laboratory activity of mOre CP

than one day's duration and asked to observe the cleanup period at the appropriate 01-Core-7

time, the student. chooses to close the laboratory ac",..ivity period promptly-upon
receiVing notification of the time by immediately ceasing the laboratory activity,

I



OP

retUrning materials in usable, clea condition to storage places., and participating in
work area cleanup, on Qt le st ee separate occasions when being observed by the

* teacher or another.desig ated observer without his knowledge..

CP

01-Core-13.

When asked to work in the laborat with fellow students, the student ellooses to
cooperate with fellow studenti' in the laboratoty hy bcing polite, waitin$ his turn,
being orderly when moving"about; and observing the right of his classmates to work
without being Unnecessarily disturbed, wh6.1 observed without hi's knowledge by
the teacher of...another designated person on at least three occasions.

CP When asked to work with the- equipment and text materials of the. ISCS course, the-
01-Core-9 studentshooses to show personal 'responsibility for returning laboratory equipments

no longer needed to the. proper storage Places during the activity period by return-
ing_such equipment and materialsto the designated storage -places On at least three
occasions when.obseryed by the teacher or another desiAatedobserver without his
knowledge of being checked.

CP

01-Core-10
When aske4 questions in the textbook, the student chooses to Write in his Record
Book his answers to 90(7( or more of the queslions in his textbook by exhibiting'
the written responses when the teacher spot 'checks to deterMine if he is doing so..

.CP When working inileponlently in the laboratory, the student chooses to show proper
01-Core-11 care and use of ISCS laboratory materials by using the materials only for their

intended purpose or by reqnesting permission to do other specific experiments.with
them, when being observed without his knowledge by the teacheror another des*:
nated person on three or..inOre occasions.

'A

CP When asked to citscribe.evidence from the Ece Age, cited by geologists to support.
01-Res 1-1 thh- theory of continental drift, the student recalls, as evidence.of continental drift .

left in rock by the glaciers, glacial grooves and glacial drift Of about.the same age
found on continents that are widely separated today but which could have .formed
one super continent millions of years ago by responding to that effect.-

CP

01-Res 2-1
Gken three pairs of rock sequences and told that in each pair the rock sequences
were found on different continents and Aced which pair represents two continents
that could have been joined together and what evidence supports his answer, the
student applies the ecept that rock layers can be correlated using location of
key fossils and.similariti of rocks by selecting the correct pair and responding with
the essence of the concepto

CP When asked why a bakq,d apple is considered to Ix; a model to explain mountain
01-Res 3-1 building, the student recalls that.a baked apple is Rothe earth in that it has a.

tough skin around a core which was once very hot but is now cooling, causing the
'skin to shrink and bnckle, by responding to that effect.

. '
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Given a diagram illiistrating linear magnetic'', 'anomalies in an ocean basin and four CP

statements concerning the anomalies and asked to indicate which statements.are .01-Ret4-1
not observations, the student classifies as observations any stafte.nts which are
consistent with theidata and are directly perceivable by the sehses by Selecting the
statements that are inferences and are not observations.

(
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Given a meterstick, a clinometer, some bopks, and instructions for building an
inclined plane with a specified indinatton between 8°, and 200 and asked to measure

...the diPangle of the it-white,. the student manipulates a clinometer to determine the
angle of dkp by reporting the size bf the dip angle Within.-±2°.

..CP
02-Core-1

Given a piepared cutout block illustrating tilted rock strata and five statements and cp
asked to label each statement as either-an observatiop or an interpretation,and to- 02-Core-2

state the observation on which eadi interpretation s based, the.student classifies
taternents relatineto a model of tilted rocks as.observations.ifthey are verifiable

precepts and as interPretations if they are inferences of cause, condition, or relation .4

based on an observation by labeling the statenNs as observations ov interpretations
and stating the.observation upon which each interpretation is based..

.

Given an igneous or a metamorphic rock sample such as granite. gabbro, schist, or CP

gnei.ss and a hand-lens and asked if the texture of the rocksample is interlocking or 02-Core-3

noninterlocking, the student classifies the texture of a rock as interlocking jf the
*.

grains'are interwoventy stating to the effect that the texture is interlocking. since

the grains are interwoven rather than cemented together..

Given a sedimentary rock such as sandstone or conglomerate anda hand lens awl
asked it' the texture of'the rock is interlocking or noninterlocking and to state the
,evidence.on which his decision is based. the student classi-fies the texture of a rock
as noninterlocking if the, grains are cemented together rather than interwoven by .
resp9jAitflg to the effect that the texture is noninterlocking, since the grains are
cemented, not interwoven.

PP
02-Coie-4

Given a rock sample composed of interlocking, randomly oriented grains,.a hand
lens, a steel nail. and the rock classification table on page 47 and asked to indicate
the type of rock and to explain the reasbn for his answer, thestudent classifies a
rock as igneous it' the grains 'are interlocking and randomly oriented by responding
that the rock is igneous and with the essence of the cOncept. .

Ce
02-Core-5.

Given four characteristics of krock sample. all of which deteimine the sample's CP

texture,- and the options."all of these" and "none of these"' and asked which of the 02-Core-6

characteristics determine a rock's texture, the student classifies the presence of
cementing agents, the orienthtion of grains, the interlocking or noninterlOcking of

-.grains, and grain size as the factors which determine the texture of a rock by .

selecting the option "all of these.".
.

Given an extrusive igneous rock such as rhyolite or basalt and asked to describe the
cond,itions of temperature and pressure reqUired for its formation and to state where
in or on the earth it was formed, the student. applies the concept ttiat igneous rocks
with fine-grained texture are formed under conditions of high temperature and

relatively low pressure which allowed rapid cooling a'nd that such conditions exjst

S.

CP

02-Core-7



at or near the surface of the cruSt by responding that theconditiOns included high
temperature-and low pressure and that they occur at or near the siirface of the -

earth's crust.

CP Given descriptive data concerning the.location, the chief rock type, and the external
02-Core-8 :- 4Pearatiee Of a faulted mountain and three oilier mountain types and asked fo

selekl .the description.of a faulted mountain,..the student classifies as block-fault.,
mountains those ( I ) composed of sedimentary and metamorphic marine.rocks, .

(2) existingin-scarp and batsin regions, Ind.(1) having long, asymmetrical (wedge-
..4yaped) slopes bY selecting the entry with thOse characteristics.

CP Given samples of,gray granite, gneiss,'sandstone, and obsidian and a list of rock-
- 02-Core-9 forming environments and asked,to match the environment in which each sample

probably was formed with the rock sample, the .student applies the concept that
different environments of rock.formation result in rocks with different characteristics
and that the environment of formation for (1) gray granite is deepwithin the crust,.'
(2) gneiss is.at or near.the surface of the earth .and under pressure, (3) sandstone is
in an.ocean basin., and (4) obsidian is from the flow of volsanic material by matching
the rocks with their environments of formation.

-CP% . Given four.diagrams of movements along a fault plane and a photograph Of Death
.02tOre-10 Valley and aske&-ro' select the diagram which hows the probable movement whiCh

formed Death Vai,ley and to state Vo Pieces of evidepce for his choice, the student
classifies the movennent that caused Death Valley as evidenced by (1)the down-
dropped.block, (2j the wedge shape of the ridge, and (3) the lowering of strata
from.t.hertui-nbing walls by seleeting the correct diagram and stating at least one
of th e. critOria as evidenc,e.

.1

CP Giveri'descriptive data concerning the location, the .chief rock type, and the external
_

02-Core-11. appearance of an erosional mountain andIhree
e
other mountains and asked to select .

. .
, the description of an erosiOnal mountain, the student classifies as erosional moun-

tainsAose (I) composed of deep-cooled igneous rocks, (2) haying a round or a
dome shape, and (3) existing singly on a plain by selecting the entry with those
characteristics..

P Given a cross-sectionat diagram ilkistrating a dome-shaped mountain compos of a
02-Core-12 single kind of igneous rock and- a sample olthat kind de igneous rock and as ed to

explain the forniation of a mountain made entirely of the igneous rock, th student
applies the concept that dome-shaped mountains composed of coaAe-grained

, igneous rocks were f6rmed deep in the crust and put in Place by 'the uplift of the.
igneous rock and erosion of the softer rock in which it was formed by responding.
witlilhe essence of the concept:

CP Given descriptive data concerning the location, the chief rock type, and the external
02-Cored 3 appearance of a folded mountain and three other mountains and asked to select the

description of a fokled mountain, the studenfr classifies asiolded mountains those

141
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i .

('I ),composed.of sedinitntary and metamorphic rocks of marine origin, (2) existing
in y.alley and ridge regions, 'and (3) having groups of long, parallerSlopes by seleAing:
die entry, with those eharacteristiei;. ' ..

- f .

. -, -.

GivendeFecriptive data Colicerning the location, the chief rock type,sand the external , . . v.. :, CP ..

. appearance Of an ola volcanic crater and three other mountains and asked to. select , ...i52-Core-14-
,..

.

the description of the old volcanic crater,.the student. classifies as old vol.canic
.

1

iv-

;craters those mountains ( I ) composed of surface-cooledIgneous rocks, (2). having a .

cone shape, and (3) existing in earthquake or geyser regions by selesting i he entry
6 .

with those chaucteristics. . -
. *

Given lit M of. five FosionalleatureS, thi-ve of which are glacial in origin, and asked
to select those.that are formed by glacial action, the student classifies erosiK;nal

. features as cirqueS, rock grooVes,.horns, banging valleys, and U-shape valleys as
glacial in origin by selecting_the three glacial Aoilonalleatures from the list.

CP
.

0C o re-15

, .,
pven a diagram showing along axial View of a glacial valley and asked .to.indiCate
whether each of four selected fiatures in the valley is depositionaj osional, thei
student classifies moraines in a glacial valley as depositional and cir e

lps,horns,
and

hanging vialleys as erosional by labeling at least three of tbe four indicated features

' correctly..

CP
02-Core-16

Given a cutout block shOwing folded strata and the informAion that all the rocks in CP

those strata are sedimentarY and asked to describe a process that would explain the_: 02-Core-17

structure in thAutout block-, the student applies.the concept that sedimentary rocks %

_ _._ _ .

compressed under high pressure yield to the pressures by forming foldS by
. .revonding with the ssence of the concept.

.:

Givedlii sample of an igneous, asedimentary, and a metamorphic rock, a hand lens,

dilute HCl, a steel nail and the rock test ke-yfound on. pages 45 through 47 and
asked to determine for each rock whether it is sedimentary. matamorphic, or
igneous, the student classifies rocks on the baSis of.their origin, usng a rock classa
cation key, by naming each rock correctly as igneous, sedimentary, or metamorphic.

CP

02-,es 5-1

Given a -diagram of four test tubes showing the crystallinotructure aa material
cooled at different rates and asked to order the rates at .which the material in each '02-Res 6-1

test tube cooled from the slowest to the fastest, the student amities the*concept that
a melt generates smaller crystals With increasing rates of eboling by listing"the

numbers of .thetest -tubes in the order of decreasing crystal size of their contents.

.Given a, hand lens and three igneous rocks each composed of a different average grain
size and asked to order the rocks, based on rate of cooling .froln a melt, and to.ex-
plain how he decided the order, the student applies the concept that the slower a
melt cools, the larger the crystals that ate geneaFd, by responding witluthe correct

. .

order and the essence of thezult.
,

CP

02-Res 6-2



.4
4.

_ , .

CP ;. Given a phatographshowing sedimentary layers and-asked hOw one Of, the layersI ,

02-Res 7-t was formed, the student applies the concept that Sedimentary roc;ks'are made.of

,, layer's of sediment frohi dePosits or.precipitates settling-from a1iquid,tbe aii; or a "

0 : glacier by responding.With, the essence of the concept.
t.

:CP . Given a deseription of a situation stating-the results of apPlying.dilute HCI -to a rocV, , .
02-Rei 7-2 and asked whet kind of rock it is aml what it is,composqdp., the,student appliestheY

i
a we ra t io nal. definVion that a limestone is coMposed of `cArcium carbonate and .reacts -.

with dilute HCI to release-bubbles of CO-) gasby res ondin 'That the rock iSa ,'.../ .,.* _ ,J. .

lithestone and,that it is coMposed of calcium carbonate. .

. '.

CP Given a description ola test performed on a -sedimentary rock sampleand askedlo,
02-Res 8-1 explain The reaction.of acid with Certain sedimentary rocks, the student applies the .

coneept that certain diSsolved minerals such as compounds df irOn and, casbonates
serve as cementing agents to hold sedimentary.grains together and they. wag-with
HCI by responding to the effect thut the reaction 'Was:caused by 4,substajwe which

. reacts with the acid and is the cen4enting agent for the rock,
, ,

. - ,. .

CP Given two samples of sand,-, one of whiCh is held together by acementing agent-z.and _.
92-Res 8-2 asked-tO state the difference between 'the two Samples and16 explainhow that ...,-.... A.::

difference conld occur in nature ,. the student.applies the concept That dissolved
. l. minerals serve. aS timienting agents Which hold grains .orsetintient together_bk.

,. : .-.:

... . . .

respvding that one sample has loose grains of sadd and the bther one has grains of ,.
. .

,sand which are Cemented together and with the effect of the concept, - .:.,
.. .,

. .,::,..

. .. .

-PP. Given a hand: kns;:dilute I WI, and two sedimentarY rock;, one of whjeli is Ihnestone *._ ' \..
i .. 1:12-Res 9-1 :, and one of which is either sludeor sandstone, andasked to nanie each rock as :,\,,, .. ..

,, limestone: sandstont% or shale and to explain fiow he know's, the student aPplies the..
. .

''''-.eoneepts1+) That sandstbnes are composed_principally of vi*le and rounded sand
, .!:.

grains Which show no acid reaction,-(2) that shales are conposed principally of ,.. '

very timall grains, show-little reaction to acid, and smell like mud when breathed on,
and t.3) that limestones react to acid by naming the appropriate focks in each ease

. _
.

and st itingThe reasons for his ehoices. . .

1,
I ,

CF, .Given a map of a pzutial distributiOn tif rocks showing one tyPe ofsedimen6ry
.0'2-Res 10-1. 'rock and three ty.Pes of metithiorphic roCk and'samples of slate, schist, and gneiss and #

asked where in the, distribution the sample.rocks might be found and to eXplain his
:.answer, the student applies the conceptihat the grade of melamorphisth (The degree

10. olbanding or foliationhand the .siie ()Hoc; minerals) inereases as the intensity of
heat anti pressure increasestliStath that Slate would he found in the ione neatest

. 4 Thesedimentary rpck, that schist w6uld be found in the milldlezone,.and that
gneisS would.be fOund in the zone fafthest away Froth TIK.sedimentary rook.,.4

. . ,

- CP

02-Res 11-1
,

.,
Whet, asked to Mine Me r'elafivq ,hat'dness,off a' substtince. the student tipplies The -"

eon ut thaL'a harder phjeet will scratch a Sofrepope when they are rubbed together.
h rewonding with the essence,of The definition. ' . .,.

,.



.Given sampleol".the.Mi4rals agite quarti; muscOvite,mica, biQtlte rnka,
hornehlen4olivine, galena, arid hematite :and'asked to'indicate whether each
mineral has metallic or nonmetallic luster ? the studOtt identifies.minerals which ,.

shine likc a metal .as'having metallic lustdi and ainerals which are glassyor vitreous

.as havininonmetallie luSter "by assivinutigite, iluartz,MusCoyitelMica; biotite mica,
hoimehlende, ancl olii/ine. to the nonmetallic group and galen4And hematite t6 the.

metallic group. F

, CP

02-:Res 11-2

civenthree mineral samples And asked to select each sample which shows cleavage

and't0 !2,(0-1tiin how he.knoWs, the student claSsVies,a mineral as having cleavage, if

one or more. surface,sflash When rotated in light by selecting such a mineral and
responding with the essenu of:the cleavage test:

.*

CP

02-Res 11-3

Given a "Mineral Classification:Chart," three minerals from the ISCS mineral kit, a

glasS plate iifcl a knik arid asked to niame the mineeals, the student classifies the

minerals, using a classification system based on the pr4erties of luster-hardness,
.

'Ad cleavage': by stating their names.

CP

02-Re; 114

IXiiven a model depicting a rock cycle and asked to draw another cycle (or a.sedi- CP.

mentary rock, the student,applies the, concept that a rock oh follow many 02-Res 12-1

paths.11y clrawiugan arrow tO show that sedimentary rocks may-be melted or,eroded.
,

Given a cliagram of a:volcanic mountain and asked, to determine the origin of.the
mountaln and'cite ihe evidence for his answer, the student classifies a mountain as

voleanic in origin baSed on the t011owing criteria: ( 11 the cone shape, (2) the pres-

. ence cxl, lava flow,.and (3) the crater, or depre'ssiom in the center of the cOne, by

'4' stating.that.it is a volcanic mountain and eiting,iit le10 01K critetion.

a

'CO

02-Res 13-1

ci:ven adiagtani illustrating theintosion of basa4 'to form a silt and asked whether CP

the ignecinsrock Is an intrmiion or aflow.and to state how he knows,.the student ' 02-Resn14-1

classifies the feature as an intrusion on the basis of the occurrenye ot a tliin layer of
metaihofphOsarocks abovelkid below the igneous rocks by stath% that it is-an

inCrusion and, in effect, t he.evklence. t

Given two diagrams, one showing a 4l and the other a dike,-and asked to indicate

.whi,ch is the sill-and whic'h the dike and to explain, his answers, the student eltIssifies

sa sill as anigneoUs. intrusion concordant, to the intruded ro'cks (parallel to the lidja-

'Cent Iliyers) and a dike as an igneouslntrusion d*ordant to the.intruded cock
(Cutting across thetsurrounding laYers) by namirig the feattire in.each diagram and 7

, .

stating the criteria.

02-Res 15-1

. -

: When asked the,name for a crack ot an opening_in,the surface ofthe earth, other

than, allolOilo, from which laya spills,onto lite sulface of the earth, the student

recalls that a f issure is a long crack in the eahh's Surface,otherthan a volcano, from. --A.

which- ve flows by oji.tvg that a fissure is such a crack.
.

C?

02,Res 1611.

-'



02-Res 117-1

CP

02-Res 18-1

Given-a.block diagramshowing a fault and ;isked to indicate the fault Plane and the .
possible direction of MOvement along the fault, the student classifies a f.ault as the
'plantalong which motion has occurred py labeling the-fauttline and'showing on eachi, ,.

\-side of it arrows parallel to.the fault line but tiointingin opposite directions. '' ..

Given a bloOkdiagrath of folded sedimentary rocks with.five lettered arrows and
asked to select- the arrow which indicates the direction that the appljeatorce &me;
fpm, the student applies the conCept.thathe force to compress sedinients into
folds is lateral and frciiiiihe direction of maximum folds by:selecting a horizontal
aiTow toskard the ar6 ob the greatest bending and perptIndicular ta: the axis of the
fold.

,

CP Given descriptive data for two Mountains 'and asked to select the older mountain
02-Res 19-1 'and to explain his answer, the studentclassifies.old mountains on the basis of the

,presence of gentle slopes and broad valleys and relatively young mountains on the
basis of the presence of high peaks, steep mountain sides, and'nurrOW valleys bY
selecting the. old mountain and stating the essence of the notion._

CP Whewasked to describe the procos by which snow turns iUto glacial ice,ithe student
02-Res 20-1 recalls the. process of snow's being turned intoglaciai ice as follows: ( 1) the process

- begins when more snomTalls than .melts, (2) then snow on the.already accumulated '.
snow prothicA pressure on tile snowflakes at the bottom, turning them into ice
grains,: and i3 rfurther packing and tilt' addition of water from melting snow
-recrystallize the iCe grains into solid ice by responding with the notions of at least
two of the three steps of the process.

4

CP . .Given five climate conditions and asked to select the conditnius that .cause ghiciers.
02-Res 21-1 to change size, the student classifies.as i con'ditipn,which causes glacial.advance

(growth) snowfall'which exceeds melting and evanoration and as a condition which
causes glacial retreat (shrinking) melting and evaporation which exceeds snowfall by
selecting.the conditiOns whech cause a change ill glacial size.

.s
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Given a lista. four geogrphical areAs in the- U.S. and ask Aed select those whic. h te ::. CP

Source areas for river.systems and to statethe reas'ons for his choices, the student. , .. '-' , . -133-Core-1

applie# the concept that river systems tend to originate in highland aLreas and areas Of
high precipitation by selectihg three'such,locatkins mad wpcla041,with the notion
ot' the concept. : 4

.
1

Given a blank map of Australia mid two maps showing the average Precipitatión,and CP

the elevation and asked to tocute source areas of riVersystems,,the student applies 03-Core-2
the concept that most river syStems.Originate inhighlands or 4ighpredpitation areas .

by arking at least 75% of the area in which rivers w.ouldform on the blank map of
Australia. --.. - ,.

Given diagrams of three,stream:profiles and asked to select the stream 'whichwould
have the greatest potential epergy and_ to explain his choice, the student applies the
concept that the potential energy of a river increases as the average slope angle in-

:
creases by selecting the river with the greatest average slope angle and responding, in
effect, that it is the steepesfi..

CP

03,Core-3

fable, supply.and catch buckets, and a 100-inl beaker and asked to CP

adjust the floWof %Alter in the stream table to a specified rate, the student manipu- 03-Core-4

lates the equipment to.adjust the Tate of water now in the.st ream table kept at a
constant slope by adjItAtfg the screw clamps so that it takes I 0 12 seconds to fill. a

00-ml heaker.

Given a data table showing a stream tabkos slope and measurements of the.erosion, CP

time of a sand-gravel mixture and asked to state how he thinks the slope of Ow. 4 . 03-aore-5

" stleam table is related tolhe erosion of the materials when ihe material and volume
of water are held-constant, the student generates a hypothesis that an increa.sed slope
in the stream table results in an increased rate of erosion in the stream bed by
ropondilig to the effect that the rate of erosion increases as the stream gradient 'in-

creases.

"
Given a profile showing a stream with certain places lettered changing gradient to.ii

.

CP

much shallower slope in a valley and asked to select the letter-. of the place where de- 03-Core-6

.. posits of gravel will pite up.and to lath; the reason, the student applies the concept
, that deposits of gravel are the resat olthe reduction of a stream's kinetic energy byt

selectillg the letter at the point of energy reduction,and responding with the essence
.of the concept. ) . ,

Given four changes or events that could occur in some region 6f the U.S. and asked CP

to selevt the change,which would tend to increase a river's kinetic energy, the student 03-Core-7

classifio changes 'ill increasing a river's kint.iic energy if they increase the discharge
.or reduce the roughness of the riversbottom.by setating the three appropriate.

,4..chantws,frOm the list.

r .1 2 '6

.1.



CP
03-Co6-8

Given a graph shOwing the'haes of stream bed erosion aton'e locatión-fora Yr and
asked tb indicate what variable could Cause theyaryihg erosional rate§,,ti,ie 'student /. .

. ..
applies the concept that increasing the volume of stream flow, increases the prosional
capabilities (kinetic energy) of the stream by respondig with the essence ,ollhe cdn-
cept.

CP ' Given 4 data table listing five changing stream conditions and asked to complete the,
03-Core-9 table-So as to show the effect of eaCh change on the potential energy, 'the kinetic,.:,

energy,'and the rate of stream bed erosion, the student applies the concept that the .

arate of erosion of a stream bed, an. application of the kinetic eriergy, varies directly
with the potential energy and 'the friction of the bed by completing correctly at .least
ten of the fifteen possible changes in the table to show that ( I ) potential energy

:varies directly with source height or'waler volume, (2) kinetic energy varieS.directly
with potential energy or slope and with.increasing smoothnesS of the river bed, and
(3) erosion, ease,of bed removal, varies directly with kine'tie energy.'

CP Given live. ka4ires formed by the action of running water and asled to select'the
03-Core-10 features which result from the 'reduction of kinetic energy, thestudent 'classifies

depositional features (alluvial fans, sandbars, deltas, mud bars, and spits) as resulting
from a reduction in a stream's kinetic energy by selecting the two depositional fea-
tures found in the list.

'CP Given a map of the United States with four gwgraphicál sites numberedandlour
03-Core-11 causes of erosion and asked to select the*.erosional process most responsible for shap-

ing the land at each site, the student classifTes sites by the chief agents 'of erosion,. .

a which include ( ) wind which erodes deserts, (.2) flowing water w.hich erodes.humid
areas and mountain valleys, and (3) wave action which erody beaches, by selecting-
the .correct agent for at least thiee of the foursites. .

.

CP Given two diagrammatic views showing the course of a river with.four pairs of points
03-Core-12 marked and asked at which point in each pair of points the rate of flow (speed) is

greater, the student appliesathe cpncept that the rate of flow in a river is greater
( I ) when the width of the river narrows, (2) when there are no-obstacles in the river,
(3) at the outside of a bend, and (4) where the river bed is V-shaped by setceting at
!oast three of the four points of faster flow..

CP Given a diagram Showing a cross section of a stream bed with five labeled rioints and
03-Res 27-1 four graphs of the velocities at those points on the cross section and asked.to select

the graph which correctly shows the rates of water flow in the stream, the student
applies the concept that the velocity of water in a stream is greatest at the center
point farthest from the stream's banks and bqd because friction is at a minimutn by
y.214ting the graph showing the rate Of flow to be greatest at the center point farthest
.from the stream's-banks and bed.

1

CP Given a lettered profile of a.stream table showing a reservoir, a stream channel, s4n11,,
03-Rei 291 and a lake and four stotements about channeldepth and aSked to select the letter

A



indicating the depth to which' the.,thann.el Will be eul and the statement explaining'
the reasonfor his elioic,e, the student applies the concept.lhat st,ream channef.depth,,.
camiot be ltowerthan the lake or ocean into which it flows by selecting the letter in-

dicating a depth Which is equal to (he Wyel of the.likeandlhe statement whichex:-
presses the essence of the concePt.' .

:.

N.

.10

ven a diagram showing a cross ,section of a delta deposit and asKed whether the . PP
river flowed. from the direction of the line particles, tothe coarse'particles at the time.., 03-Ret 32-1. ... ,

,

:f deposition'and to explain his ansWei-, the student applies the concept that coarse. '..3

particles kra streant bed are deposited close tO shore and fine particles farther out by
eesgonding negatively and with the esSence of the concept.

:4(

< 7

Give,n a lettered diayram showing a-stream channel and the rock bed, acrós S. whieh, it

cuts and asked to select the letter ofsthe place,where a waterfall' would form' and to

state the reason for his choice, the student applies the concept that waterfalls form
along a stream where the water flows across an interface from a relatively hard to a

softer 'rock layer by selecting such a'site and responding to the effect, that the less
resistant.rock will crode.m.uch fa4ter thlin the harder rock to form. the waterfall,

CP
3g-.1

Own a map showing a,pat tern of gullies and asked to indicate the direction of.water
flow and the direction in which the gullies will grow, the student applies The concept

that water flows from 'branch channels into a central channel and that gullies develop

and grow by headward erosion by drawing and .labeling an arrow showing. waier4floW
'from tributaries to the main channel and an arrow showing that erosion occurs head-

ward, that is, Lip the tributaries,

CP
03-Res 34-1

.Given a diagram showing a meanderingStream with three locations marked and asked cP

to select the locations where erosion is likely to occult- and the locations where depo- 03-Res 36-1

sition is likely to occur and to explainhis responses, the student applies the concept

that erbsiOn occurs on the outSide of 'bends of streams where water velocity is high

and deposition occurs on the inside of bends where water velocity is low by s_elecin;

high velocity sites as places of eroSion and .low velocity sites as places ot' deposition

and responding with the essence of the, cOnapt.

iveti a diagraln of a 'meandering stream with four points marked on the land around CP

. the meander, one ot' which is at the neck ora meander, and asked to select the point 03-Res 36-2

of land whiCh is likely to be eroded first and to state the reason for his answer, the

student applies the concept that bed and stream wall erosion are greatest at the, out-

side of a bend in a stream by n,4._!citins the point of land at the neck of the meander

and stAng the tuition of the concept.

. Given a relief map showing several crescent-shaped sand dunes and asked to state the CP

prevaili4 wind direction and the'evidenCe for his answer, the student akplies the 03-Res 3171

concept that steep slopes and pointed horns of crescent-shaped dunes point ,down-

wind by satin wind direction and the essence of either piece of evidence.



;Given diagrams of-two beach profiles and asked tO selec(the diagram.'which.
.1.esult of high-energy wavtcattacking.the be.ach.and.to state the evidence Which- :.
supports his answer, the studentindentifies a shoreline caused by high-energy waveS

by the' offsbore,dePoSits (benches') of,sand.by .;selecting the appropriate illuslrat ion

. and citiag, theoffshore deposits, tin.; benches, as evidence. . 7 k. , '

CP

04-Coni-1

Given a. diagram showing a cross section.of a sandy beach underlain byjocks and CP

'asked to state what would .probably happen if a hurricane with high wffids.and wave.s . 04-Corik:2

attacked the beach and to draw another diagram showing the same bea,ch after the.. ."

- h4ricane, the.student aNlies the eoncepl that high-energy wasp will 'catry.apd-to
deeper water to form khench by stating the essence of the concept and draWiiig a .

diagram orhis answer

6k,l'en-tAreo,snoreline chasnges and 'asked to state the type of wave action on each at
the time of the change,llw,student classifies the removal of sand to expose gravel,

TAind the formation of a bench as evidences high-en&gy wave aCtion and IN!, build-

up,o , a bLah as Lv dLnk.k. of low-energy wave.action by sta-the type-of wave
action appropriate to at least two of the three changes.

CP

04:Core4
".?

Given two diagrains, one showing: ast ream table set up for producing waves and the
other showing a st reaM tablelnwhich the waves ant beach formation have been
produced, and asked to state how the-waves wereproduced to fotm the beach in the

,.,stream table model andio Rtate. ail important variable:in theformation of the beach,
the student recalls that-waveS are produced by gently moving a wooden bloCk in the
water and that the waves must be of low. energy in-order to foiim a beach by

responding with the effect of,those ideas.

-CP '
04-Core-4

Given a stream table, sand, water, and a wooden block and a diagram showing the CP

setup and asked to set up the stream.table and preiduce waves that will result in.the .

formation of a.sand bench and to statethe important variable in its formation, the
student manipulates a stream table which is set up for producing high-energy waves
by 1!ressing on the wood block lo produce relatively high-energy waves and respond-

v-

ine, to the efket that strong waves are neeck?d for the formation of sand benches.

Given a diagram of an aerial view of a spit with the prevailing winds and a designated

point on the spit marked and asked to indicate where most of the sand is likely to
be deposited and the path that.the sand will follow. the student applies the concepts
that sand is deposited in the.area at the tip of the spit and 'that w7w-e-s-Cause long-

ghore transport in thedirection of the prevailing winds by indicating deposition in
the area aloug and around the tip of the On and sketching arrows in a path along
the spit in the direction of the prevailing winds.

cp
04-Core-6

I
.

Given an example of a fiord a
-

nd an estuary and asked to state the difference be- CP
.,

tween a fiord and an estuary, the student reak that a fiord is a flooded, ice-carved -04-Core-i
_ _

volley. whereas an, estnaW is a flooded, river-carved valley by respdncling with a

description of the difference bet ween a fiord and an estuary,

s-1 9 '
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'." CP Given a diagram ot`a ro4y-sea 'coast with five poiats dn the rock 'fac'e. labeled and
.

04-Res 38-1 . O'Iced to indicate where on the rock faceeroSiOnWill be.greatest ind to exp.Wkhis.
an-swer,ihe. student applies the concept that the kinetic energy of a wave is greatest
at the aiidtherefore done on the rockface will. be.greatesiwhere the
crest hits the face-by selecting the point .on the rock fce where the crest.olthe.
wave hitsind respendilwith the essence,of the concept.

..--

,

..,_ ..

Given five shoreline fe.atures including .three which are characteristics of rocky or. . -?.., --04-Res 38-2 . , steeply Wined shofelino.and asked to select-those that are most copttnOfily
associated with rocky pr steeply inclined shorelines, the student classi.fieS caves,

:,...,. . ,urch,es, pinnacles, and.benches as features associated.with _rocky or steePly. inclined
,:- ....

.. shotelineg by.selectins at least two of the threj found in the check.
_ . .

,
... .

CP
04-Res 39-1

..Given a diairam olwaves approaching a shdretine with several WaVes labeled and
agknod to select the live that` wouk1 give a surferthe test yide arid tol!xplain why he.,
s'Olected thht wave atia-did not sdecilhe others, the student appliesthe concept Oat.
wave motion .is circular in deep water and.as a wave approaches the sloping beach,. .

inbtion iS.changed to fOrWard motion by selecting the wave Farthest from the
shore which is becoining angular andstatiiisithatthiswavewOuld OM hint to4.;
shore, Whereas on the waves fdther otit, his motion wouldbe.up and...down rather
Than forward.

,

, CP- . Given three diagranis showing waves approaching different shorelines and Aed to
.,

04-Res 40-1 ...select the'diagrains.-Which sho.w1condi4ions.for bending waves by refraction and. the '' ._ _...

diagram which...shows con.ditions rot; bending waVes byktliffractiOn and to ex.plainlhis ''
answers, the stUdent apPlies 1116' cOncepts th'at wavmhre bent by refraction as water
becomes shallower and by diffraction when the waves encounter partial barriers by , .--.,....

selecting the diagrams which correctly indicate the refraction and-diffraction con-
ditions and responding with the essence of the concepts.

CP . Given two diagrams showing aerial views of h series of wave fronts, one about to
04-Res 40-2 eneo'unter a headland and one-about to encounter a bay, and asked to draw wave

r frontsto the breaker zones, the stndent-applies theconcept that wave fronts are .

refracted by headlands and bays by drawiq wave fronts which are bent around the
headland.and cat bays are bowed'so that they tend to parallel the banks of the bay.

CP Given two diaghuns sfiowing aerial views of a series,of wave fronts, One about to
04-Res 4013 encounter a barrier 'and one about to pass through two barriers, and asked to dfacv

wave fronts to the breAer zones, the student applies the concept that wave fronts
hre diffracted by barriers by drawing wave frOnts Which are bent around the ends of
the barriers.

CP Given a graph showipg a continuous record of tidal changes for twelve days at a
04-Res 42-1. .particular station and asked to estimate die mean sea level in meters at the station

and to state the group of readings he considered to arrive at that value, the-student

fr
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applies t he. conce.Pt that the mean Ott level i§.the average of the daily teadings
levet,and the-low-water level by estimating the Mean sea tevel.Within.

-,±a25- at-14.04 ting that he considered the.claily. high- "and IOW-water level readings.., .

', L
. '.

, -.. '_.- cliven three. diagrams'showing relative positions.or the earth, tne moon; and the sun

,. '... thict.asked.to'select the diagram which shows the position whieh Wouldcau4e the

:''' . ' -highest tid,eS on the.'earit, the.student applies the concept thatt-iie grbvitaticinal .

forCe, is greatest when the mbon,the sun, and' the earth are in astraight lineand that
.,

eauSes'aie highest tides by selecting the diagraih showing the.earth,;the moon, and

thestin.0 conjUncItion, . . . . 4 r- 4'

. '1. . t I

.
:

;. .
'044es 43-1'

r

GiVen a diagram sh.ZWikig.several wave-cut .benches.and asked to state`kiw.these CP

',benches wi e forMed and'Ally there are several-of them, the student applies the 04-Res 44-1.

concepts.-th elich is,Cauked by waveerosion and the.presence of several benche'
.indicatesca.seri'es of relative motions -of tlie,sea -leveUeither theltuid-wasluplifted or

.
'the- sea level dropped)by responding with the essence of hoth.COncepts.

. '

-

,Given a OiagiVin and a description of all ocean shOreline with an tingrotected head-,- -.. .' .: . CP
,.. :

4and of i:etatively pft rock, the direction Of current flow, the fact tiVat the headland. t; ';:04-:Res 46-1

Aiii.1-vrocte-, and three arrows purporting to show the ditection the eroded materiat.,-,

' Will.take and asked to4elec
., .

t the arrOw indicating thedirection the eroded material .'
,

will,. talw and to st'ate,thetCattire eroded material will fornf,-the student applies the.

ci*ncepts- that the'.sand wilt belransported in the direetion-Of titc current and win oe

.0 e p-i;.e d as a,spirhYselecting the arrew that points in the same direction as the
-s...

..i.-00:,im current ant -stating that the eroded material will tbrth a .spit; '' ., -.:,

.....
I , : . .

': '
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